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To
Nader
and
who wnlrSl11n
water walks on

When this book was first published 3 Y2 years ago, it didn't have a preface. But since then we have had the Three Mile Island Grand Disaster history's only major disaster with a toll of zero dead, zero injured, and
zero diseased.
How much of this book had to be rewritten as a result of this Grand
Disaster?
Not a solitary line; not a solitary word; not a solitary i-dot.
On the contrary, the reader is cordially invited to use the Grand
Disaster as an experimental test of what this book asserts, in particular, as
a test of the central question of whether the zero casualty toll was "a
lucky near miss" or whether it was a logical consequence of the two fundamental pillars of nuclear safety: the defense in depth and the slow progress of a nuclear accident.
The defense in depth, and why no other energy facility of equal size
can have one, is described in the book; but perhaps the slow time scale of
a nuclear accident should have been more strongly emphasized, so here is
an illustration from the TMI episode: Within hours from the beginning
of the accident [Hours? How long does it take for an oil tanker to blow
up?], the industry had flown in teams of experts; one such team engaged
in almost Naderite "what-if' fantasies. What if the pump now slowly
cooling the core fails? We use the other primary loop. What if that fails,
too? We still have the ECCS. What if both loops fail because the power
fails? We have a diesel stand-by generator. What if that
too? Let's
fly in another, just in case. And they did. (It was never needed.)
What 843 MW facility, other than nuclear, gives you that kind of time
to take countermeasures? What other 843 MW facility will contain a
chain of five
horrible failures - human and mechanical without the loss of a single life? How do you evacuate the population
when a dam breaks? How do you take preventive measures while a
gasoline refinery blows
Yet Three Mile Island did not become what it should have - a gigantic
call for the biggest brainfield test of nuclear safety. It became the
washing campaign in American history.
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PREFACE

"Scientists told us an accident of this
false
this
now it has
" is an assertion
lished almost 3 years before the TMI accident. An accident like
but
would not have
which resulted
resulted even in that if an operator had not switched off
correctly
automatic
and continues to
a
is an accident with
with other energy
disasters have killed
many hungasoline, and
and tens of thousands have died premature
in the US
of these deaths could have been
but
nuclear power as a
source of
or
health? Not the politicians, nor the selfanointed Messiahs. The real
continue to be covered up; it after
ner'cervea ............
from which
can be made. So let
of
the suckers die for the greater
Brown and Tom Fonda.
A meltdown? It was never even close at
and this book will tell
you
it would not have been the end of the world even if there had
been one.
Radiation? The average dose received
TMI due to the accident was one rnlII
have received was about 80 mrem.
in _~,.~~ . _~.....,
this book was
I have received 350 mrem more than if I
Of the
now
within 50
moved to
miles of the
have died
of cancer if there had been no
number will now be increased
And
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The Direct Use of Coal, Office of Technology Assessment, April 1979; $7 from
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402; stock no. 052-003-00664-2.

about 62 dead for the
843 MW of TMI Unit 2
air
or more than 1 death per week.
That cannot be
of course; lJnit 2 had an accident. But what
about TMI Unit I? This could be
more than 1 life a
but it is
shut down for no good reason other than to
more
ITllleclge
,out of the accident. For since this book was v ......
cn~lngea, at least in
from a commission of
mission of political demagogues: I refer to Commissioner ---..
above all, to\ Carter
Peter
a
"".. . .
for
Nader's
conglomerate. It is
like
Bradford who keep nuclear
shut down for every conceivable exBradford
that he was aware of coal
cuse. In August
being riskier than nuclear power; so he must know about the 1 death a
week due to TMI Unit 1
idle. But politics is
what's a
few more widows?
Not all casualties of TMI were fatal, or even regrettable. One such
casualty was the theory of the inevitable failure of the
Co~e
Cooling System as diligently
P r o f . . Kendall and hIS
Union of Concerned "Scientists." He had built a lucratIve career on the
alleged malfunction of the ECCS, which had never been tested
i~
what he considered
acts of whitewash. At TMI all of hIS
carefully nursed predictions of doom were shattered in a fraction of a
second as the ECCS came in
and
was
later switched off by human
wounded
this
he
called for evacuation
its inevitable deaths
heart attacks of the
traffic
at a tIme
there was no
of a
that a meltdown will cause
massive radioactive release. He also
will
children under
will rnlJlcC'l'upll,\,
and lead to all kinds of horrors that would scare the
Count
at the same time his
assured us that
not want to halt nuclear power CO]mp~letelY
Now if I
as Kendall
to
that nuclear power
could result in
contaminated
littered with corpses,
turn
it; but
I am not
as
I would
as Kendall. What kind of
would turn him off?
Artificial earthquakes with rockets
the bubonic
Some other events in the last three years deserve comment. The
1I"'ll"'6£l.t-hr,r1l"'dACn.T of the Rasmussen
you would never believe
the brainwashers in the national news media - has
and endorsed
the NRC
Bradford was in the
on that
it
disassociated itself from the Executive
v'-'.1·JI. ...... L-,II."'-"' ......
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~u]mnrlar'V of the
and could not endorse the exact values of the probabilities as calculated in it - as Prof.
chairman of the review
group, testified" before a
the real probabilities
could well be
to nuclear power.
radiation have reached the borders of
The attacks on
- and here I do not
allude to Dr Ernest
whose "findon mental
infant
and decline in test scores
have grown so wild that
have become an embarrassment to the antinuclear
As in so many other cases, I must refer the reader to my
newsletter Access to
to
abreast of the latest facts
let it
be mentioned that Dr Mancuso published his
his contract was left to
without renewal because he had
not
results of any kind in many years, and that Dr Najarian
was dismissed
a
Sen.
in June 1979 after his TO..,·"'"_,_""",,y
on
increased cancer incidence among nuclear shipyard workers
was demolished
medical experts.
For the rest, the antinuclear thrust has not changed direction; it has
intensified and the antinuclear movement has become part of the
political establishment.
contention that this movement is largely fed
members of a class who want to freeze society in the state where they
occupy
has received much supportive
I still do not claim it to be the only explanation.
developments of the
One of the
last three years is the extent to which the victims of such a policy - those
who are denied
social
the no-growth advocates it. The
may well
been
have begun to struggle
in December
now there is a
the NAACP's statement on
grassroot pro-energy movement which seems to be
misread or
the current set of
The next set may well
reach the
of power
what their predecessors
'..a_ and
it is
will be more moral or
the prospect of the current
turned out and
IJ~";J.""'.I..I. is still
to be looked forward to.
of the antinuclear movement's conthe more
cern with social
rather than
is a statement
---- - - - - - - - - J
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* $12 for 12 monthly issues from Box 2298, Boulder, Colorado 80306. (Price will not
be increased if the federal
is balanced.)
Special subjects are treated
this author in his Different Drummer booklets such as
1. Nuclear proliferation - how to blunder into it; 3. Small is Beautiful? Economics as if
mattered; 6. Why Usoft" technology will not be America's
satvatl'on: 7.
non-problem of nuclear wastes. $2 each from Golem Press, Box
Boulder, CO 80306.
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his mentors as
and
"If you ask me, it would be little short of disastrous for us to discover
a source of
abundant energy because of what we would do
with it."
On the other
J.H. Fremlin of the
On the "Windscale
4
no.,
tary
vo1.
"u:'lrtArt::lt"1 the issue of r.or\rl"\('tJACClnO nuclear fuel at Windscale in northern
the
has since been
and is now ....,v·...
"I do not regard it as my job to tell people what
oug~t to do. But
at Wlndscale and
I can
the whole discussion on
elsewhere by saying that if you think the most important thing is that as
few
as
should be
then you will press for a switch as
rapidly as possible from fossil fuels to nuclear power. If on the other
you think it most
that as few as possible
should be
---1rlghlteneO, then you will press for the abandonment of all nuclear power
in favour of fossil fuels."
I
this book will be useful for both these schools of mnl1rrnza.t1on.
Of"'r"nr'l.1l"'Y'l1CT
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How many atomic explosions in our cities would
you accept before deciding that nuclear power is not
safe - no complexities, just a number!
Question posed to AEC Commissioner Doub at
Ralph Nader's "Critical Mass" meeting, Novem-
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ber 1974.

What is remarkable about the above quotation is not so much its
loutish arrogance, nor even the
of
sloganeering over technical complexities; what is remarkable is the
abysmal
For the speaker
heckler) has based his
on two
false premises:
that anybody of any consequence ever claimed
that nuclear power is
and second, that an atomic
in a
nuclear
is possible.
Both
are
false. There is no such
as safe
energy conversion on a large scale; it is almost a contradiction in terms.
is the
for
and as
as man is
there is
the possibility that it will do the wrong kind of
ask for
safe energy,
is much the same
for incombustible fuel.
This book never tries to make the
that nuclear power is.
the
it makes is that it is far safer than any other form of
energy conversion
invented.
The other
that of an atomic r"""I",<:"'""",_
is even more
for such an a ......1""'ln.<:"'I1r.._
A,..,AJI.'U'JL_AJI.""''''.
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THE SILENT INDUSTRY

An
of uranium used
cucumbers.
are not the
among the
ludicrous
ones that have become
are ''the falsehoods that nuclear power is less reliable than fossil-fired
power, that insurance
are
to insure nuclear
that
power will lead to a "radioactive
" and
for
many more such
that will be examined here.
Nor are these
shared and disseminated merely by a
selt-destru(~tnre intellectual elite gone berserk in its hatred of the
that elevated it to its
position. These
have made inroads
among honest citizens concerned about the
of their communities.
Even some scientists
almost none in the field of nuclear
have become scared of nuclear power.
who in the late sixties
their vo<:aClUlcarv
and motherhood to
and en'Vlr1onlme:nt,
their ears: Ever
to cater to
that will
whether nuclear can be made into a
as
as
so that
can
wage an anti-nuclear camto save the widows and
from the
Several states have
legislation
the growth of
nuclear power; in June
California will vote on the "Nuclear
a
of
as an initiative for better
Salegtlarns, but in fact
irrational conditions that would effecnuclear power in California. Win or
the . ." II-"...,
mongers will go on to other states to crusade
nuclear power; to
d"'1'"n~!.lrIP c.Dns;clC~USjLV or not,
by
Black
'-'JIJI,I,.Jl. .......,_Jl.Jl.o.l',

ni'"/'"'\h1"O
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run tactics of
whose
of nuclear power is
matched only his arrogance in OlSCUS;Sln.e it. There are the insiduous
to
a balanced
"documentaries" by the TV networks that
view
the truth
a
manipulating the viewer with
ations ("last
Walter Cronkite was sober for three
~'NUlljUI be a
Above
the media
on the
psychological association of "nuclear"" and
" which makes as
much sense as the association of "electric" and "chair."
The national press is little
with few exceptions, it has
in
the fashionable
of
nuclear power and
the
hysteria. And this does not just refer to the Mother Earth News or the
Naderite press; it includes such
as The Wall Street Journal
and Business Week, which can hardly be considered
of the
counter-culture. And the wire services - Associated and United Press
- feed the local papers with centrally generated distortions.
On the other side there are" or rather should
the scientific
COlml1nUlnltv. the nuclear industry, and the utilities. But
have been
silent partners to the monologue; in
because
do not
up"
in part, because they cannot make themselves heard.
Among those that have not
up" at least not
nuclear industry.
Nader has become the laU.gnlLng
but until recently"
have been
all
vv ~~stlng.nOlLlse has
a series of advertisements
of
is low. The
the facts" but the
series was very well done and
truthful - but who believes
Westinghouse any more than Anacin? And
after
does not
expect to be believed or
it
batters the brain with
meaningless
pray" is the
of "In the final
only Anacin hits and holds the
The Atomic
Commission let itself be crowded into the
defensive and in its final years
to appease its critics
the rigor of nuclear
in some cases to the borderline of the
absurd. The Nuclear
which took over the
research program
to
program of the AEC
.lA.J,[.~,. has often continued in this
of
of
this policy is its decision to
a decision which
is not
detrimental to the
power" but also to its
for nuclear wastes,
are now
up at individual
sites while the NRC
as a
waltcn<log of
C'1"i'"-:lI1rlrh1"

01l"+,0"",1"·d"ll70·1'\(7
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other unstable
The so-called nuclear debate is
distortions and
talsetlooas: but it is
the most eX(lsperaltlnlg of
that there is a nuclear debate at all.
them
the
What debate?
a
There have been almost no
There is no
and
of nuclear power;
reasoned debates between
what there has been in abundance is coverage,
the TV
of
"what-if" fantasies limited
to nuclear
aplJUe:Q to
or other energy sources.
continues to
excessive coverage of the hit-andnl1re+tJI+ni'"C',hll1t,\C'

...,.111t- .... '11(,..h1"
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The utilities are,
aware of the excellent ec()nC)mllCS,
as the
of nu
ower; at the time of
the
of
nuclear fuel is
t 6
lower than that of the average fossil fuel
needed to
amount of electrical energy
the
of oil and gas are controlled at
low
even when the
costs of the more
nuclear
are
the overall cost of nuclear power amounts to between
500/0 and 800/0 of the cost of
power.
But utilities
the
are in a near disastrous bind of
shortage and
have canceled or deferred about half the
orders for new and badly needed nuclear
and as behooves an
that is shackled hand and foot by
regulations,
..... ...., ...... " ............ ...:10, rate controls, and
Public
Commisit keeps its mouth shut.
very recently, pressed against the
the nuclear
have some utilities
to
up.
the utilities and their PR
are afraid of
coaL" Most of their
and often all of
is
fossil-fired.
out that nuclear power is safer than fossil-fired
power generation is not the
power,
would admit that their
safest
and well
that if nuclear power is
the
activists will next turn against coal (for they are against all lan~e-~... cal~
energy conversion,
to force their recommended
the utilities fear that if
lose in the nuclear
their own
will be turned
and
to be
on the
This
in my
a mistake. It amounts to
up much of
the most
the
weapon the nuclear
have: the truth. Even if there were a
debate and the battle were
weapon; but to
it in a
even, the truth should be the one and
situation without
access to the mass
to
it in a
situation which enables the activists to make 30-second statements that
it takes half-hour lectures to
is suicidal.
Besides
there is no need to "knock coaL"
fossil fuels
are far more
than nuclear power,
save far more lives
as does any form
energy conversion
one
compare the
statistics of an
enlere~V-l,nt(~nS;lVeeconomy with those of a backward economy, no matter
whether in the
in the
or elsewhere the
And the need
for energy maintain the US standard of
health
as the
standard of
is such that we cannot
or even
a~cnlleVle. the exclusive use
we must settle for the
• • • • il

. ". . . . .

v ........" .
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second-safest and
as well. When the entire
fossils and
are safe to a
much safer than the small-scale
and the reader of this book is ,..
re(Jue~ste~d
forget that the
book is not to argue how f1a)'flO{J'rn1.J,~
and
but to show that nuclear power is
and one that will not be made
me if I
it:
this book is not to argue how rll1J'IIOplrn1J~
but that nuclear power is
nrl'llrt nrC1-4-....

7

finally, there is the scientific
" we are
invariably told, "are
divided on the issue of nuclear power."
What makes this statement so exasperating is
in a certain sense, it
is true. What the statement does not say is how the
line runs:
The opponents of nuclear power are recruited from the ranks of entomologists,
biologists,
and other
non-nuclear disciplines; but there are very few nuclear
of any
among them.
the three nuclear engineers who rein
were
from General Electric in San
members of a
Creative Initiative
and
Foundation, which teaches that "God did not make
therefore it is
the
whether Our
Bread is
the well-heeled C.I.F.
financial
U_""" ......JLA"
to others who would join in this pr()p(u!a~nd~a
to recruit more than 3 of the 480 other enjg-ln,eelrs
same level
for GE's Nuclear
which is not Cll1'·nto1Icl14ln
since most nuclear
are aware of the fact that the alternatives
of nuclear power
and indeed
more lives.
... ~"'A.A'-'''''L''''' nuclear
there is
a handful of critics of nuclear
power. Best known among them is
W. Kendall of the Massachusetts Institute of
who is active in the Union of Concerned
the AEC for
Scientists.
who still nurses an old
but not even
now acts as an adviser to
Nader to endorse a nuclear ~r....... n1l""',,"~""'''Kendall can be
nor was Kendall
when
this
to name a
method of
power safer than nuclear.
The
scientist"
nuclear power, someis a
a different ilk.
has two
times a Nobel Prize
.......... 'U' ......

liii......

f

1

Superior figures refer to notes at the end of the book.
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he made his name in a field unconnected
salient characteristics:
for embracing
with nuclear power, and .::)\.,,'"'v......,.... , he has a
causes.
eXCjlmlJle, won his Nobel Prize in
on a
to do with nuclear power, and he is known to
mainly for his
such as posing as a
in front of the White House to
the Viet Nam
n1'"Cllnncpf1 cure of the common cold {also outside his original
has
been disproved, and there is no reason to
that he knows more about colds than coolants.
Hannes Alfven obtained his Nobel Prize for his contribution to
physics, particularly as
to the ionosphere, a set of layers
in the atmosphere from SO to 500 miles above the surface of the earth.
His statements on the dangers of nuclear power show that he has not
only little understanding of nuclear power, but that he has no
understanding of the concept of safety: He evidently believes in the
existence of absolute safety and requires it for nuclear, but not for any
other kind of power.
Commoner is a biologist who has done important work on
genetic mutations induced by carcinogens in bacteria, but he is better
known to the public as a doomsday prophet, an opponent of economic
an advocate of nationalizing the railroads and the energy
and a crusader against "big business" who has
endorsed
economics. 3
There are many other scientists in this group - scientists who have
C11s;tlIJlgU.1stleO themselves in a field far removed from nuclear power,
and who have embraced political causes for which to crusade.
Not included in this group are men like Ehrlich, Tamplin or
Goffman, who can at best be called ex-scientists. Mediocrities in their
own
seem to have tried for a quicker way to glory, and
now
in horror stories that are reprinted in Sunday supplements to scare the
The science fiction produced by Tamplin,
Sternglass and others has been refuted many times by
scientific committees and is too ridiculous for all but the politicized
en,rtr()nnrlerltal
As for Dr Ehrlich, it is difficult to talk
it
about his "ignorance" of physics, for if he knew nothing about
would be a marked improvement; his misunderstanding of thermodyfor
is shocking. 4
from these ex-scientists to the
one may say that
the opponents of nuclear power are not
drawn from the ranks of
other
but
represent a minute fraction of the scientific
IIJVJI ... "' ....... _

...
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cornm.unlty. Typically, this small minority sent a
to slow down
nuclear power to President Ford in
1975 on the 30th anniversary of the Hiroshima nuclear bomb
That in itself shows that
the
was an
since nuclear
bombs are no more related to nuclear power than electric power is
related to the electric chair.
Out of a total of
scientists
the
and
life sciences, and only at the
the Union of Concerned
Scientists mailed its
to
names: members of the American Federation of Scientists and subscribers to the Bulletin
Scientists, both organizations which have long since forsaken science
for politics, and the latter blatantly anti-nuclear. It was much like
asking the National Rifle Association what it thought of gun ~n,..,-t-1"Or~l.
but even so, the perpetrators of this gimmick were able to gather
2,300 signatures, or 0.30/0 of the 770,000 scientists in the physical and
life sciences,13 and that does not include workers in the social sciences,
who are usually
in this type of petition.
Kendall's petition, then, was a flop in the scientific community, and
a total fiasco as far as the hard sciences are concerned. Yet the
for example, reported on this petition under the
headline Scientists Urge Slowdown of Nuclear Power. And hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of local papers that reprint this type of story from
the Post or New York Times have used the same headline above the
same pap.
As late as March 1976, the Christian Science
while
admitting that the three
who had
from General
Electric were members of a para-religious anti-nuclear group, claimed
that scientists were "split down the middle" on the issue of nuclear
power and pointed to the 2,300 scientists who had grave doubts
about it.
But what about the other side? The scientists
nuclear
power are different from their opponents in almost every respect. They
have no political ambitions; they are as yet unorganized; they do not
talk about vague dangers, but about hard numbers;
receive
but above
no media exposure;
are far less
most of them are men who know nuclear power and nuclear hazards,
not from political meetings, but from direct and immediate experience.
There are as
few scientists who have taken to the pen to address
of the
literature
the broader public outside the
to defend nuclear power. But unlike their
and entymologist
do know what
are
about. Dr
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of nuclear
is a
researcher who has been in the nuclear field for
more than 30 years,
out as a researcher under Nobel Prize
winner Arthur H.
and
a
series of
at various universities and
the
of Assistant Director of the
He is now an energy and nuclear
and
no]t1-Q~OVlernlm(~ntal nuclear
tlalmlTIOnO, a nuclear
with more than 30 years
with reactors and fission wastes, is a former
at the
of California at Los
and now a consultant in the
energy field. Where Alfven
Kendall
alone
or
J~JLI
let their
run wild with sick "what if' scenarios of nuclear
aC<:lC1lents, Dr. Hammond talks like this:
"If I had to contend with such material
material after a
meltdown
- and I have had some first-hand experience in
up radioactive
- I cannot think of a
where I would
to have it than
I would be
to tackle the
into the
fuel and
it up in small
bits for recovery. This could be done safely and
At the time of
there have been
a handful of petitions or
formal declarations in
of nuclear power
a good
does
not need such
until a malicious
has started
but when such
have been made in answer to
anti-nuclear
their authors had no trouble finding
Nobel Prize winners
in the nuclear field.
of
The 33
scientists who
a statement in
nuclear energy in
1975 were all
connected
and
in the field. Unlike
the six
Nobel Prize winners among them
have had
and some of
like Bethe and
of nuclear reactors.
the
When 700 scientists in Alfven's native
the
Minister
a statement
did
not have to look among the
and
for
........ I........
All of
700 were active in research and te(~nnlO1()gv . . al."+111'"In
to nuclear power.
The
Nuclear
has endorsed nuclear power, of
course.
course?

BUT NOT

WN

not of course at all. For 21 years, the ANS
refused to
endorse nuclear power, because it was more critical of nuclear
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scientists and
a "Declaration of
increased use of coal and nuclear power and
prt~se:nte~d it in the White House in
on the second
of
the Arab oil
The signers of the
had a combined total
of tlvo hundred thousand man-years of
in electrical power
6

The "division" among scientists on nuclear power,
is a oec;:ul1ar
one. To
it
it is a division between
those who know what
about and those who don't.

anti-nuclear activists have a way of
course, and a better way than the false
fraction of scientists is
them. The . . . . . . ._.. . . ~.u.
should
themselves for two reasons:
technical issue, but a moral one; and two, the
therefore their
is clouded
a conflict of interests.
Lorna
an official of the misnamed Friends of the
it in the
misnamed Bulletin
the Atomic Scientists as
follows:
"No nuclear
a connection to nuclear power
hI11lrtnr,~r.........
and citizens into on,,,."a ......+'11 ....... ror
has a
techn()lol!V that
over human health and lives. .. All scientists
stake in the
of commercial
power
disthemselves from the nuclear power discussion and leave the
of
what enfield to citizens who are
them and their freedom."
t'\1tO':Jo+.o1ncoCl

&:JlV"'1I"'1.0_T'C'

.&.&.& ...... .&'L..JI..&.a.,..,

rt"3nn,CI>1tOc

shaH not meet
which time
Salzman who
their . . .
""_"'''''''''-11.
health
and who do
"AJl.jl"II.'""UJl..Jl~AJl
to f"'\~c..,[Ya"ll"'+
n't'.r"\i"&:II~i"C' them.
we will note that the conflict of interest and
both false and vicious.
The conflict of interest
is false because it assumes that the
is limited to commercial power
career of a nuclear scientist or
It
of course. Nuclear
has a
number
of
- medical
and
for
eXclm'Dle - all of which are short of manpower. The
also
overlooks the endorsement the American Power
a small
fraction of whose members are nuclear power
and
the
American Health
which does not live
nuclear power
at
but
its statutes, "devoted to the
of man and his
environment from the harmful effects of radiation."
But the
is also
because it
that a nhVSlciaLn
cannot be trusted to cure his
for he makes a
if
are sick. It
that the
favor
for without criminals
would not be needed.
There is no reason
doubt that there are crooks among nuclear
as there are among
walkers or
diabetics. But the
all nuclear
or even a
careers over human lives is
that is reJ)u,!nalnt.lV
And so is the
Friends of the
and the other anti-nuclear crusaders have been
the facts that show non-nuclear methods
-v.. ............... to be more
to
health
lives.
never
the
have
kind of
is it that
the
death toll Unlt1ec:essarllv
What kind of ethics is it that sacrifices human lives?
JUI.'U' ...

C'1'"'\1"\hllC'1hl""IIT

j!;,,\oIJl.A\oI.JI.." .... Jl'V.JI..ll.

JSi.""' ...... ..., ....

SO<:10Jl02JstS.

~
and
but
nuclear
are "allowed" to defend it
even then
have an axe to
which in itself
sheer numbers.
nn'VSll~lS1Is and
in the
have
lallQtJled off the anti-nuclear
in much the same
way as astronomers
off believers in a flat
or as mathematiago, railroad
cians
off circle squarers, or as more than a
en~~lnt~ers laU1!ht~C1 off the Cassandras who
death and
lence from the railroads. Until very
few of them have
out in defense of nuclear power, and until the California Initiative
was well
there was no
counter"""""'JL......
to combat the anti-nuclear
none with
the financial
media
anti-nuclear
tJ'U'Jl.ll.'_.JI."""Jl".llJl,~.

1£"1.111"1111

.'IC'1"C'

enl~ln.eelrs

IIJ""' ... fOO".II. ...

f"'\~r,h"1lh.'IlY nlost
when the nt"."'Il_11In~IP~It"
tries
to turn
mC)nOllO,!Ue inter a
it is
which
such eXcll!~~er;ate:C1 coverage to the
Nader and other
The media bias
is
those
have
the
and remains unknown to millions of TV
viewers and
readers. The anti-nuclear
that in many cases it amounts to ~&:II1t.,C"rt,1"C"t'\lllf"'\
the press, but
the press.
When in
of this ntr\'1'1"l1"ll"·~'IlT' foremost scienissued an
in favor of
it.
nuclear power, the
in
the TV
"The
is in the most serious situation since World War
said their statement.
to the scare
to some
mistakes that have
no
amount of radioactive
material has
from any commercial US power reactor ...
can see no reasonable alternative to an increased use of nuclear po\\ter
to
our energy needs ... "
the content of the
illustrious names
ment
But NBC and ABC
Nobel Laureate Hans
statement that had
Nader's
a filmed
un,an~;Wt~rec]. as
rellatnU1tv and
lIn1l1l1'"'\1"4:.,"11

U'Jl"I.UAlI.t.J.

J.lUL'If.B.J.J.'-'RI.

1I1I&:IIf"'Ttr\1"lrC"

lIn-t"\A1"Cbrt

n't'c,,"'o/"1lort

'l'llY'1l·

"lI"ll"il·..,rrC"

tuL.,.-iL

.

lIn-ntr\1".cliln

BUT NOT THE WHOLE
a thousand
the answers were not known and had not been
times.
That kind of "fairness" is more aam(il{!lJn{!. and also more common,
as
NBC
ABC on that
occasion.
It is well known to
that there is one
falsehood more vicious than the
lie: the
but not the
whole truth. For a drastic
the statement "Mr. Smith
has not
any women for the last five
da,rl1£lht does not leave Mr. Smith many
if he
that it is
the
is that he rapes women in broad
da'V'l1~~ht. too.
of the lie
the
truth
This
The networks use this tactic far more
but the
the
but not the whole truth - is the same.
In
NBC aired an
on
nuclear power. It never mentioned the
of Nobel laureate Hans
scientists that had been issued a
Bethe and the other 33
month earlier. The anti-nuclear
were
by Prof. Kendall of
the Union of Concerned Scientists. The
of view was
bits and
often
single sentences, cut
an
NBC editor from an interview with Dr. Dixie Lee
then chairwoman of the Atomic
Commission. Dr
of course, very
knOwledl{!eabJle about nuclear power, but her name was then unknown
to most of the millions of
and the alternation of statements,
the NBC
came across as a "debate" between the
anti-nuclear scientist and the
bureaucrat
As
the authors of the program were careful to
the
artificial association betwen nuclear power and nuclear bombs alive.
The whole program
and ended with a series of nuclear
and the main course was full of
too:
Los
Bikini - the works. One wonders if a
dOCUlme:nt4arv on water treatment
would have been introduced
and concluded
shots of I])n'~~·~"lIl'l'l1+
after
in both instances it is a case of oxidation.
After all these
there appears Dr Dixie Lee
face
"Nuclear
in power
are a nnVS1!cal Iml0os;sllj l" If
this is so, the NBC editor cut
her
statement
more like an
than a scientific fact.
"We
not concerned
with
but also with core
nU;~IT.. nn'wn~ which could kill a
number of
" says Kendall's

23

face on the screen in the
selected
the editor.
"The chances of such an accident are one in 10 million years," says
the film
with Dr.
face and voice.
so," says John
the narrator of the program, "but
here is a disaster that did
a statistic come
" and the
camera focuses on the
of an H-bomb
that
crashed in
some years ago. "This
the sat'e{!l11at d
and the bomb did not
but °
And so on. It should be noted that not a
than
NBC can
claim how scruoul(J~usJlv
both sides be
if criticism should be
sufficiently
person, group or institution.
Yet the
above is worse than a
it is the old
the
viewer with
"incomplete truth" falsehood,
the impression that
disasters
have occurred, nuclear
are potential A-bombs. As for the
millions of viewers who listen to the technical talk with half an ear, but
see the Bikini mushroom with both eyes, the idea that nuclear
are
nuclear bombs becomes
And this illustrates
one or two tec:nn.1Ql1eS
brainwashers. Their various
have
been described
Bruce Herschensohn in The Gods of Antenna. 7 He identifies 26
techniques
A to
but he seems to have overlooked one of the
most effective:
a debate
a
a
The
technique has
its worth in
Take any issue, and invite a
articulate
liberal and a conservative to debate it. The liberal is a
usually
the conservative is all but 11 1111'..
ably one who has been in
for the last SO years. The liberal never
gets a chance to annihilate the
because the latter does it
all by himself, on account of he don't recall the true fac's. It's all perfectly fair to to both sides, but guess which
of view wins among
the viewers?
It works
in
and
as well
power. The young man from Environmental Action scares
and . . .
wastes,
socialism. The old buzzard from the Chamber of Commerce knows
even less about
than his
and takes the line that we
need newcular energy 'cause
and
and a
economy and
and that's what newcular power is all
about. It all looks very fair and
but in effect it asks a
Are you
to risk thousands of lives so
o
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NUCLEAR

will answer like a
do better business? And
never ...:l'IIJ"""~
that the
itself is a
o.JP ......

... II..Jl.&·Ai:::.

fraud.

a
because of a
power
its
No cracks were found
any of the
22
that one hairline crack that leaked no water at Dresden 2
the
in the I·,.~r",o"""" s,rst«:~ms
that it was not the
and
far not the worst misinformer on this
occasion
New York Times wrote
failures and COJISeau~ent
shutdowns at 23
for it
trusts Nader's hoaxes more than
the detailed NRC
it once
did not
a correction when
the error was
out.
It would be nice to think that on this and several other
the
Wall Street Journal
about which its
editors know less than nuclear
know about stocks and bonds.
But that theory must be
for its writers are
as bad when
nuclear matters are not linked to
but to
as non-technical
as
and even
murder.
In a
article on
Burt
a member of
the Wall Street Journal's
one can read \aUllUJ.,U:::
several false
about the
fate of an Oklahoma
Karen
whose
had re'~lster«:~d
dangerously
who had been a union
who
had
lack of
in
and who
was killed in an auto accident on the very drive she took to meet a
newspaper
who was
conditions. The article
reports more union
and is so written as to make the reader
""~ foul
"Critical Mass"
holds memorial ceremonies
candle
for Karen ~'ilIIT'YTI1
Schorr's article does indeed sound ominous - until one examines
the rest of the evidence. The Oklahoma state hl~~hVl,av
that an
revealed traces of alcohol and
in Silkwood's
it most r\h~hl~
dozed off at the wheel
was killed on the
a
But more
in Mr. Schorr's
omissions is
his failure to mention the
a
AEC commission which
""oJiI"'Jl&._"'''''''~ the union
of lack of
Of the 39 union
the commission found
3 in violation of the
AEC
and the
threw some
on the actions of Karen
Silkwood. The
her
the
with
aaltuze:rOllS amounts of
on two consecutive
there had been no accidental release at the
and the commission
found that her
which Inc:luclea In2Iest~~a
i:::.JLU,Jl.l."'''',''-Il

n

HE anti-nuclear bias is not limited to the networks or even the
"liberal" press. is all too often
such
as Business
Week and even the Wall Street Journal.
Business Week does not have a
standard in any
least of
all in its technical
so that its
monumental blunders
and biased articles in the field of nuclear energy do not 1t"'\"'1!~"llrll,,"1 ".1141 .....
contrast
say, its exhortations to
the airlines' antinest under the cozy
of the C.A.B.
the Wall Street Journal has a
of
accurate
Dubl1shllnQ corrections on the rare occasions when it does err. That
is
well deserved - but not in the case of nuclear
power. The Wall Street Journal's articles on nuclear power and related
sulJqects have included statements that were not
but
and in none of these cases did the editors correct the errors
were
out to them.
for
the "case of the 23 nuclear power
" a
but not at all
What had
-I~IIJ"''''.I..I.~'''-Il was that in
1975 a worker at Commonwealth Edison's Dresden Unit 2 in Illinois had
by visual
Jl.l.J.uIBJ""~\'.I.'UJ.J.. a hairline crack
a
of the emergency cooling system.
The crack was so small that it did not leak any moisture. If it had
the automatic monitors would have detected it. And if
hadn't detected
and the water had leaked out, still nothing would
J.J."IJBJ'\"/J.J.""'~-.l. for the
to the . . .
stands
in case the
should fail. How much
would have been released?
the water in this . . .
is as radioactive as the water you drink with your lunch.
In any case, all that did in fact
was that a worker C11S,CO'v-ere(L
visual
a hairline crack in the
The "incident"
a
minute
of this
is classified as an "incident" in the
nuclear
to the Nuclear
Commission,
and what the Commission did is
for the
standards of nuclear
It ordered all nuclear
in the
with the same
of
shut down for !:rls,p'ef~tJfJf',.I.. There
were 22 such
besides Dresden 2, and
all but one of
them had been
after scheduled shut-downs
22nd was
""''-''JlJlJlIJ'''''II..I.\.JlV''''
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SHEPHERD'S CANCER

1.
did not result
an accident or incident within the
two of the urine
that she had
in for
'Il~C"1t"llOi -t-lIr,,~ and that turned out to be radioactive were
to have
must have
contaminated
so that
been doctored
the careful
of the
commission's
the obvious
is
that the urine
were doctored
Silkwood herself.
Schorr's article made no mention of the commission's
. . . . . . . '............,.......... And that is not poor
it is poor
But
on the Wall Street Journal when there are so many
more and much more blatant
The reason is in the little word
"even." Even the Wall Street
which on so many other
has fallen for Nader's
occasions has bucked the fashionable
has
in the anti-nuclear
and has practiced
the new brand
One does not
any better from the
lesser papers, but when the Wall Street Journal writes that
nium is "a fuel toxic
human
" it is
time to
be alarmed.
Not that I
its editors, or even Mr. Schorr, of deliberate foul
What I
is that the nuclear
have become so
vociferous and numerous
that when the
editors ate faced
expert
no longer know who is
and
it -safe. For
are so far gone that the hoaxes are
"safer" than the truth.
Few
outside the networks' newsrooms or the editorial offices
of the
know the details of how these hoaxes and
distortions
onto the TV screen or into
and I claim no special
kn,owledlge on the
But there is at least one instance that has been
described in detail
an immediate witness who was, at the time,
Promotion Director of Look
He is Melvin J.
who
with former Look
Thomas R.
authored The
8 a book on the follies of environmental extremism. It
includes a
on the role of the
named "The Closed
B-4'te~Dt'&:2'1i'"n1l1~'U
and among the
described in it is one
anti-nuclear
authored
senior editor Jack
relation to author
in 1970.
The article was called uThe Nuclear Threat Inside America" and was
a
of vicious halftruths - for
the statement that in
there were 37 accidents at nuclear
in the US and 6 of them had
more than one. What
did not say was that neither in 1966 or
in any other year
to the
had there been any reactor-related
- -n'll"'r..n':ll nll'llT

M()reovt~r
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'1"'.'IT"T'II':JII'IC'1I"'nI

JlllV'A.L1L...,o.JI,

+ ..... ".....0.+1""09"

"
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fatalities in any nuclear power
But there may very well have been
accidents in 37
- a truck
into the
for
...,.a.,,,,,,,..
or a worker
his heel
in a
door. None
of which is contained in
halftruth or
When Look Promotion Director Grayson saw the stats of :Sh~eptler~(r
he was intrigued
one of a
of _.. . . ~""',......".II.Jl'-'
"Some
325 workers
the AEC
Flats
have been
contaminated by radiation since 1953.
cancer; 14
have died."
Now Grayson is no
on nuclear power; in
even in the book
he seems unaware that
Flats is a weapon
that has
to do with nuclear power. But
had previous
with
Shepherd's brand of
the 14 cancer deaths
him.
What exactly was the meaning of that figure in a
that employed
hundreds of workers and had been in operation for 17 years? He did
some checking, and found that the cancer death rate at
Flats
was no higher
in nudist colonies or stock exchanges, in
it was
lower than the cancer death rate for all American adults (presumably
due to the
inspections and preventive health care).
Of course, if you will re-read Shepherd's
statement, you will
see that he never told a lie, just as he has not raped more than three
women in the last two
at least not in broad Qa'V'n{1~nt.
The other allegations were equally
and Grayson
the many halftruths and
lies in the :,)n epJlern
V.C. Myers, President of the Look Division of Cowles Lomrnu:nlcatl0n:s,
suggesting that something be done
it.
"exerted all the pressures he could, but to no avaiL The editors, with
total dominion over the editorial content of the magazine nrf~vatlec~L
and the Shepherd article went to press in its
form."
Grayson
a number of other
distortions
connected with nuclear power) that were
in
in
cases
after the authors had been presented with the facts, so that it was not a
question of error or incompetence, but of deliberate distortion.
Yet
says Grayson, was not
"the amount
bias in its editorial
was about average for the
"
There was no conspiracy, no
on how to slant the
no
instructions to encourage bias. "What created the bias was the fact that
most of Look's editorial
much
the same
lines and those lines skewed to the left. .. The men and women who
Look detested
business
the eC()10JiZ1Clal
and consumerism reformers .. "
JlllIJJl...,,

... .Ilo.JJ.

JI.

nnll'll1l-t-.clln
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ntet1ll1n,f'p{1
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AND

creature like ~h~eotlercj.
distorted the
not
be fired? "No
" say the
of
"does the
or board chairman have the
the hired editors set the
last word - or even the first word.
do this under the
effective threat that if manageinterferes the editors will
with them the
Phot()grapnelrs and technicians. And so
is
the
business these
that such a threat will cow the most
dictatorial of owners."
truth-lie about the cancer deaths at
Flats is
for statements made in "documentaries" and newscasts of the TV
.........,'-"'" ....."'".". and for the wire
whose articles and
are
newspapers all over the
case, we have
that the distortions were
in
of the author's better
deliberate. p:renled.ltated and
knlowleOQe. How about John Chancellor or Walter Cronkite? Do
not know that it is
for a power
to blow up in a
nuclear
Do
not know how minuscule the volume
of nuclear wastes is or that
can be
of more
than
fossil wastes? Do
not know how much
the
of
fossil fuels are?
not.
are not deliberate liars.
have
the defense of
BJO'f4h'.lrtlC'

leaves

the scientific and technical

a very small
of electrical en~!ln~~erand
a very small
of
nuclear
is concerned with the generation of
power.
of the IEEE's 170,000 members belong to the
power enj:!lnleerln2 group, and
a fraction of these work in nuclear
power. The
groups range from antennas and
all
the way to
small
of nuclear
OhVSllClS1tS work in nuclear power rather
say, eleme:ntclrv
and most
work in ",.+......
different branches state
etc. These
and
OlC.IO~!lst:S, chemists or
know little
about nuclear power unless
make a
effort to learn about
many of them live in the
of
where the
enl!2:1n.eel~lnl!2:) is

rtln ....... ll .... la

IJlI.l'."IOI ........,..

nr.n...... '"''''

lae~01()21~Callv motivated bias
nuclear power is
and the
ImbaJarlce is reflected in some of the scientific
Not in the
actual scientific papers; but in the news and comment sections.
Consider a
case, Science.
In the late
when it was the fashion for young radicals to
the
of various
with eggs and tomatoes at
convention
the
of the American Association for
A.ava]nC{~mlent of Science
with eggs and tomatoes at convention time. It was also the fashion to condemn and
and the
AAAS condemned the
and
to it. If the
radical
no longer
the AAAS with eggs and tomatoes, it may
need to: The AAAS
in its
be because they no
has grown
news and comment
legitimate, conscious, concerned, aware, sensitive and
Nuclear news was until recently covered
Robert Gilette
at
now been awarded a year-long fellowship in
whose anti-nuclear bias is ill-concealed.
Bethe appeal
21) by
mentioning it \.....,'"'I~lV'iit was
and then
most of the
to
Nader had to say about it. The whole item was tucked away
among other run-of-the-mill news. But when Nader and Kendall
delivered their gimmicky petition (p.17) to the White House in . .
1975, this non-event rated two thirds of a page in a
box and an
·.- .... ..... headline over a
Robert Gilette
with the
halftruth "The American research community is
of
polarization over nuclear power." Gilette also gives
on the
budget of a pro-nuclear Washington lobby, never
that
Nader's anti-nuclear lobby spends some
a year, and
finally this Harvard-fellowship winning
characterizes the
formed Americans for
a group sponsored by nationally known scientists,
labor leaders and
military men, as an organization "whose contributors range fronl
Westinghouse Corporation to a passel of utilities." In all of these
halftruths the implication is that the nuclear "debate" is one between
scientists and the big corporations.
not his scientific
Note that I am discussing Gilette's
competence. The latter was revealed
he ml~SlnlterlDreted an AEC
on serious nuclear accidents with release of
to the
and wrotell'The
indicates that
one such accident
each year may become a virtual . .
9
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THE CHILE

NUCLEAR MONOLOGUE

Since Gilette left for
his brand
has been
of Ed
continued
P.M.
Science has
space to the
Jl~ n.~ .....
the sponsor of the California Nuclear
who says "The
I ever had was
"10
and when Daniel
the
non-scientist from the Union of Concerned
that
the
American had refused to let him and Kendall attack an
article
Nobel Prize winner Hans
Science
this
COlnplallt1t under an
headline
across two
C"'1I"~'r:D1I"1ltrll"g n1'"~/"'1:lIr"~ for a
that has censored or~~-IJLUC:le,lr
11 Nobel Prize winners.
Gilette's
of course, more damaging than that
of the gutter press, since it carries the prestige of being
in a
Whether this
is still
is aetJatcaolle;
where nuclear disasters or the glorification of Ed Koupal is concerned,
The National
and Hustler have shown more . . v"'...._ .....'............. '......
.....

,",.Il,
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WILL take good care to separate the comments on the Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists by a new paragraph, for it is a purely ideologicalpublication that attempts to masquerade as a scientific
u""_
Masquerade and deception are, indeed, its hallmarks, for it is
published under a
misleading title (it has long been
edited
a non-scientist and atomic scientists usually write in it only to
refute its alarmist science
but it also carries a proud list of
sponsors including Albert Einstein, Hans
A.H. Compton, Leo
.......II...<AA_.......... ' and other famous scientists. These
indeed, sponsor the
in
but most of them no
live, and those that do,
either write there to dissent (Hans
or have themselves forsaken
science for politics (Linus Pauling). The most prolific contributor is one
D.D.
a kremlinologist who
as a scientist and, as
head of an outfit caned "Businessmen for the Public Interest," as a
businessman as well. His amateurish sophistry, when refuted by
~JJ,.u. au.l"",, scientists, is given the last word in a rebuttal; and when he
himself attacks a scientist, he is given the last word again.
The flavor of this "scientific"
is
best . . .
looking at the contents of a single issue
"Secrecy and
OU' .. 1

........ Jl. ..............

• I have to eat my words here, for since I wrote this, the
(2/17/1976)
ran a page-wide headline The Horrifying Day a Blazing A -Plant Threatened 11 Million
Americans with subtitle People in 9 States Only Minutes from Death. The hair-raising
horror story underneath was transparently based on D.D. Corney's version of the Browns
Ferry fire (see Chapter 3).
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"Covert Action:
of American
Sen. F. Church
in a colored
a poem called
"National Anathema:" Oh C.I.A. can you see /
the Chile dawn
/ How
you
/ In your late
"The Week We Almost Went to War"
article
that
the Cuban missile crisis was unnecessary and
"The
drift in uranium
a
ment to
and contribute money to the Continental
unilateral nuclear
and so forth up to the inevitable
who argues the
risk from uranium
over the next
years.
And this is the
the nuclear critics with
the
that the quote has scientific
It is also the journal from whose subscribers
Nader selected
names to which to send his petition against nuclear power, and then
boasted of "2,300 scientists" who signed it.
Lorna Salzman's
in this and other
are, of course,
taken from that journal, too.
'P.r"111'"1I1",r' ,

'.JII~~'''''U'A.''''_A,',

"lI.&'IL,..Il.ll"-, ..........

HE foregoing observations were intended to show that there is no
nuclear debate, only a monologue by anti-nuclear laymen. But the truth
is that in an objective and dispassionate
there could not be
much of a debate, at least not between people who share some
fundamental values such as the sanctity of human life and the need to
minimt'le the health hazards in an industrial
For nuclear power is not abortion, inflation, crime abatement or
minority rights, where the problems - let alone the solutions - are
ill-defined, unquantifiable and truly controversial. The problems
of
power are
measurable and
of them. When the
well understood. There are viable solutions to
debate a
- such as nuclear waste disposal - the
reason for the debate is not the absence of a solution, but the
number of satisfactory alternativese
But to make that
one does not have to compare nuclear power
with crime abatement. It is sufficient to compare it with fossil-fired
power. Strange as it may seem, far more is known about the health
hazards of nuclear power than about those associated with fossilFor
we do not know the exact extent to which
we do
know the exact
some diseases are caused
air
relative contributions to air
and the aU'10rnOOU1e,
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1.
a fear of The Unknown and it is easy for the
to
absurd
associations between nuclear bombs and nuclear power in their minds.
Yet
have grown to
very
such as
ga~iotLne f4~"t'lInllnn and air traffic
about which most of them do
not
either. And a considerable
the
fluoridization of water did not manage to scare them. So
else
must be wrong.
It may well be that what is wrong is the nuclear advocates' tactic of
weJUzhln{! the risks of nuclear power
its benefits. There is
~ wrong with that in
for such
have been made
and nuclear power has
come out with
colors.
But these
have not
to reassure ~·Ut:.1"',{1t"''''r11,{1
And no wonder. To say that "a
nuclear disaster every 10
million years is worth the
of electric
first and
not a matter of
but a Inatter of on:Lnl~on.
of values. It is not at all
and it is
one who does not know what else is involved.
consciously or not,
risks and benefits
every time he
into a car or an aircraft" is
true, but it
leaves room for many
but's.
but I take these risks
nuclear power is forced on
me."
but an air crash involves
tens of
a nuclear
disaster would involve thousands."
It so
that both of these
are erroneous.
are erroneous: When a woman is about to have a
how
much choice does she
have (in
whether to walk to the
or to go
some
vehicle? And as for aircraft
crashes, almost every year there is one with more than 100
nuclear disasters
entail tens with a smaller pr()b2lbiJlitv
have not incurred a
one
,
\,
..:J. the
but's will continue.
but if you wait
""J.J.~UUj~U., a disaster killing thousands will eventually nappien.
but not very
If you wait
a Pulitzer-Prize
nnc~-e1v~n twin will be
to death
a female eleonlant:.)
And so it goes, back and
on and on.
While it is my
that the benefits of nuclear power far oUltweulh
its
this book will not press the
and
very occ::aSlOllally
touch on it. It has been made too
and with less than cornpJlete
success.

we do not know how to
.11.""",""'.&.;.
to go
'llrolf"1I1l1""'JI+~h1 measure all of the _.. . .

we do not even know how to
emitted
the stack of a fossil
on the blood
blood donors in
~1,T~ and
have even . . . J.J.4~J.J.\"'J.J.j';;:~""u.
that the automobile is the
contributor
ph otolchiemlca.1s in the
and that natural
is
contributor to
and while this is
estabJ.1Sn,eo. the
shows how fundamental the gaps in
vn""1ItTlorl n~ about air
are.
so with nuclear power. The basic hazard is the release of
and the effects of radiation on the human
are
un'USllalJly wen understood. Unlike chemical
which cause
cancer and a multitude of other
accidental
release from a nuclear
can cause ow~tW.,Q)Ol:sea.ses
si
mutations are so lI't1l""11'n1"'r.h'llhl~
In this brief
and unlike the case of
the
between exposure to radioactiand the incidence of these diseases is
established - and not
but
relations in hard
numbers.
Given these hard numbers of the risks to human health and to the
environment associated with nuclear power, and
them to the
somewhat
but still
numbers of the risks
associated with other
of energy
nuclear power
emerges
as the safest.
."" ... Il....."",""""' •• nuclear power emerges not as the safest in some "'., . . .'''''.. . . . .,.
the safest in all
not
terrorism and
and
not
accidents and waste OlspO~Sa1.
That is
there could not be very much of a debate if there were a
debate and not a mc.nologue.
"...,.Ie. in the din of the nuclear
the
peeps
are difficult
to
but even so, not too many of the peeps
have been concerned with the
of risks. More often
have
the risks with the benefits.
That may have been a mistake. If
sections of the pOOU.latlon
oppose nuclear power, it cannot be
due to ~nepJt1et'a
col1eagu~es in the Closed
course the :ShC~Ptller(ls
do not
bakers of
have a
idea of how bread is
ls;ot()oe:s. olut:oniuln and fission nr~:lCll1ctS.
.1..1.""'-'.....
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1. THE NUCLEAR MONOLOGUE
Instead of
the risks of nuclear power to its
this
book will compare the risks of
power to the risks of any other
of energy conversion.
The statenlent "Per billion mE~£!alwaltt-nours
the correS1D0t1l01f1UZ
uranium miners lose their lives" 12 is not a statement of
or a
C'1'11t""jp;r'~nTjp1l10~~enlern of
but an assertion whose truth can be
it deals with
verifiable and
numbers. I have no doubt that
but" in retort, but I do not believe it can be
when
similar statements of risk
are considered.
Such a
has at least two
First, it compares
nl1~n11"1~'IlIPC of the same dimensions. In
risks to
one
sooner or later runs into the question of how many dollars a human life
is worth. In
risks only, we shall compare
to
pr()O,lOlUtl.es, deaths to
to
and disease incidences to disease incidences. We shall never have to compare apples
with oranges.
the
will rid us of some irrelevant pr()Ol~emS,
as energy conservation. Nuclear power is unnecessary, claims
because we don't need any more energy if we cut our demand
The
is
but we need not go into
for
suppose that it were
besides
false, it is also irrelevant.
I do not for a
feasible to cut US energy consumption by 500/0
moment
shouldn't we make sure that the
500/0 are
the safest
method ?
JIL.ll.A""'

'
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Plutonium was named for Pluto, the god of hell. It
is arguably the most toxic substance known.
Dr Elise Jerard, chairperson of the Independent
Phi Beta Kappa Environmental Study Group.
When things went awry at the Enrico Fermi reactor
near Detroit, four million people went about their
business in happy ignorance, while technicians gingerly tinkered with the renegade's invisible interior.
They knew what the public did not - a mistake
could trigger a nuclear explosion.
M.E. Gale in the New York Times Book Review,
30 November 1975.

.......... ""' ...... J1.A ..... '

The real dangers of a nuclear power
arise when
goes
wrong, and just like medical students must learn
before
look at a
nuclear
pathology, so we must take a
Electricity is, most often,
a conductor in a
and that is
on in an electric
our purposes it is
think of an electric
generator as
that
when its shaft is
the whole
turned. The THl"'nlt'110 is done by a turbine on the same
arlLaru~e~mc~nt is known as a tUlrO()gene:rator.
The ".. . .
if it is a
is turned
water
it from a reservoir behind a dam. But ony about 120/0 of the US
electric capacity is
and the fraction is growing smaller as
the total capacity grows and the US is
out of sites to dam
rivers.
The
of power
are thermal
Their
turbines are either steam or gas turbines. Steam is, of course, itself a
,a.'U'.II. ... ,a .... ,

i-h1t"f'lllr'lrh

1"lillll:'h1nn
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THERMAL POLLUTION AND

2. SOME BASICS

for we are out to examine the health hazards of
come this
it is as well to remark on
electricity
(to transformers and
transmission lines)

Sometimes the
water is taken from a
returned to it after it has been heated
condensers. This may warm up the river a few 'Io.£""',;;.£.""',....
and has been
the ludicrous name of "thermal
warmer water does indeed drive out some
of
"rll~'"ialC' a habitat for other
for which the water had __
been too cold. The warmer water does not kill
shifts the
of
and very
at that
Contrary to popular belief, a nuclear
does
more waste heat than a fossil-fired
of the same
capacity: The most efficient nuclear reactors perform to within two
percentage points of the most efficient fossil-fired
and the
average reactor performs to within two
of the
a~lIA"lIA::.-nr',r of the average fossil-fired plant
it has as
"Thermal pollution" is mostly an abuse
democracies" have
much pollution as the East European
democracy.
Another and more common way of
preserving most of it to go back to
is to let it
cooling tower, where it
up its heat to the air drawn
the
.....""'r••
tower
natural draft or fans.
towers are most often
high concrete structures, often with a white plume of "smoke" co:mln{!
out of it; on cold days with
relative
that
rises
into the sky and can look
the local instant
ecologists to protest indignantly about air pollution.
But the plume is merely condensed water vapor, the same stuff that
clouds in the sky are made of. The
of a fossil-fired power
plant do not come out of the cooling towers, but out of the stack
nuclear plant doesn't have one); and the deadliest pollutants are
invisible.
To complete this rough
of a power
there remains
the first link in the chain: the heat that turns water into steam. In a
conventional plant, this is
burning a fossil fuel oil
or gas - under the boiler; the hot combustion gases heat the water
tubes of the
much of the heat is wasted and escapes
the stack.
In a nuclear plant, the heat
water into steam is 2eJlerate~a
a nuclear
the steam then turns the tUI~bOI2e:ne)~at~ors in the
1o.lI

t

warm
air

_""'1.1

__ 1I'O ...

1I'Oc.",rllr."'IIIC"I,r

a\.4'..lLut.I."'-'

warm water

cooling
towers

water
burn ing (os s if

1C'1ItrY-n1l+1IA"tJI-ni-II,r

cool water

cold
air

How a power plant works. Schematic drawing showing the barest principles, omitting
economizers, superheaters, reheaters, feedwater heaters, high and low pressure turbines,
pumps and other elements.

gas, but it's too late to change the terminology now. A gas turbine runs
on the hot gases resulting directly from the combustion of fuel; it is very
similar to the engine of a jet
Gas turbines, like everything else,
have vices and virtues. The main vices are low efficiency and costly fuel;
the main virtue is the
with which they can be
into and out
of
are therefore usually used only during the peak
hours to tide the
over the period of greatest demand.
The machines that run
and night to supply the "base load" are
steam
are far and away the most important for generating electric power. Water is heated and turned into steam; the
steam
to 550°C or about
is let loose into the
where it presses on the blades and makes the turbine, with the
attached electric
spin. The steam is not only pressed into the
it is also sucked out of it, for it passes from the turbine into a
condenser, where it is liquefied back into water to return to the
beinn:nlnl2 of the
The same water
or steam) runs .........."'' ' '"" . . . . .
the boiler,
condenser, back to the boiler all the time.
The condenser is a set of tubes kept cool so that the steam condenses
into water on their surface. The condenser tubes are cooled
a
circuit of
water.
What
to the cooling water after it has extracted heat from
the condenser tubes and turned warm is really none of our OU~iln(~SS9
1C''II'II'lI"",o1t'·hotJI-t.o,rI
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same way as fossil-fired
power:
~"'...,,,,,,,,,.""A"" power
heat is used to
in the same way as in IOS,SH··OUlrn:ln~
There is no difference in the
sumer; it may have been 14of";~rtl'l1r>fC;.rt
often it is
both both
of
common
that distributes power to consumers.
There is a nuclear
now under construction in West _""'· . . . . .
that will use hot
heated in the reactor, to drive the turbofZelleratC)rs: but otherwise the world's commercial power
using
nuclear power use steam to run the turbines. However, even in that
German
the
will be the same as any other.
The -heat
in nuclear reactors can, of course, be used for
other purposes than
electric power. It is used, for eX,lmlPle,
for
and submarines (giving them great ranges of
and there are
for nuclear steel
we shall be concerned only with the
issue of
electric power commercially for civilian use.
To see how a nuclear reactor
we have to review some
oIO.n....... 1I.n1l1r-'l[7

.... ll .. 1t"l>lI"'h.c"rI

JL .............

The smallest
of a chemically homogenous substance distilled water, say, or pure kitchen salt - that still has the same
"J and chemical
as the substance in bulk is called a
molecule. In all but a handful of cases, a molecule is a combination of
atoms, of which there are 92 different kinds in
are the
atoms of the elements. The lightest atom is that of hydrogen, the
....a~~·'iT1~C'+ \3Lm()ng the natural atoms) is uranium.
there
are the "transuranic" elements that do not normally occur nature,
but can be
one of them is the ele~m(~nt PuuunmUJ1.
Each atom consists of a positively charged nucleus
of
J:"""''U electrons. In most artists' conceptions, from comic
to trade marks, the atom is depicted as a little solar system with
the nucleus in the middle and the electrons whirling round it along
orbits. That is not an
correct model of the atom,
but it will do for our purposes.
The nucleus of an atom is very much heavier than its electron shells
- many thousands of times heavier. However, the negative electric
of the electron
in a stable atom,
the positive
of the nucleus, so that the two charges cancel and the atom is
neutral.
IIJ.lJt"

-

..:J.P. .....

.... .P..l,LJI,.IL
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For
an oxygen molecule consists of two oxygen atoms: each
oxygen atom has 8 electrons
round the nucleus whose
for the
the 8
electron
neutraL
so that the entire atom is
the atom" is easy; it is far more difficult to.
the
nucleus.
to
the atom, it is sufficient to tear out one or two
electrons from the
and this is done quite
in a
fluorescent
To
the nucleus is a different
There was a time when people
that the nucleus consisted
of
having the same
as an oIJIC,.n+lI·£"'o~
positive, but much heavier (about 2,000 times
But in 1932, the
existence of another
was demonstrated: the neutron, which is
just as heavy as a proton, but has no electric charge. The presence of a
neutron in the nucleus will thus make the atom heavier, but will not
disturb the electrical balance between the nucleus and the electron
shell.
It would have been a
world if it had remained at that. But as
time went on, more and more nuclear particles were discovered, and
more are being discovered all the time. The "nuclear zoo" is now so
large and
that it has theoretical
disand many people believe that a new, fundamental and revolutionary discovery is needed to
some
order into this
monumental puzzle.
the nuclear zoo has little or
to do with nuclear
power, and for our purposes it will be quite
to
that there
are
three
of
in an atom:
neutrons and
electrons. The
charged electrons whirl round the nucleus.
wbich contains at least one positively
one
or more electrically neutral neutrons.
The number of
which is also the number of
in a
neutral atom, is called the atomic number.
with one
in the nucleus and a
electron orbiting
has atomic number 1,
uranium has 92 of each, and its atomic number is therefore 92. It is the
atomic number that determines the chemical (and most of the physical)
of an element. If we could
double the number of
protons and electrons in a
atom, we would have not
but helium - a gas with utterly different properties. If it were possible
to cut iron atoms
number
in half in such a way that the new
atoms had 13 protons and electrons
the new atoms would not be
but aluminum
number
14o£"'o('1Ii-1I'1;70

hv.7rl1l<>".,.".a_

URANIUM FUEL CANNOT

2.
The atomic number is unaffected
the neutrons that may
in the
so what do
do?
nV(lrOt~en atom with a neutron in its nucleus
addition to the
still combines with oxygen to form water, or with chlorine to
nV(lr()~CnlorIC acid. What the neutrons do is
some of the
AJl~,,,,,_~~"'~~.IL"'A, of the atom.
increase the
of
nucleus: the "mass number" of the atom, which is the number of
neutrons, or
the
of the nucleus in
of one
will increase
one with every additional neutron.
the same
as atomic
but
atomic mass number is not
let's
walk off into that side
As far as we are concerned
the mass number does _..,........
to
us with a convenient way of I'1~C'C'11nT"il1l"lIn
of
atoms. "Different
eatllvc;Uelt1t atoms" can be
by a
word: jJ
of an element are atoms with the same atomic
and therefore
with the same chemical
but with different mass numbers.
ISc.toloes of the same element have the same number of, protons, but
different numbers of neutrons in their nuclei.
For
the
of AJl'll'-Jl.JLllJI~'-'JlA
nV(Jlro.~en proper (1
mass number
neutron, mass number
and tritium (1
+ 2 neutrons, mass
number
have their own distinct names, the
ones to be so honored. The
of the other elements do not have
is
added to the
distinct names; their mass
For
the
of carbon
are C
C
Since the atomic number of carbon is 6, carbon 14 has 6 """''''r''+'''''11''''r<
8 neutrons in its nucleus.
Different
of the same element are
indistinguishbecause chemical effects are associated with the electron shell.
The difference affects
nuclear
in
whether
the atom is
and
or not.
will use
makes a
difference between
is a
that will interest us
its
effects on the human
At this
it is
to say that it
amounts to radiation of different
that is emitted when a nucleus
01S:1nt:ejZ1ratles or
In some
such as uranium or .ll..UY~JLU"'.IU,
the
is natural and
without man-made
In
other cases,
may be
most often
Sn()otllnsz a neutron into the nucleus and
it to fall
II-'JL'lo,,.;p_.II.A\.

.11<

_AA"'.II..II.JL.II."c;,JI..II...11
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The latter case is of interest for self-sustained fissio-n of nuclei. As the
nucleus
into two or more
It may also emit one or
more of its neutrons. If these neutrons are absorbed
other
will
in turn and emit more neutrons for further
other nuclei. A
chain reaction will take
And each
time a nucleus
energy is released - at least in the nuclei at the
end of the table of elements. The released
as n ....&::~·u1tf'\'lI1C'lh'
up in
the nucleus tOJ2~€ill:Let._,.,
There are
four
of nuclei that are thus tlS~il0]l1at>lel
one of them occurs
in
L">.r<.
the
of uranium with mass number 235
neutrons in the
The average number of neutrons available for
causing further fissions of a U 235 nucleus lies between 2 and 3,
det>endll1lQ on the energy of the neutrons.
actual number in an
individual fission
of course, an
the mean number is
and the fractional
is due to
over the various PO~iSlt)Hl1ttes
in a A.J1.03~.J1.VJ.jl.j
Of course, in
the two neutrons
in a fission do not
both cause another fission in U
even if it were
to
a
of
pure U 235. A lot of other
besides
OnlC'·..,.... lII""'+1Ir.._
another U 235 nucleus can
to a
for
exalmlJle. it can
out of the volume
the uranium
into the
air or other medium.
to discuss the
made of U 235 or
This is a
Pll1tO]nlu~m: not because it has
to do with nuclear power, but to
a nuclear
cannot
take
in a power
C""""'I,"Il'I"T,I_iI"'IIJ

c:'1nl"n1't111'''lI1",t

rf·... ",."' ............

In a uranium
cost, to
uranium ore, almost
uranium is U
The uranium contains
about 0.70/0 of the
and this small fraction must
first be
the uranium
to 900/0.
Even so, in a small amount of 900/0 enriched
there will be
no chain reaction, because most of the neutrons
out of the
nuclei after each fission will
leave the uranium instead of
other uranium nuclei. To
a
chain
the
average number of neutrons absorbed
other nuclei per fission of a
than one. There must,
be
of
nucleus must be
the
in the form of a
to
ensure that most of the hh,,,,...4']I+oJ'i l1P'lll1"....~r"\nC'
nuclei before
can escape from the volume. If the
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bombs are made of pure -.1 .. "+ ........ ,,.... ;; .... ·--. and of a different
mix at
but the geometric ,..I'"'lnf"1,nr111",.,.+" ........ "....
not
to mention many other reasons, makes a nuclear
runaway reactor,
To say that a nuclear
r........
mixed-oxide-fueled reactor is more likely than in a Ufflnl111m-1
one makes as much sense as to say that hot water is more
catch fire than cold water.
And with
to
have very little to do with
nuclear power.

..,""'''"'v......,...., for the
rai:fiejrt1UU15[(JO~wr:lrese~"':..-:::'r,cL'::::
the
a nuclear
will take
two or more
of
into a
of more
them
each other
nl~~n-Eext)lo~ilV(~S in a
mechanism.
fission available to cause
Since there are less than 3 neutrons
and the non-fissile
will absorb some of
it follows that such a bomb
fail to
if the
JLJlJL~~"'''''''.ll..ll._.ll. contained an insufficient concentration
the U 235 . . . . . . .
no matter how
the
were made. In practice, the uranium
in nuclear weapons contains more than 90070 of U
Le., it is enriched to more than 90070.
But the uranium fuel used in power plants contains not 90070, but
3.5070 of the fissile isotope U 235
rest is mostly U 238), which
is way below even
and it is therefore
for it to undergo an
nuclear chain reaction.
a matter
there are other reasons why a nuclear
is
ImlDOSSlble in a power
but we will not go into them. After
if a man has lost both his legs, he cannot run; do we have to go
an the other reasons
he cannot
for the nlvmn1C'
team?
And
a nuclear power reactor also works
a chain reaction -- the
neutrons nDllI"llDl1l"''':ll+iIC~1'i
one fission cause more fissions -- so if the
reactor somehow
out of
couldn't there be a nuclear
ext)10S10n after all?
there couldn't. The chain reaction in a reactor is quite different
from that in a bomb. Even in a runaway reactor, 100 fissions would
no more than 101 fissions in the next
More
the time
between the fissions of one
and the
resultlnjz next
even in a runaway reactor, is about .J..v\"',V'.-f"V
times
than in a nuclear
That is a difference
than that between a murderous flood and a drizzle.
So there is no
around it a nuclear eX1DloS10ln in 30/0
enriched uranium is
- it would violate PhYSllcal
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the world that is large enough to see, we are used to the
Idea that the harder we hit something, the more
it is to break. It is
the
impact velocity of a hammer that will crack a nut. But nuclei
are not nuts, and they live by different rules. A U 235 nuc::lellS
likely to absorb a slow
fast one
belOr··
It. So if we must
an ::Jln'~Hn(ro
like a political agitator who sets out to divide a COJnrrlul1litv
from door to door, he may be able to
the COlnrrlUlllltv
ar~~Ull[}erlts: he is less likely to achieve
a few s10galls
van. And most of
he quickly drives through the town in a
the time he will have no effect either way.
So it is with neutrons, and to make them more effective for ~nl'll~~11~1f'lr
the uranium nuclei, only 30/0 of which are
anyway
U 235
must first be slowed down from the
velocities
them. This
with which they were emitted in the fissions that
is done by a material
a
which does not absorb the
neutrons, but bumps
uranium with a slower
velocity. Among the materials that
are
carbons, beryllium, carbon, but above
rather the hurl1l"I'"'AnrO~
in water, for neutron reflection is a nUlClel~&After the
two
The neutron is slowed down
that
in the
by it, which was the main idea, and the
moderator is no",: itself set into motion. But motion of a
- up
to a molecule - IS
heat: The
between hot water and
cold water is
that the
of the former are UT1(~aI1Inn
around much faster than those in the cold water. The moderator,
then, will heat up under the constant bombardment of the neutrons
coming out of the uranium (and even more
the heat from the fuel
Some of these neutrons will be reflected back into the
11I1l"~1II1l"1l1l111111"'1r"'11 and
up some of their energy,
now move

A.U.J.I.../V.:J":)J.UA'-'
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It is

to induce a nuclear
in the
oxide mixed with uranium oxide that will be used as "mixed oxide" reactor fuel as soon as
of
fuel is
ized. The
material" inhibition is no
valid in this case

1I"'I>hl1lf"n'll"ll111l1111"1l
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BASICS
and are more
a U 235 nucleus. If
that causes that nucleus to
the results are,
among other fission
treatment. The other fission
run into
fission _",.,.. .
kinetic or motional energy into heat. That is ~C'C:'~n+ll ~ Un
energy
needed to bind . . . _,"".. . ., ,. .
common
is converted into heat
fission.
The process mayor may not continue: It can die out, or it can
be
selI-sus·talnU12, or it can grow more intensive. Just like a nation grows,
Po'OUJlatlLon or dies out
on its average
tnuLmltJer of children born per
women of childprocess of fission
on
number of
one
of fissions and
to
If the number of neutrons
in the
the next
next
is the same as in the
the process is sell-sus1:aUt11n.2
and heat will be
at a
this state is called critical. If
t~e n e x t .
less neutrons than the
the process
an increase of
wdl
die out, and the state is
neutron
and therefore of heat
to
a
state.
The rate of heat
can thus be controlled
the
number of neutrons that are allowed to
of
and this can be done
by material that absorbs
neutrons
does not
There are many materials that have this
fur
ornal:nlllm.
such
material between the uranium
JLJL"''-'~''''''.I.."'.V.l.. the neutrons
out of the
instead of
will be taken out of circulation altogether. In
the neutron
material is in the form of control
which can be moved so as to let more or less neutrons from the fuel
reach the moderator. This
range of power
from total shutdown to
any
of the
control
the process is .on'!t-f1l'O,o.h'T
........ .,..,&1.11.'11.:1111.

n9"r'V'11111",,+C'

n9"r",rtlllll.n+«'"

1"1 .. '. .........."',

ll.

Pressurized water reactor (PWR). The water in the pressure vessel circuit is kept under
pressure so that it does not turn into steam at high temperatures. In a boiling water
reactor (BWR) there is no heat exchanger (marked "steam generator" above); the steam
from the pressure vessel goes directly into the turbine, and the water from the condenser
goes directly back into the pressure vessel.
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OW let us take a brief look at how these
are
in
The fuel - uranium oxide - has the
form of
are inserted into stainless steel or zirconium
tubes. The
"fuel rods" are mounted
and
to
each other to form a
in the reactor core. The control
apl)l1e~a

rods can be slid in or out between the fuel
the renrla1:ntnl2
filled
the
and the entire core is surrounded
about 20 feet in diameter and 4S feet
hundred tons.
most cornmlon,IV
There are many types of reactors, but the two
used in the US at
are the
Water Reactor
Pressurized Water Reactor
Both use water as a
and
both use water for a double purpose: moderator and coolant. The water
sut~ro'un~dtnl2 the fuel heats up,
or
on how far
the control rods are
out of the core, and the hot water n":Il1lniCl1l"~+~::3lC'
steam to drive the tur·bogetleratc~rs.
In a
water reactor, the waterin the core is h9"/'1I1~'lrh+ to a boil
and its steam feeds the turbines
In a
water reactor,
under pressure in a closed
so that it cannot
the water is
turn into steam. It transfers its heat in a heat
water is
to another water
where the
into steam to drive the turbines.
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CONTAINMENT BUILDING

Once the steam has been
the
is the
same as in a fossil-fired power
There are other
of reactors, e.g., the
Gas
which uses a gas
as a
it is both more
water reactors, and it could be the reactor
efficient and safer than
of the distant future.
as
there have been only two
such reactors in commercial
in the
and we shall err on
the safe side
this and other
of reactors.
for
all work on the same basic
as the
reactors.
water is
"heavy" water contains deuterium rather than
and is used in the Canadian
CANDU reactor, but not in the
The brief
above concerns
those components of a
nuclear
that are essential to its
Added to this are
the numerous components that serve to enhance the safety of operation. The one that first hits the eye is the containment building, a
mas .
the reactor vesseL It
is made
four-feet
reinforced and steel-lined concrete.
It
world from radioactivity released by a
reactor after a melt-down; but it also
the reactor from the
much more likely disasters that threaten the reactor from the outside
such as
tornadoes,
and aircraft
""JLII1P"..,JlJl."""'. The
the containto withstand
of more than 180 miles
but even
into it at landing
the material and structure of the containment buildis not unlike the V-boat pens built
the Germans on the
of savage round-theFrench coast
World War II. In
clock
and the use of
"blockbuster" bombs, the
Allies failed to crack them. This is a
that comes to mind in
view of the latest scare
the nuclear critics - what if
war
comes to America? It is very doubtful that the AEC had this
in mind when it drew up the
but it so ha'Doc~ns
that even in that case nuclear reactors would be safer than most
other
much safer than the
of
facilities of oil and natural gas, for exatmlJle.
There is only one
of
accident that can
at a
nuclear
qua nuclear
and that is the release of radioacA steam turbine
of course, be
or
for that matter, the mail truck could run over the
at
the
but these are not accidents
to a nuclear
The

Five steel workers carefully tie together 6 layers of thick reinforcing bars to form a web
over the steel-structured containment building. Over this win go a layer of concrete 31;2
feet thick; the mesh is so tight that special vibrators have to be used to force the concrete
mix through it. The containment building, which is required to withstand the crash of a
jetliner at landing speed, is the last line of defense (not counting favorable weather
conditions) against a major nuclear accident. If a meltdown does occur, it will contain the
released radioactivity with a
close
The unfinished area in the
of the reactor and
other equipment. WF archives.)
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WHY ELEVATORS DON1T PLUNGE

real
is release of
nuclear
accident
as we have seen, is pure horror fiction. The most
is LOCA - Loss of
which may
may not) be
fo
ed
a
of the core, which in turn may
may
be followed by the release of
out of the containment
and that may
may not) result in deaths among the
Even
the corpses would not pile up in
aelDlC"tea in the sick fantasies of the
for these
deaths would be long in
- weeks or more for radiation
sickness, and 10 to 4S years for cancer.
we leave these unpleasant details for later, when we shall
compare them with the far more unpleasant details of major accidents
associated with fossil-·burning
In this brief survey of a healthy
nuclear plant we will only metion that the reactor vessel - itself a
11 inches thick and weighing
welded into it
the entrance
and exits of the coolant (water), but also the pipes of the ECCS the Emergency Core Cooling System. This is a system with independent pipes, independent water, independent pumps, and even
(if the need arises) with an independent power supply, which forces
the cooling water into the reactor vessel if for some reason the
regular coolant should be lost - for example, by a pipe of the water
circulation system bursting.. The ECCS is activated automatically by
monitors
over the state of the reactor, but should the
automatic system fail, there are provisions for manual control.
If this were a book on nuclear safety
than a book comparing nuclear hazards to alternative hazards), there would follow a long
list of the many other safety measures, safety equipment, safety
regulations, and a description of the safety philosophy on which all
of these are based - defense in depth, redundancy of components,
and many more, leaving a minimum to human decisions and providing safeguards if human error does occur. But this is not a book
on nuclear safety, and so we will forego this list, which has b~en
enumerated very often, and with all too little effect on the public.
To
a little idea of what is
we will
take a
quick look at how the control rods shut down the reactor automatically if something goes wrong. It is a very unimportant example
in itself, but it illustrates the
on which
measures
that is also applied in ordinary passenger
are
a
elevators.

Americans die in accidents every year. The no. 1
are motor vehicle
with some ...
the no. 2 killer is less well known - accidental
in some years kill as many as
The remainder are aircraft and
railroad accidents, poisoning, fire,
explosions,
blows by
objects, snake
and a lot of others.
Some of these deaths are freakish freeze to death by
accidentally
into
or
are killed
an
aircraft
into their house. But there is one
of accident
remarkably absent from the list plunging to their deaths in
passenger elevators.
Only a small fraction of Americans ever
handle firearms, yet some 3,000 are killed annually
accidental
discharges (not counting homicides and suicides). But everybody, at
some time, has used an elevator, and millions use one several times a
day. Why aren't people plunging to their deaths by the thousands?
Because of the regular inspections enforced by law? Hardly; if it
were that simple, there would be no failures of critical components
in automobiles. The reason is that every elevator has a gadget that
prevents it from plunging down the shaft owerful jaws that grip
the guide rails of the cabin and
i
ping. And why does
this gadget hardly ever fail to
ecause
not aCJtLlU~Hffi(~n
something goes wrong, but it
only if
For
the jaws
nnected to the cable on
and the tension of the cable
the
which the cabin is
jaws inoperative. If the cable should snap, or lose its tension for
some other reason, the jaws return to their "natural"
ming the cabin in the
rails long before it can gather additional
speed.
It is this philosophy, the philosophy of "don't activate safety
them
if
measures when something goes wrong,
everything works right" is widely
in nuclear reactors. The
control rods, for example, are (usually) vertical and pulled up to
increase power, so that their "natural" position is the shut-off position, to which they will drop back under their own weight. What
Dr~~vents them from
back are
directly by the electrical
of the
unknown
reason the plant suddenly stops generating electric power, the
mal101ets let go, and the control rods
shut off the
flow.
one
of one of the
on which the
This is
safety measures of a nuclear
are based. In the few cases
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2. SOME BASICS

ENERGY

when
sudden shut-down was
this
device has
worked well.
For
when in October 1966 a metal
broke loose in
the Fermi I reactor, it
blocked the flow of coolant to two
out of 100 fuel
so that these two overheated and some of
their fuel melted. There was no
in
down
the reactor, and all
worked
The
reactor was later
and resumed VIIJ~
You may not believe this
it is hard to
but this
incident is the
of the book We Almost Lost Detroit. 1 Its
+1"""'_'-',"""'+"'<7 false
has been coolly shattered in an
report. 2
Fermi I was an experimental fast breeder reactor, which uses
sodium rather than water as the working fluid, and therefore its
safeguards (such as emergency core cooling) were somewhat different
from those of a conventional
water reactor.
But among the reasons why we didn't lose Detroit is one that applies
to all reactors, conventional or not: the principle of defense in depth.
If the reactor had lost its coolant, it would have been automatically
And if it hadn't, the containment building would have
it is hard to see
contained the
And if it hadn't
it would have
into the
without
any harm. And if it
because a
inversion
it
near the
a
wind in an unfortunate direction would
have had to blow it 30 miles to Detroit before a Detroit
hurt.
Or so it would seem. In the case of Fermi I, as we shall see in
3, a Detroit
could not have been hurt even in the worst
case, which makes this silly book even more
"An unfortec:nnolC~l!V~" says the
that nuclear
power has no room for human error. In fact,
nuclear power,
with its defense in
has considerable room for human errore
This was borne out
another incident that has been turned into
a scare, the Browns
fire in March 1975. An incredible chain of
human errors piled up in that case,
with a workman
electrical
in the last quarter of the 20th century,
with a candle. Yet no
and would not have
es(~atJ~eC1 if still more errors had been
on the chain, for not even
or even close to being
the first line of defense was ever
broken.
But what would have
if some shnook had
an
oil
or a
natural gas tank with a candle? He wouldn't
be there to tell us, for other energy facilities do not have a defense in

There would have been an
of the
that nalDD~~ns
all the time, and that's it. There is no room for error in ''\!T'''''1\4IT~'''''''''' with
quantities of
or gas, and when
release their
often do
kill more
than a nuclear
is
to do.
accident, even if one does
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"-'~,JLJL...J.l1.".lI....o is one more basic
that we should
and that is the
of energy itself.
is the
to do work. Work and energy are two
similar concepts
in the same units); in fact, the difference
between them is simply the algebraic sign or minus,
like
the difference between credit and debit or assets and liabilities. So
what is work?
the
type of work is mechanical
which
equals force times distance. Weight, for example, is a force, the force
of
and if a man lifts SIbs of
3 feet from the
ground, his work done against gravity is 15 foot-pounds.
The foot-pound is not the only unit of energy; there are others
such as the
erg,
and
more. Since
all measur~ the same
can be
mutually converted, e.g., 1 caJorie == 4.18
but
are there
so many units? For many reasons, some of them historical; but the
main ,reason is convenience. A British Thermal Unit
is the
heat
to raise 1
of water
which makes it
convenient for heat transfer
inept for a
nuclear
who
- the energy
necessary to move the
a 1t'"",11-~""",,,,.gnl
difference of 1 volt.
We will not let ourselves be confused
all these units. We shall
use only one - the
and
who
joules, BTU's or anything else need only look up a table of converBTU.
sion factors. For example, 1 kWh ==
To get a feel for the size of a
we first have to go to the watt,
which is not a unit of energy, but of power.
the same
to the same
results in the same energy, no matter
whether it was done fast or slowly. The
that takes into
account the
with which it was done is power; power is the rate
of
work
Power is the work
per
unit time.

lent and some poor
which will it use for the base
and which will it switch
under duress?
Nuclear
now range from several
sands of
are
that has a "nuke" will
load.
as needed.
h1l111""4A'111",oA'1iC'

which
e.g., the
to the
no horse can
at the
and many horses are not able to reach
for a short
nowe,rer. we
use the watt,
more often its mUlltlJues
and
(1 million
and we
definition of the watt need not worry us
a few
to
for its size. One watt is
very little power; for
1 W can be
seen in the
but it is not
to illuminate
most
used
bulb in the home consumes 60 W
which
about 50/0 are turned into
the rest is
An
and a clothes drier
electric
iron consumes about 1
about 3 kW.
electric kitchen range, with the oven
elements turned on will consume about 6 kW.
uses
on a much
scale. The motors
air . . . . . ~ .....,-1'0.......
wind tunnel
aircraft models are tested can consume several
the
of a thousand clothes driers or kitchen
a power

ND
let us
look into
its effects
on human health.
A
way to start is to note that 1"''!:Bt'111n!JlI''1"'Ur11tu
natural
The
we walk on is
our
so is the food we
so is the air we breathe.
I-'Pl"h!Jl1"\C' you say,
but
is all
small . .
co]npare~a with what a nuclear
into the environment.
It is the nuclear
that are
The backradiation for the average US citizen amounts to some 250
miIIirems per year, of which more than half
sources, and the remainder is
due to
What nuclear
add to these 250 m1J,l1re~ms
mrems, a fly
into the wind"
But let's start at the
is the radiation
released in the
or
of an atomic nucleus. It
SP()ntanc~OUlslV breaks
and shoots out
and this is what
constitutes
the rernalnl11L£!
new atoms, which may be either stable or themselves . .
liable to
at some future
in which case
are
called
of the
substance.
radioactive
of
and
elements
several
all
end
whkh
stable.
There are four
of radioactive radiation gama
rna, and neutrons,
on what
of n!Jl1l..... 11"1~ is shot out
from the nucleus in its alS,lntegt~atl.on.
are helium
2
elec;:trC)ns. and
nuclei (2
gamma
is a short burst
electr omagJnetlc radiation of
energy, or a
of
because of its
extJreIrLely short wa'"eH;~ng-tn)"
1I"-:lr111n-:lln1-11'lr,o.

Ol''lI1_on1t"·1 ....1I11-'''.

or111r1t.,O£1l1t"'III .... a

n,01t,,,o_rl'II1t'',.nr

is
little
As the load
gas-

nQl·1 .... 1I""._"" I

l

rnl·':1In .... ll1n"1l
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NADER. TAKES A JET-FLIGHT

beta _n1~<lI"'.lor
are
a few feet in air before
a few
a sheet of paper will
and
absorb them.
of
radioactive element ca~fa(lia-te'~
but a
For ex,lmlDle,
means that it is not
as little as a ne'WSlnal1er'-W"ttl--a."C1""'"11S
Plutonium is
when eaten or absorbed
the
it "the most toxic substance known to man" is
sense, as we shall see.
will
is enThe
of when
the
laws
random and
.nrA1[TDl~·flllfl n its behavior are
known. Given a certain amount of
known how long it
atoms of a
it is,
will take for half of the n1"ll,nln~1 amount to
This time is
radioactive
After a
called the
of the
atoms are still intact in the
half of the
another halflife will leave a half of
form of the
a third halflife will leave one
and so
that
forth.
halflives. Polonium
Different
but uranium
a
halflife of
is t~)1rt~~.,,~r.l[~i-~~"'9 or none
halflife of

from cosmic
rays

35

from air

5

5
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from coast-to-coast
jet flight
from color
television

It stands to reason that for a
amount of atoms, the Inten5atv
of the
will be the smaller the
the halflife as the same amount of water in a reservoir can
rise to a short
flow if it is let out
and
or to a
and
Yet this
does not seem to have
many envirOlt1mlentaJllsts. whose lamentations grow the more shrill and nervous
the
the halflife of some radioactive
have never
considered what the halflife of stable substances
as arsenic or
is - it is infinite.
When a person is
to radioactive
the amount
the
of the radiation
the exis
the delivered dose. Doses are measured in
which are based on the total delivered
01C~lOil1C4al aarrla~~e to tissue does not
on the energy alone
a unit that takes into account the relative

from building
materials

34

50
0.01

from food

25

from ground

11

from one
chest x-ray
from
50 mile
of a
nuclear power plant

Like
witch -doctor
. a transistor radio Nader
' a.
Sa
vages'In th'
e Jung1e With
frIghtens his flock of ~ulators with radioactivity ("It isn't
to be t~ much
lo?ger be~ore you are gOIng to see increased incidence of cancer and leUkemia"). On
thiS occaSIon, he spoke at the
of Colorado' and th fl' ht fr
d b '
e Ig
om
an
ack gave him more
than a nuclear plant would give him in
a lifetime.
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99

Utah

Col.
locations)

~ 77 Goleta Beach,

Rolesville, N.C.
52 Aiken, S.C.

La.

Bumper sticker sold and promoted by Environmental Action of Colorado. By merely
living in Colorado, its inhabitants get between 30 to 100 mrems/year more than they
would get at sea level; the difference amounts to what would be produced by more than
10,000 nuclear plants (all within 50 miles of the "victim").

an annual dose of about 35 mrem; this dose
doubles for
not
every mile of altitude. Altitude is also the main reason,
the
one,
the natural
radiation varies from
For
the annual dose from
JI.,..jl;;;".Il..'U'~..IlJl~'l,A. radiation amounts to 157 mrems, whereas in
it amounts
to 52 mrems.
comes from
mateManhattan could not
Central Sta ·
licensed as a nuclear reactor, because
radiation from its
blocks would violate NRC standards. The
delivers a
and 5
come from the air.
dose of about 10
too,
an average of 25
to
Food is
the US citizen. The food intake results in a normal
40
level in the
and this delivers an "internal" dose
counted
in the 130
of the natural
of no less than 20
of this radiation is also radiated out of the
anlU-flUC:le2lr fanatics hold a
each other than
...... _ '....

Natural background radiation (terrestrial and cosmic) in the US as measured in 1965. The numbers are in millirems/year. A nuclear power plant
adds 0.01 mrem/year.
01C~lO~!lC.~1 ait-+a/~n'N:lol"llaC'C'

of different

of radiation is the

roe~ntj?en

rem. One thousandth of a rem is a millirem

an
of the size of a
consider the tol10vVln.f!
The International Commission on .Ka.al()1OJ~lc;al
___~,__.__ mrems as, the maximum peJ~m]lSS101e
shou
eceive. The
is
on the safe
as is the case with all such standards. There are areas in India
and Brazil with monazite
rich in thorium and
which
the
an average dose of
mrems/year, or three
times the international
studies of these
po'pU,latlOfJlS have revealed no unusual effects. 3
A
chest
win expose the
to some SO mrems; a
coast-to-coast
will expose the passengers to some 5 additional mrems;
color television will deliver an average of
1
Yet all of these doses
are smaller than the
dose the average US resident obtains from Mother Nature: 130
and
Most of this comes from cosmic rays, the
from
materials.
The
Cosmic rays are gamma rays
atntlos:pnere acts as a
shield
altitudes. such as Colorado or
the cosmic ray COlnDon~ent
strlOnjler than at sea
....... I"lI'h.T'llrll'l'l,nn

a woman, one
less
than
but to
with two women is very, very rII'!1Jno./CA't"r'U1C'
To the 130
of natural
radiation one
add the dose received from man-made
This amounts, for
the average US
to about 120
the total
to about 250
far the
of the man-made
radiation is due
and most of
the remainder also
6,
down

watcJl1ne results in
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GENETIC MUTATIONS

an average exposure of 1
and the remainder are little
almost
such as the luminescent dial of
sources that
a watch and - yes, and nuclear
How much do all the US nuclear
add to the
250
that the average US citizen receives
0.003
that is what the
critics are
0.003 mrems on
of the 250 mrems that
anyway. 4
Both numbers are averages. In individual cases,
can
more natural
radiation and an
more; a
Imme~ol;ate 't"II.o·dn"lhr~1'" of a nuclear
more from
routine
nuclear
NRC
limit the
to S
though in fact, these emissions are very small and not near this upper limit. But even if a
person did
a full S mrems in some year from a nuclear
his
added chance of dying from cancer would be the same as those due
o
On the other hand,
Coloradans are
an additional
mrem/year merely by
at a higher altitude; and unlike the S mrems at the boundary
of a nuclear
which are
reached and even then absorbed
by
a few
all Coloradans get their additional 3S mrems
every year.
Even so, should
at the
of a nuclear plant
move away to reduce their risk? Prof. Bernard L. Cohen of the
University of
a past Chairman of the American Physical
Nuclear
has an answer to that. If they do, he says,
shouldn't move so that
must drive to work by an additional
0.1 mile a day - the statistics will be against them, for they then
take a bigger risk of being killed in an auto accident. 5
JI.,J.'U'IL,AAJLUL,..,

j>J.I.'--''I.-'-',.:IIl.JULA,...

HAT exactly are the health hazards of excessive doses of
radioactivity, such as might come about by a major nuclear accident?
There are three such possible effects: radiation sickness, cancer
and genetic mutations. Please note that in discussing them we will
switch from millirems to full rems, units
times larger.
Radiation sickness results from exposures
100 rerns
times more than is permitted to accumulate in the course of
one year at the boundaries of a nuclear power
It is due to the
induced malfunction of the bone marrow
white blood
and victims die
do
in a time from a few
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days to a few weeks after exposure.
if death does not result
is
the level where half of the
victims
recovers within a few weeks and all
Radiation sickness is \vhat would cause the
deaths" in a
major nuclear accident; the "delayed deaths" would be due to latent
cancers. A dose of more
and deaths by radiation
could occur
under an extremely unlikely combination of circumstances
to
the contamination of a populated area
large
of concentrated, high-level radioactive material
3). The more
important threat is that of cancer.
Genetic defects in offspring due to radiation exposure of the
parents are a well known effect produced in experiments with animals;
it has, however, never been observed in
not even in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in spite of extremely thorough and intensive
investigations. 6 The reason, very probably, is not that such effects do
not exist - when it comes to health effects, man is not so very
different from other mammals - but rather that they are too small
to be observed. Genetic effects due to
mutations in the
sex cells occur widely in any population even without man-made
radioactivity; in the US, no less than 30/0 of all live births exhibit
such effects, ranging from an extra finger or toe to more serious
defects such as diseases that show up later in life. It is obviously very
difficult to detect any additional effects against this large background even with detailed information and sophisticated statistical
methods. In any case, whatever the reason, no genetic effects in
humans have ever been observed as a result of radioactivity, and not
for lack of trying.
This leaves cancer as the most important health hazard due to
excessive doses of radioactivity. Contrary to popular mlSC()nC'eotl0ns.
this is a subject which
well understood, no doubt due to
the intensive and massive
out on the subject during
the last 40 years by prestigious institutions all over the world.
experiment at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory involved the irradiation and subsequent microscopic examination of each of
mice. 7 )
from the detailed research on
laws and terloenClles,
there is also a substantial amount of empirical data on the effect of
excessive doses on humans. There are the
who were
""'AI>J'U'''':'''''~ to an average of about 130 rems in
bomb
in
and among whom more than 100 excess cancer deaths
c'tN4rl'Mli-A't"Y'lC'
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means the
have occurred
exposure;
the statistical estimate of these

those that
numbers
deaths is very

were
to
doses of
arthritis of the
before the
was
this
resulted in more than
cancer deaths. In the
thousands of miners
n1'"".:~n,,·n1"n 'It''n1l1n.P1''~ I inhaled
a radioactive gas, and some of them
received doses to the
rems. Between 1915
and
there were 775 American women
in
radium numerals on watch
used to lick the brushes to
and there were similar situations in other countries.
research of the records in all of these and similar situations has established a relation between radiation dose and excess
anyone. 8
cancer incidence which is not
Not everyone who receives a
dose of radiation dies
or even
contracts, cancer. For a
a certain fraction of the """'.4I!JV.::''''''''......
_~
+ .......- will contract
or more to the
a certain fraction of
those who would not have contracted it otherwise will contract it. It
is therefore usual to express the hazard due to radiation
the
of
of cancer. The
for the average American
is increased
0.0180/0 for
his body. This is the
based
rem of radiation absorbed
the Committee on
Effects of IonizRadiation
of the US National
of Sciences and
the National Research Council. It is also in agreement with the
the United Nations Scientific Committee on
Effects of Atomic Radiation
both institutions are
under surveillance of
institutions such as the International Commission on Radiological Protection
The reader is
reminded that our
discussion of
natural
radiation of nuclear power
etc.,
the radiation in
or
of one
thousandth of one rem. Now that we are discussing the incidence of
cancer,
we are
the rem, a unit one thousand times
Even so, each rem, or
of exposure adds
very little to the
cancer due to
non-nuclear causes; in
in
it increases the chance of
of cancer from 16.80/0 to 16.8180/0. This is true if the entire
1l"~O·,)1l"l't"1I.or

Un''!l_L''''-t-ollr1l1l'''l,iI''W

.......... I ....

absorbs one rem of
if the radiation is concentrated
onto some organ
the
due to radioactive
that have been
the risk may be
and the interested
for
but even so, the
reader is referred to the BEIR
In(:re~ase~d risk per rem is very small.
doses of tens or hundreds
of rerns of radiation will
increase one's chances of con....11.."'' ' ...
cancer
what these chances are
These are the naked
and
are not mentioned here to
of
can
down the
though none as
have
and has
numbers of
there is no
lost their lives at a commercial nuclear
need to
down the
cancers due to radioactive releases.
As we shall see, the cancers due to
are not
tial cancers; they are cancers that kill here and now, and
kill abstract
in
programs,
kill
alive ves;tet'C1av.
1I"'lI1'lI1l"+1I"II.o....

.111..1,1::.

O

.....,OI'llr,."'y

ALL of the
we have used the so-called "linear
that the
of cancer increases linearly WI t e
radiation dose, Le., if the dose is increased
some
the
or()b(ilbiJlitv of
cancer will
the same factor.
the region where
This
agrees well
most data are
But for very low
levels, we have
one
of the
the
zero:
radiation at all produces no radiation-induced cancers
at all.
What about very small doses, like 1 millirem? This is the dose
most people get by
on earth for a couple of days. How
is one to measure such a small amount
the
of a
Oe'1Vll(ler:LnQ number of other factors?
Although direct measurement is difficult or impossible, the invalue of
direct evidence suggests strongly that there is a
radiation below which it is harmless. There are at
three
the evidence
indicators
the existence of a threshold:
from experiments on animals under strictly controlled
second, the well known fact that tissue slightly aaJnaJ~eQ
will heal if it has·· the time - which it does with low
and
JL_"'~AVII."'.il"""'.II.."II.J" on cancerous tissue would not work if there were
for the radiation
both
and cancerous,
'It''n1l1,H'f1f''\luii_11'''Ir cells. 9
....l.JL.II.."""'.::PAJLV ....'"".
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Nuclear critics have
much time
the existence of a
threshold. For
Gofman and
in their efc)teS;quely
biased book Poisoned Power, devote much space to
no
it.
But the
is not
in all
wrong, it is,
above
irrelevant. For the radiation
standards and risk
calculations - in the
at any rate
use the linear
all
as if the deniers of a threshold
the way down to zero, that
As is customary in US regulation, errors are
hP"\<i:~t"p.J side. Other standard-setting
e.g.,
the linear
for low radiation
+h"'111:.... hJ+h£lO" have not come up with an alternative, either. The
NI),+1lr~n"Jlll
on Radiation
which sets the stanpermissible exposure, accepts the linear hypoit is erring on the safe
and acceptance of the
makes the issue of the existence of a threshold
_
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[A nuclear accident would result in] up to 100.000
deaths and the destruction of an area the size of
Pennsylvania

Ralph Nader, address to the Joint Session of the
Massachusetts Legislature, March 21, 1974.

to the
anti-nuclear
not many
realize that nuclear power is safer than other methods of
generating electric power. But even those who do realize it often
to endorse
because
oppose nuclear power, or are
fear a
nuclear accident.
"No matter how small the
of a
say, "it is not
and if one does
the consequences
will be so terrible that
should not be risked at all."
That view is once
based on
for the risk of a
accident is far
in the
oil and gas
for
than it is in the nuclear cycle. Not
accidents with
and nVjC1r{)nf:DWI=~'"
their consequences can be more "TOr.r'1I'1,'o
The various
of a nuclear aC(=la~ent
cant
of deaths l-n'}''!Jl!''l1~hhT lrlV(lIIVf~S
each of which has a minute pr()O~lOUlltv
.I..ll"IJIJ"".a.J1,

h'u.r19<>r'I,1t"'lt._'YT01tO\

1.oIlll,rll1l_,rw

TEST
one would have to consider the number of
were done for fossil
accident in which a
crashes into
lives lost in a
whose
an oil
nO'Ne,rer. no need to engage into such tatltasles,
events such as
of oil or gas
cost hundreds of lives and could
lead to
death toll in the tens
thousands.

ONSIDER first a
nuclear accident. A nuclear eX1DlO S10ln
in a reactor is
as we have seen
The one and
threat to the
is a release of
amounts of
ra(110;actlvl1ty within a short time. There is
one
of
accident that can lead to such a disaster
the Loss of Coolant
Accident
It could
in the
reactors now in
even this
reduced in
Q.rr}-tll1'·~ Gas Reactors
in
of the financial bind of
company, may
prove to be the reactors of the future.
A loss-of-coolant accident threatens if the water which
the heat from- the fuel rods
should leak out. "fhe vessel
several hundred
of steel several inches thick
and
to
before
into
could
not
such a
the
water to and
from the vessel
monitored
for leaks and
The
measures assume not
result from a
but a
in which the
is cut clean
small
+h ....n1l1'nh and the two ends are
from each other so as to allow
the water to
out
If the water were to leak out, and no
measures were taken
to
the control
as in
other
would
back under their own
and shut off the chain reaction in
the uranium
heat due to the
radioin the fission
- the
fuel in the fuel rods would continue to be
and if no countermeasures were
the
of the fuel rods could rise to the
of the
of the fuel rods.
To eliminate this
every nuclear power reactor has
Core
with
water into the core if for some
water to pump
pumps
water should
out.
reason the
l

a1n""I __

__ r,"r'I'llr>1Ino

The LOFT (Loss of Fluid Test) facility in Idaho is designed to provide
accurate tests of the effectiveness of emergency core cooling during a
large simulated loss-of-coolant accident. The first of a series of tests, in
March 1976, was a complete success.

to go into
aUltonaatJcatHv on the ocurrence of a
but
if the automatic activation should

can also
fail.
There has as
been no sudden leak in a commercial reactor
fire in
and the
not at the Browns
critics claim that no one knows
the ECCS would work. The
AEC therefore
a
test
in Idaho for an
actual test -- the
if the nn:~ooats
would work.
is
too small and that the
llr~...
much less power to be
than in the usual
MW nuclear reactor -- the
of
"You will never know whether the
work if you
sink a small T1'OiP1nh·"t".a .... - - you have to sink
C''II __'Il1111 .......
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would stabilize and melt no further and would be comsafe until such time as
"1
Thus it is not the melted fuel that would be
in such a
disaster. The
comes from the gaseous and volatile radioactive
materials that .would be released after the fuel had melted
the pressure vessel. How could this cause deaths among the
In most cases, it wouldn't. It is the purpose of the massive containment
- made
and
reinforced
concrete - to contain these gases
volatile
within its
volume and prevent a radioactive release. It is one of the formidable
successive obstacles in the "defense in
a
defense
to
gas
oil
and a hundred
other possible causes of accidents where
"defense" need
be punctured to result in disaster.
Could it
that the containment
fails to contain the
radioactivity within its walls? Such an event is very
but
it cannot be declared impossible. Since
knows for sure, one
must
further
for
a blowhole
be formed through the soil,
steam with radioactive material
itself can withstand
and
even high eX1DloS1Vles).
After this entire chain of nnllKPlv events, do we reach disaster
at last?
No.
the
would be released into the atmosphere, violating NRC
but otherwise
dissipated into
the atmosphere without
harm. A
event must arise to
the volatile
.~,.",;'1"<--..-..,,~";'~~-""""'_ _

EH.zalbel:n II to be sure." When the tests are
out in
will say the test
win win both ways. If
if it fails
will say "We
too
55 MW
you so.
ld
AU of which are inC:l(h~nt,al C~Dn5;idc~ratI0ns, for what wou
if there were a
accident and the ECCS failed to
the lost
that case, most
disaster
and massive loss of life
follow.
.
Not so. The Rasmussen
the number of lost hves due to
loss-c~t-(~OO~lall{ alCCl~:letltS, if there is one, at an average of
one. In most cases the dollar
would be
but..
"~~··'''·'''--~~L~ lost among the
and very
none e~en. InsIde
What would
is that the fission products Inside the
which is easily
r od s
dd·
f
_i"'4.....r'AlIlt'P heat without
until the metal cIa Ing.o
mass of metal and fiSSIon
the f ueI r od s
would
flow down and start
the
sUl~ro'un~[l1nl2 the core. This is
inches thick and
h,...,1·.."rlI1ror'A tons, so that it takes time to melt
.
difference from other
as
or aIr
and countermeasures.
cr'lsn.es, in which there is no time for
In any case, it is not the red-hot and
goo
-t-h1ronl,lon the
and
down onto the concrete floor
that would be
That
melt
the concrete into
A.lI.Il,A,.IJIIJ""'· .......

...- ..... .-1T":lI4"'i

the

where it would
without

its

and from where it

be
res:necte:o nuclear
with more
Dr. R.P.
.h
than 30 years
says "If I had to
Wit
and I have had some first hand
in cleaning
_ I cannot
of a
where I would
it than far
It would be
",,.:lIi"'I'LnnO earth and concrete, it would be en'~lo~~ea
of fused earth... At a
1t'"II"'il':lI't"01r"1!l11
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trated: a tempe
· version in the atmosphere above the
the day the disaster strikes. It would have to be one of the
triggering
alerts in cities because
win not
dissipate.
Only then will there be massive loss of life?
No, there still won't be any. A further
event must
move the susoccur to lead to disaster: A
must
and
blow, and it must blow
of a
densely populated area - and not many reactors are located or
_1-::II1I"Il1l'''or'l close to
areas; the number of
within
reactor sites is 15
a 25 mile radius of current
and DUlnrlee.t
million, or a little over 70/0 of the 001PuJlat1on.

_

on March 4 1976, and was successful.
• The fi rst
a
' .
.
"The successful initial test involved a simulated rupture in the pressurlZed ~rlmary
·
t
The water that suddenly began to be lost was promptly replenished by
..
.
h . 1t d
cooI Ing sys em. . .
the emergency core cooling system, maintaining the capablhty of coohng t e Slmu a e
results showed the rate of depressurization and coolant loss from the
react or co re .. , The
od
h' h h
are in close agreement with the values
by computer c es w lC. ~ve
been
to
the behavior of commercial nuclear
under Similar
accident conditions ... " (US NRC News Releases, March 16, 1976).
.
When the critics start wailing as
above, I will not add a footnote to this

AlAlJlY,,"-,JI.-"Al"LI.LJI.

footnote.
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70 MAN- YEARS
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on the Reactor
tOllovvtnfl the
are
d'YC"lli"ilC~'<:lIII1[Y known
final version of October
M.I.T. Proas the "Rasmussen
" since it was directed
fessor Norman C.
How
is
cOIlsUltalt1ts, a total
I t involved 60 lnve-stl1!atofs,
sponsore
and about
came from a
scientists and enl!llnleelrs
of n~I1r-:ll1l" '7~::at-.. ~"'nC'
JL""""'JLl~\I,.'U'JLA"".:JI, and
vast data banks of
universities.
combinations of radioactive release
and
were evaluated to calculate the health effects and their probabilities
in a nuclear accident. The two basic techniques
trees" and
"event trees") used
the group have
their worth in assessing
reliabilities in NASA and the
of Defense; they
have also
used for decades in Great
where the predictions of system reliabilities were found to be close to the observed
values - if
the techniques tend to overestimate the
of failure.
A
was
in 1974, with a whole year for critics
to suggest changes. There were indeed such critics. When definite
were
and material
the criticism was
orc~se:nt~ed. the draft version was amended to take such criticism into
account. For
a study group by the American Physical
held that Rasmussen had 'underestimated the number of
delayed
and the number of injuries due to damage to the
The final version did increase the corresponding
number accordingly (though the risk remained minute). Similar revisionswere made on the basis of criticism by the
Protection
and some other organizations, but the amended
values did not substantially change the
given in the draft
report.
The conclusions of the Rasmussen draft report, interestingly
were never
the Naderite
of
critics. They had plenty of criticism, of course, but all of it abstract,
vague, or
ridiculous. The study, they charged, did not take
into account terrorism - which in itself is
but
not only
was such a
the mandate of the group, but the group
had considered such combinations of circumstances as no terrorist or
saboteur could ever "achieve."
Nader
that the Titanic
'I"fl1'''' ... 11T1l1l'''lld'Y

...

I"t "ll1l'''Il.nro·... C'

'AlO AlTO TlMR,

main unresolved. Ehrlich
said.
He declared that the
AEe's recently published
Rasmussen report on nu·
clear safety, officially la·
beled WASH·1400, "should
have', been called WHITE·
WASH 1400." The report
contains serious technical
flaws. he said, and its esti·
mates of the likelihood of
accidents are based on the
assumption that sabotage
will not occur.

THE
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NDv. 22, 1974·

Ehrlich stated "diversion
of nuclear materials for rae
diological terrorism or the
construction of clandestine
atomic bombs is probably
the most intractable prob·
lern associated with the nuclear power boondoggle.
"Plutonium, one of the
most dangerous substances
known to man, will be produced in prodigious
amounts as the number of
atomic power plants increases.

A "scientist" discusses 70 manyears of research.

had been claimed
but sank nevertheless - thus demofor no responsible C'Jf"l1l,Q_1~1l~+
lishing a straw man of his own
least of all the Rasmussen group, has ever claimed that nuclear
power was 1000/0 safe.
The Union of Concerned Scientists bemoaned the fact that
did not have the Rasmussen
0 refute their
David Dinsmore Corney, a grotesque figure even among nuclearpower baiters, came up with a number flatly contradicting the Ras" writes
mussen study by a factor of
Corney, "of the probability per reactor year of a major
reactor accident is one in a thousand." 2 And with
man-years of effort are dismissed.
one in a thousand?
David Dinsmore Corney knows.

OW THEN, suppose the entire chain of the
and
wildly improbable events described on pp.63-69 were to occur, what
would be the consequences? How many people could be killed?
As in the case of all other accidents, there is no
number
that will answer the
fully; the mean or
for example, is so small
that I might be
of
playing the game of the truth
not the whole truth. The same
arise if I selected the most
number of
fatalities in a core-melt accident
The only way
the
fully is to
the ?",+nlll;l~lln.
together with their probabilities: For example, the
of a
.....
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3. MAJOR ACCIDENTS

THE DEADLY

10 or more
is
number of core
1% will
and 990/0 will kill less than
10 or more members of the
which includes none at
This is the
once a core
- it is not the unconditional
of a
melt has taken
core melt with 10 or more
killed
is 1 in 3 million
per reactor year, or so small as to be
to the
everyone must· take
pr()02l01Jlltv of
100 or more
of a nuclear plant after it has had a core
is 0.002. That
means
the following: In a very
number of core melts
kill
(most of which would kill nobody, some would kill 2, some
etc.), close to 0.002 of the total number would kill
more than
100 or more.
Please note that we are concerned with the number of deaths
assuming a major accident - a core melt - has taken place. We
have not yet looked at a quite different question, namely, the probability that such a core melt will occur in the first place. In other
words, we have looked at the consequences of an accident, not at the
probability of that accident.
Let us now do just that: What is the probability of a core melt?
year. And jf one does happen, it will
does not tell us much. A better way of
is to look at the mathematical risk - the mean
or expected number of fatalities per year - in comparison with
other accidents.
to
nuclear power looking too good (it
has no need for that), we will take (again from the Rasmussen
Report) the averages not over all of the US, but only among the 15
million Americans who live within a 25 mile radius of the current
(56) and
reactor sites:

Reactor accidents
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Frequency of major nuclear accidents compared with other mancaused events. From the final version of the Rasmussen Report.
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Frequency of major nuclear accidents compared with natural disasters. From the final version of the
Rasmussen Report.
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Expected annual fatalities among 15 million people living
within 25 miles of us reactor sites
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we consider
to 12
up in the
and the deaths
between 10 to 40 years after the accident have
considered
The deaths considered here would be
due to radiation
which is fatal to some
those who
of the disease.
it show no further
for a nuclear accident to kill as many as
for a
meteor
as it is
if it were to fall into a US
center. It
na'DD4ens that the
of the two events is the same. There
two meteors of that size known to have ever fallen on the
and both "missed." One lies in the
the other
in Siberia. The
of one of 100 nuclear
(or a ~lCll't"lCllnllOl
more than 1
in a
accident is one in a million
per year, which
cases) is the same as once, on the
average, every
In
the or(J~balt)1111tv
minute
disasters with
are small
.,."nl!"nn."JlllO&lll1

Y NOW you may be doubtful whether this is a serious book.
What about the Browns
fire? Didn't we
lose Detroit?
nuclear power is so
do
refuse to insure it? And a hundred other statements will
come to mind to
who ever reads a newspaper or m~Hza,Zlrle
or watches television.
there was a fire at the Browns
Plant in Alabama in
it was started
a candle which an
electriMarch 1975.
cian used to check whether some cables went
the
wall.
the NRC
all electrical cables to have
about his
with a
And an electrician
candle wasn't the
human error. Fire
and
were
not called in until the
sounded the alarm some 10 minutes
later, and even then
after he had called the wrong number first.
For several hours
the
refused to
than
when
the fire
use water on the fire
the fire had been
for 7
he
to
water, and it
was
out in 20 minutes. AU of which
among other
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3.

WE

much human error a nuclear
can take. It
in
have taken a lot more.
What
at Brown's
was that some of the controls
became
to the destruction of the electrical
but
there never was a leak of the
the
power was never
and the "loss of coolant" was not
but intentional after the reactor was shut
the
the valves to
Core
condense the excess steam. One of the
:,,\V~I;Te'ms: had its controls rendered
but the accident never
the
of either ECCS. One of the two units never
had any trouble
what little water was
the other lost
from the pumps of its sister
more water, but had it
unit. At all times more than one alternative of replacing the coolant
were available. *
after the Browns
fire the NRC ruled that all electrical insulation in nuclear power
must be fireproof, so that
are now safe even for
around with
the Browns
fire did not breach as much as
radioactive release.
the first line of defense
the
The reader will find that none of this is contradicted
nuclear
not even by D.O.
whose reports includes all
is another of the butkinds of sensational details, for Mr.
he just
not..the-whole-truth writers who doesn't contradict the
it.
fascinated a lot of know-nothings, and the media
among the journals often erroneously considered
must go to Business
which
about a
the valves (untrue).
he been
able to
unable to do so," wrote this
anti-nuclear weekly, "the
reactor core could have
the containment structure would
Dr(~OablV have
and
have been
decimated." If you read Business Week for its economic forecasts, its
investment advice, or even its
remember that this is
the
which wrote
might have been
decimated."
did we? J.G. Fuller's vile book is
And we almost lost
based on the truth but not
whole
for
too, hasn't

LOST OUR
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atomic meltdown. It was entirely possible th<1t
the reactor might explode and breach the containment bUilding, thereby releaSing enough
radioactive material to destroy thousands of
square miles of surrounding l<1nd, Crltlc<11
questions had to be faced DetrOit was ani;
thirty miles away. How qUickly could two million people be evacuated? In which direction
should they travel? What about panic? Loot-

John G. Fuller
This is the documented. true account of what
happened on the afternoon of October 5. 1966.
when the control panel inside the Enrico Fermi
atomic reactor near Detroit. Michigan. suddenly registered high radiatIOn levels. a sign
of critical danger. The alarm sounded. the
reactor's containment shell was automatically
sealed off. and safety devices were activa~ed.
But no one knew whether the controls would
hold. or whether they were facing a runaway

JOHN G. FULLER is the author of the
best-sellers Incident at Exeter, The Interrupted
Journey, and The Day of St. Anthony's Fire, as
well as the highly acclaimed 200,000,000
Guinea Pigs and Arigo: Surgeon of the Rusty
Knife. His latest book, Fever!, won honorable

$8.95
NY Times Book Review
November 30, 1975

DOi5S1JrJle

cost

"We Almost Lost Detroit" is the

sort of book that eookl back its way
into history. Us author, John G. Fuller,
When things went
at the Enrico fermi reactor
near
four million
about the!r business in

rance, whale the

t~hnicians

the _1'11. .B ... A..a..·..
Interior
knew
did not-a mIstake

tinkered

Since these comments were written. they have been confirmed by the report
published in March 1976 by the Special Review Group appointed by the NRC to
NUREG-OOSO, obtainable from National
investigate the Browns Ferry Fire
Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va.; the summary and recommendations are
also given in NRC News Releases, 2 March 1976).

nu~1ear

explosion.

went

igno-

by John G Fuller
If this IS propaganda secretly sponsored by the 011 cartel to squelch the development of competitive commercial nuclear power, then we have fallen for It It's pretty
hard to remain blase after reading thiS gnpplng account of the catastrophe that occured at the Fermi
nuclear generating plant near DetrOit In 1966 Its designers said It could never happen Yet, like the Titanic
that Simply could not Sink. the Fermi reactor ran out of
control Into a cntlcalmelt down. When reactor fuel
melts. no one knows what will happen next It may drop
straight through the bottom of the container and head
for China. It may explode (a-Ia Hiroshima). or It may
cool and re-solldlfy Fortunately, that's what it did at
Fermi number One But re-solldlfled enriched uranium
or plutonium In an unknown mass or shape IS extremely unstable, and the slightest Jar can tngger off a
seconddlssaster far worse than the original melt-down
Which IS why It took seven months to locate and remove (very carefUlly) the melted fuel That's right. For
seven months. the reactor was In real danger of blowIng. and the resulting spreadof deadly radio-active dust
and gases could have (WOULD HAVE) killed hundreds
of thousands of human beings. And the people of DatrOlt dldn't even suspect thair lives were In danger.
This is an Incredible story. not only about the attempts
of the AtomiC Energy Commission to cover up accIdents like thiS (and there are plenty of others described
In the book), but of It::> pl8n~ to multiply these installations all over the country. We already have fifty of them
(half of those were closed down last year because of
accidental radiation leaks), and more are under construction right now.
Are you still there?

We 1.lmost Lost D~troit is an exercise in "truth but not the whole truth" journalism.
Predictably, the reviews speak of nuclear explosions, reactor fuel
and ar4[)P1DUll2
straight
the "container," heading for China or
a-la-Hiroshima."

•
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a woman for more than a
at least not in broad aa'vll£lrht.
Some basic facts that Fuller never
but
very convenbut what are the chances that
have been
on p.
will ever know them?
those that would be
And
the facts
on p. 50 are
would have had to
valid for any nuclear reactor; a lot of other
occur in an
combination
a Detroit
got hurt.
But at the time of the
Fermi I could not have hurt a
Detroit
at all. The reader now knows that the
of a
meltdown does not come from the chain reaction that releases the
of the energy in a power
it comes from the fission
And
I in October
as
out by
had not been in
Prof. W.
of the University of
long enough to have sufficient fission
to undergo a
after it was shut down, under any circumstances.
That means that the reviewers whose intellects are
on
on the
page not only write
been let
nuclear explosions and radioactive releases, but had
loose in Fermi I at the time with
blowtorches and power
were
could not have caused a meltdown even if
technically literate.
Fuller's book was
the Reader's
Press with an
of
And it does its job. The title alone
will scare many
into
to nuclear power. And the
New York Times Book Review of November
1975,
the
book with a review
that it "is a
and necessary
that
has
to control
" The rea staff counsel of the American Civil Liberties
reveals
of her
in the statement "They
what the
did not - a mistake could
a nuclear . . . . .'_.......... lIIr~_
As for the nuclear exclusion
the reason is
resident of the US is
insured
and with a
insurance policy
insurance
will
Anderson Act. The statement that
not insure nuclear
is a pure and
falsehood. It is two
of
insurance
that carry the insurance for a
h<:llI"\11ll1'h.7 of
first $120 million per incident. The US nn'T~f"lna1t"9l"il1~ntcollects additional fees from utilities to cover excess
up to
$560 million. So far
the
insurance
have
26 minor claims not
'related to reactor
nn1lT~f"'I1l.,1t"9I"ilj~nt- has so far made a
of $8 million in

THE READER'S DIGESTION
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Two can play the "truth but not the whole truth" game. This one is dedicated to the
publishers of We Alnlost Lost Detroit. conlpliments of the author. For an explanation,
turn the book and read the lines below.
("JldlUBXJ lOJ ')fIllU pUB lBJW -

017)1 JdOlOS! wn!SSBlOd

.7l4l ~ll!ll!nluo') .7lS04l ApUln;)!uud 'lUJlXJ JlUOS 0l JA!l;)BO!PBl JlB spooJ IIB AIIBnU!A)
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RIGHT FOR THE WRONG

let us move on to the
fuels and h'f(Tr1l1l'>n'nn'ITO~

Critical Mass (Nov. 1975) campaigned (unsuccessfully) to prevent extension of the PriceAnderson Act. Premia for nuclear liability insurance are paid by utilities to private
insurance pools and to the federal government. These
are
constantly
in
lowered because of the nuclear plants' good record,
(qua taxpayer) nothing; they are ultimately paid for vthieerectncrtV
rates paid to his utility.

collected
and it is not
to pay
as aaina~~e
$120 million is improbable (the Rasmussen study
QaIna~~e to the
in a core melt at $1 million).
M()re~(}ve:r. the 1975 extension of the Price-Anderson Act legislates a
schedule of further increasing the share of
insurance, with
the
out of the nuclear insurance busiEven if
were a
measure of
the nuclear critics would not have a
for their
not true.
One
also add that in the case of all other disasters, the
no-fault insurance
limit is not $560
there isn't any
no-fault insurance at all.
There are, of course, a thousand more lO-second statements
the
nuclear critics that it takes a half-hour lecture each to refute fully,
but it is
that these three samples will have
the
reader that the consequences and
of a nuclear accident
described above are credible in
of the wild claims of the critics.
In
the
are
they are most
often due to facts which the critics do not
but on which
silent.
But this is not a book
to refute the critics' 10-second
it is a book on the hazards of not
so
_Fr'_£ll,1I'>i-'f
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accidents and disasters due to fossil

EFORE we go into the
- and
the actual
occurrences - of
accidents associated with fossil
let us
first clear the
that confuse the issue.
The death toll in
airline
railroad
of
etc.
has
to do with the
electrical power, and the table on p. 70 had no other purpose than to
let the reader guage the numerical value of the risk associated with a
nuclear disaster. There is no choice of either being struck
ning or perishing in a nuclear disaster; one can take measures to
minimize the dangers, but the two types of measure (say, installing a
lightning conductor and voting for a nuclear shutdown
do
not involve mutually dependent decisions, let alone
exclusive ones.
The anti-nuclear crusaders are therefore
in my opinion,
when they say that it is unfair to compare the risks in driving an
automobile to the risks of a nuclear disaster. Unfortunately, their
thinking is so muddle-headed that they are right for the wrong
reason. "Exposure to the risk of auto accidents," says Sierra Club
Executive Director McCloskey,3 "is a personal one accepted by those
who choose to travel by car; it is not forced
on an
entire population regardless of their choice."
of course, is a
fallacy. If Mr. McCloskey's wife has ·a
how much choice does
she really have, in the United States, whether to be driven several
miles to the nearest hospital or whether to walk there? The real
reason why the comparison is unfair has escaped Mr. McCloskey. It
is that whether we do or do not go nuclear will make no S12:n111C,lnt
difference to the death toll on the highways.
But it will make an appreciable difference to the death toll in coal
mines and in major accidents due to the explosion of oil and natural
gas tanks, oil refineries and oil tankers, for the simple reason that a
considerable fraction of these fossil fuels is used as fuel in power
plants. If x percent of the US electrical generating
goes
nuclear, roughly x percent of these fossils burned to
power
accidents associated
will not be
and the death toU in
with the
and
of these fuels will
on an
average,
the same pelrce:ntal{Ze.
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A SWIG FROM THE BEER CAN

In the
we shall therefore not make unfair comparisons.
but
the risk in
with commercial airlines is not only
unnecessary. It is
because per
it is even
than
airlines
gIve t e risk not
but passenger-miles; by that measure, the safest
is a NASA flight to the moon.) And it is
unne(~essat'l1V high because to this day airliners do not have
radars to warn them of threatening collisions, and
clout of the environmentalists forces pilots to throttle back
their engines dangerously early after take-off. But airlines are none of
our business
for we are interested only in the hazards asso..
ciated with the alternatives to nuclear power, of which air travel is
not one.
!1l11'"nn1I"'np

iJ'-JJL .......... '. .............

ND YET we must come back to the airlines one last time, for
air crashes do have something in common with mine disasters and
oil tank explosions that is relevant to our story. And that is the
indifference - one might almost be tempted to say callOUlsnJess,
with which news of such disasters is received by the
goes by without a major air disaster. 10 dead in a private aircraft
crashed in the
83 dead in a crash in Florida; 102 dead in a
crash in New
132 dead in a crash in Lebanon; it has become
too common to startle
Even in the United States major
crashes have become so common that a year in which none happens,
such as 1974, makes the news by its rarity.
The crashes make the news, too, of course. The TV screen shows
the debris scattered in a forest, rescue crews cutting the fuselage
with welding torches, and covered bodies being carried away on
stretchers. But the TV viewer has seen all this too often before, and
the horror of it is forgotten with the next swig from his beer can.
So, too, forgotten are the 400 coal miners killed in a mine disaster
India in December 1975. India, of course, is far away; but how
about West Virginia? Only 8 years ago, 78 miners died in the
Mannington Disaster of 1968; "of 1968" to distinguish it from the
Disaster of 1907, when 359 people died. Thirty..eight
lost their lives in a coal mine explosion near Hayden, Ky., in
1971;
it won't be long before another mine disaster costing tens
of lives comes along with the inexorable laws of probability, here in
the United States. *
III

It came along before the manuscript of this book went to press. Twenty-six
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from his beer
After which our TV viewer will take another
can.
Is
The Browns
in which there was not a
is
alive and well in the twisted news columns after more than a year;
the two out of 100 fuel rods of Fermi I, which caused the
to work exactly as
are transformed into the
We..almost..lost-Detroit
a decade after the event. The two
.:»,
hairline cracks in the ECCS
in the Dresden I
in
too small to leak moisture, were blown up into a major event by an
irresponsible and ignorant press.
For hundreds of reactor..years, there has not been a single reactor..
related fatality in the generation of commercial power anywhere in
the United States. But by the same inexorable laws of probability,
one day such a fatality will take place; perhaps it will have taken
place by the time this book is published. It is certain that this time
the casualty or casualties will rate more than another swig from the
beer can. In such an event, one can only hope that the American
people will not be driven into a blind panic by a small group of
vociferous witch hunters, but that they will keep their sense of
proportions.
A sense of proportions is what this book is about.
1"l1t"\',rt-h ........ nr

lL.I..I..l.J1..I.'lJJI.

HEN one considers the major accidents associated with the
fuel cycle of fossil ..burning power plants, one difference with respect
to nuclear accidents stares one in the face: The fossil accident
statistics have not come out of computer simulations of hypothetical
disasters, and they have not come from probabilistic calculations.
They have come from the cold records of the coroners.
There is, as yet, only one type of nuclear accident: hypothetical.
There are two types of non..nuclear accidents: hypothetical and real.
We begin with the real accidents.
Coal mining, as everyone knows, is a dangerous occupation; but
few of those who lecture us on the hazards of nuclear power have
ever been down a coal mine, and fewer still realize that the miner
who has escaped violent death by methane
or
of the walls faces even
v"'"',.. u ......... " ...
diseases such as
' J ................

miners
rescue
were
explosions in the No.1 Black
Mountain Mine in southeastern Kentucky in March 1976.

82
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Since
no less than
miners have died in American coal
and even now there are some 200 fatal accidents per year
another 100 in
the coal to the power
'1 The average number of fatal coal
accidents for the 5
years 1965-1969 was 246 per year. There were
8 fatal uranium
fatalities per year
the same
but that is
due to the fact that far less uranium is mined than
as far as
the two are about
danthe rate of accidents is
gerous
per million man-hours are 43.5 for coal and 39.8 for
and
days per million man-hours are
for
coal and 8,702 for
But the question of interest here is this: What is the cost, in
deaths and injuries, of the production of a
accidental
amount of electric
The answer depends on many factors, but
it is dominated
a
aspect: the concentration of energy in a
given quantity of fuel. A pound of unrefined uranium ore contains
about 100 times as much energy as a pound of coal, so that about
times more coal must be mined to
the same amount of
power, and one would expect the cost in lives and injuries to
be of the same order.
Accidental deaths in mining, per electric energy produced from the
corresponding fuel, are about 10 times more numerous for coal than
for uranium. Lave and Freeburg 5 investigated the data for 1969, when
54.3070 of the mined coal was used to generate 705 million MWh of
electric power, and about 3.06070 of the mined uranium was used to
generate 14 million MWh of nuclear power. There were 8 fatalities in
uranium mining (plus an average of 1 fatality in 5 years in uranium
milling, which has no equivalent in the coal cycle). The figures we are
after, then, are the following:
Per billion MWh of electric power consumed, the cost in fatal
accidents is
189 lives in coal mining for coal-fired power
18 lives in uranium mining for nuclear power
which is close to 1 : 10 in favor of nuclear power. (The figure for
uranium mining is actually 17.92; however, due to weapons production, storage, non-linear consumption of uranium in the fuel rods,
and other factors, the calculation of the power-destined fraction of
the mined uranium ore is less accurate than for coal.)
The ratio of 10 : 1 also holds for injuries:
11 .... 11111"1I11'.11.......,

Fatal accidents in mining. For the same electric energy prod uced. there are
times more fatal accidents in mining coal than in mining uranium. If the
produced is 1 billion MWh, each cross represents 4 lost lives.

Per million
lnl~'Jn~(),('

billion as

MWh

electric energy con-

cost

1545 alsGrblll'tv
157 alSG'blll'tV

among coal miners
among uranium miners

But these are
and miners are
to
industrial diseases. Coal miners contract, above
and uranium miners have a
e average
since
are
~~6,..~~~, is not
but its aau£nt(;~rs.
toll of these diseases among miners is far
of accidents: There are about
deaths
Black
per year among coal
and about 20 deaths
excess incidence of cancer per year among uranium miners. However, it is very much more difficult to estimate the toll
and it is not even easy to estimate the ratio of
power
deaths
diseases per unit power
for coal
the reasons is the
and
oQVIt"'\rt.d"arl
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whereas
death or
strikes on a
We shall be content with the estimate of Prof. Richard
Wilson of Harvard
who is a
on the
associated with fuel
Wilson's estimate 6
Per billion MWh
electrical energy
there are
deaths
among coal miners
20 deaths
excess
cancers among uranium miners
aeveJ'la4tne on whether the power is
or

In
it should be
out that these two
rest on debatable
for the reasons
are not as accurate as the
on
deaths
and that
and
On the other
the
between the
results of various
involve
the
to which coal
is more
that coal is the much more
of the two.
estimate above
a ratio of
SO : 1; the lowest estimate I have seen is that
Lave and
which is 18 :

Injuries in mining. If the electrical energy produced from the corresponding fuel is 1
minion MWh, each symbol represents 30 disability days.

*

kill uninwho have chosen to
to consider the fol-

we go on to
volved members of the
become miners or ~n11.~r"'41lrt

"It is
that
is such a n1I"'arr£l.~~11C" OlCCUloatl0ltl: but
every miner knows well what the risks are. In the United
at
......... 1..... ",.,1". is forced to be a
and if
chooses to be
a miner rather than a
the choice is
the res;po,nsJlblJllty
is
and the consequences are his
This
of
is debated in a hundred versions between
libertarians
believe in freedom of choice and individual respon"",,,k"."+1ITI and liberals (a misnomer for
who believe that all of
is
for all of its
and
will argue
the
for hours without
that the entire debate is
less because it is based on a false or€~m'lse.
One can argue the
in the case of a
person who chooses to go over the
at
from the bother to a rescue crew and n,p1rtHan~
minimal. But a
expense, the consequences for the rest of us
miner is not a
and the false n ....dP1"ll1l1l~dP is that the
.rll

Industrial diseases: Black Lung among coal miners vs. excess lung cancers among
uranium miners. If the electrical energy produced from the corresponding fuel is 1 billion
MWh, each cross represents SO lost lives.

consequences of his choice are borne
him only.
are not,
any means. Never mind the moral
never mind the
~lln.nr
scholars of
consider this
fact: The US government now pays close to $1 billion a year in C"'111l~iI"'\1iI"'\,n.1tO+ of black
of which there are
alive at anyone time. "The US
means, of course, that the
pays; it comes
and mine.
it is not the
the
subsidies to the nuclear in"lI:T4Ji ....

IL.JI. .... JI. ... IL.Jl'lJI!w'...,

+
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for their own

at
the
any case, once we start
becomes moot, because fatalities in fuel
involve members of the
even if to a lesser
than truck
drivers and railroad
the element of choice
to disappear. There are 100 accidental deaths a year in
coal
7 as for the number of deaths in transfrom mine to power
1t"'!l.n.'lI""'t"'lI~ln uranium ore from mine to
and from there
to enrichment
I
been unable
and I
that it is so small as to elude the record
to ascertain
''''''IIJ ...~J£..
But when
of
fuel to the power
is
the
are
and
also make it
obvious where the 100 deaths
coal to power
come from. To
would in
MW units
amount of fuel that
JI."'L .....

. URANIUM
In transporting coal from mine to power plants,
members of
the public) are killed every year. The corresponding
uranium is unknown and
probably very close to zero. The reason for the disproportion is the high concentration of
energy in nuclear fuel: It takes 38,000 railcars of coal, but only 6 truckloads of nuclear
fuel, to supply a 1,000 MW plant for one year. For this case, each "R" represents
SOO railcars of fuel.

'-lI'

either 6 truckloads
or
railcars

are another
not even in Nader's
do the
subsidies amount to $1 billion per
If $1 billion of
money were anJtlU,lHy
the American
would
but in the
he does not realize that it is a disease whose toll
case of Black
can be cut:
which nuclear power takes
over from coal saves
20 human lives from death
but
it. It saves them
Black
- not
in addition to the lives saved from death and disablement
violent
accidents. And in addition to the lives lost
causes which we are
about to examine.
So for those who feel that
are not the
of coal
there is always the
amount of $1 billion a year
minion additional if the
nuclear
went back to
Nader's brand
humanitarianism couldn't care less about
coal miners
out their
but if
are so hardboiled
that
have no
for the miners
do not intend

nuclear
coal. 8

I win not insult the InteHl,geltlCe of the reader
these
JLJL""- '...........''''''.

Vl/ U\.Jl.JI.'L....., .... o.JO.

and transBlack
are a small amount
co:mtJar·ea to the far
number who die as a direct consequence
the combustion
of coaL There
howone can say in favor of the
of coal:
and
in
coal will not
from a few
it will not cause violent death to
numbers of the
The same cannot be said for gas or
where the situation is the
Few lives are lost in
oil and gas, but their
and
the number of deaths
it is even
_

nro.1I1111"ll+'i1l"llrot

.lll..l.llJl.ll.\,;At.JI,

±

....."rllI11 n'll1l"ll rot
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somewhat smaller than the
for uranium minFor
Lave
found 135 disper billion MWh of oll"Qe:ner'at€~a O·IOA11--tollrolli"'u I n".......,..,...n-to£~ril to
But the
are another
157 in uranium
matter.
An oil-fired power
MW
barrels of oil a
It
a six weeks'
which works out to
barrels of oil. What would AA~IU'IIJ"'/A.I
the
if such a
of oil
fire
in one
u"",,,,,,-,
similar to the case of a nuclear
in that the
would
on the
situation. As in
the case of a nuclear
the consequences are worst when the
smoke is
close to the
a
inversion and a
wind blows it toward
center. In that case
th()Usan<lS could die
and by induced or "".. "'....
and bronchial diseases
possible
true on
6,
Such a
was close to
when an oil fire started in
New
as a result of the
collision of two
with oil
tanks
fire on shore.
The black smoke
was far denser than
the notorious air
December
which
resulted in
excess deaths there. Fortunately, the wind blew
to
the
away from Manhattan and was
.ar'V~.• sc,ale loss of life. But
wrote a book
called We Almost Lost New York.
If
Nader and his
had the
interest in
or human
would have pounced on this
near-disaster.
are, after
so touchingly concerned about this
of
when it is nuclear and has a probability of once
in a million years.
But it didn't take a million years before New York had another
close shave of this
It only took three years, almost to the day:
On
3,
a
oil storage complex in South
caught fire and exploded; but this time it was worse. The
fire could not be
under
and the next
a second
tank belched forth a gigantic orange fire
in the
a second tank and
a third. The three tanks,
of oil. The
not
contained a total
several
and was
control until
7.
1, \.1.3

_'\oIJL...., .....' ... _ _

_

.........'uo, ....... 'I ....

We almost Lost New York. Oil fire in
N.J., in the New York metropolitan area,
than the air pollution in London in
on January 6, 1973. The black
December 1952, which resulted in
deaths. As in the case of radioactive
this time, Manhattan escaped disaster by
clouds, the danger is dependent on
the absence of an inversion and unfavorable wind direction.

Several persons,
firemen
the
were
here we are concerned with massive loss of life to the
New York was saved
favorable weather: The
of
black oil smoke rose
into the
p.
Had there been an inversion to
and a
wind
blowing it in any direction
out to the ocean, several thousand
would have
as
did in London in 1952 under much
less severe air
Once
wrote a book called We
Almost Lost New York. Once
noticed the
with a nuclear disaster.
Typically, Time did not consider the event ne,~sVl{orthv at
but
two months
9 it
on the Browns
fire and
labeled "Three
to Meltdown:"
a series of
1) loss of coolant, 2) failure of the . . .
3) meltdown. The third
the containment bu:lldlinQ . . 111"'i"n1"~11
and
with no
it should. In
of the containment
fourth and indebut not
did Time's
the four

rtI

C'\l1t1r"l1'11I'C1l1l'"1II1I-"l,

U .... ,."',....I,I ... Nt'Il

n ...... lIFll'I1I·..
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which would have to be such
the radioactive cloud into a
center. More
never noticed that two months earlier the oil fire was
~
of
arrived at the fifth and last
and in the
area, too,
in
a few
middle of a
miles from their editorial offices. (I do not believe Time's editors did
this on purpose; which is to say, I believe
are
in..... rlIl1"l1l1 .. r ..

10"''''''''

an oil fire and a radioactive release may be in
calLlstng massive deaths to the
the differences are even more
hazards of the
There
first of
for an oil
there is no
an
a steel
or a massive ferroconcrete containment building. An oil
only needs
C'''',..,.... ro.+ ..... ".,....,.nr to
and that's it.
the
of an oil fire is not just
than
a nuclear accident that kills the same number of
3 or
but it is
a factor in the tens of
there
isn't a nuclear
smack in the middle of New
York
the law forbids nuclear
in or near
centers. Grand Central Station in Manhattan would break the law if
it were a nuclear
for even the
of its
blocks
exceeds NRC standards.
that I am neither aa'~oc:atlnQ
the removal of oil storage complexes
alone Grand Central Stafrom New York
nor am I
I am
comparwith the same
rt..,,+...
But suppose that
some miracle
Nader
got
interested in
consumers or
safety, and that he
would use his anti-nuclear
for
oil
out and away from New York City and other urban areas; would the
risks of oil fires
below those of a nuclear accident?
wouldn't. The risks from oil fires at power
facilities only - disregarding the tankers and transit ..,.. '"
sary to
the oil there - are still
than those due to a
nuclear
to
it more
the consequences of such
accidents are worse than for a nuclear disaster of equal Dr~Dblablllltv.
American Petroleum Institute fire
Starr and co...... "".a........"..".,....."""..."" 10 estimate the
of an oil fire with 10 or more
"'.~·'-E~V_'LJlJlo.Jl to the
at 1 in
which is twice as
as the
or.Dblabll1t:v of a
severe nuclear
even if
"'Tn ...

"",I,.

NO

__

_~~

~_~~

.....-.-

SMOKE BILLOWS OVER BROOKLYN
- A plume of smoke billows into the
sky over the burning Patchogue Oil
Terminal Corp. in South Brooklyn
after a new explosion Monday rocked
the oil tank storage area. Air view is

'u....· .. ,

looking toward the East. Waters are
those of the Gowanus Canal, an inlet
of Upper New York Bay and a major
route for fuel and Industrial supplies
(AP Wirephoto)

We Almost Lost New York a second time. Near-disaster struck closer and more
ominously three years later, this time in Brooklyn. New York escaped once more due to
favorable weather conditions, the same way a city might escape disaster in a major
nuclear accident.

• __.....

--------------------_----1
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CATACLYSM

IN CLEVELAND

have a
that could receive one of these supernor would the energy be released in a small fraction of a
as is the case with a nuclear bomb. So if a
oil tanker
should
in Seattle or
the consequences would not
be as bad as a
explosion of
and we can all
The energy released would be no more than a
of nuclear bombs like the one
on Hiroshima ...
"'i4..1.J...I.'L"".L-.JI,

;)'-',,",UJ.H...l,

According to PIRG attorney Louis Sirico,
"No other nuclear power plant is in so densely populated an area as Indian Point. There
are more than 50 ,000 people wi thin a fi vemile radius of the facil ties, more tho.n

From an issue of Critical Mass. Apart from the beautiful picture, note the text
underneath. PIRG (Public Interest Research Group) is one of the Naderite organizations
claiming to be concerned about public safety. It is remarkably worried about the Indian
Point plant with 50,000 people in a five mile radius, but was remarkably indifferent to the
January 1976 Brooklyn oil fire with several million people in an equally large radius.

were 100 nuclear power plants in the country. (As of April
there were 60 licensed reactors, not all of them on line yet.)
is only the oil stored at power stations. What of the
oil stored in far larger storage facilities in
near refineries and
other places? The oil stored at power plants, after
must have
gone through some of these
first.
There is, for example, a place on the East Coast - well known to
researchers on the subject, but I am reluctant to reveal it here where 151 million gallons of oil are stored literally on
of a town
with a population of 37,000 people. What if the complex caught fire
and the tanks exploded?
a saboteur could do as much
damage with a home-made plutonium oxide bomb is highly dubious,
but it is certain that he could not do it as quickly and safely for
himself.)
It should also be remembered that oil tank
and fires
are not, like nuclear accidents, hypothetical; they take place all the
time. But if you do want to speculate about what might happen,
consider the energy carried
an oil tanker. A
laden ~V'V.'U'vv
ton oil tanker carries the energy of a
bomb.
There are about 60 of these tankers
others, with
SOO,OOO-ton capacities are under construction. 11 The US does not

ATURAL gas is even worse for major
in
the form now most often used for storage,
as liquid natural gas
methane
Ships containing 1 billion cubic feet of
ar'1rl1Io~il·H dock in heavily
areas - for example, in
11/2 miles from downtown Boston. 12 To see what would
pen if one of these ships exploded, or at least started a big fire, one
Nader's heart
needs to do little more than strike a match.
does not bleed for the potential victims.
Potential victims? The victims of major LNG disasters are not
potential, they lie dead in the ground, unbewept by the anti-nuclear
hypocrites. In October
LNG tanks exploded in
Ohio, killing
some of them after the LNG had entered
Could an accident of this sort
sewers and
today? Yes, and on a larger scale: The volume of LNG involved in
Cleveland was
SO million cubic
LNG tanks store 20
times more.
and its
an
On
that only
lining burned. 12 Fortunately, the
were killed ...
33
accidents with gas, about 100 people a year lose their
lives (10 lives per billion MWh of consumed energy, not necessarily
electricaO. Once again, these are not hypothetical deaths calculated
via fault trees and computer simulations. They are corpses counted
by American coroners.
Hypothetical speculations of what LNG could do via tanker explosions in ports, or via
tanks in
or via
of the
underground network beneath, say, Manhattan island, could make
the worst hypothetical nuclear accident look like a picnic, and we
will leave this
of
to the
writers of
next disaster film. However, Prof. Richard Wilson of Harvard University has made an interesting comparison on the money spent to
save a human life from LNG tank explosions versus the money
..
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3. MAJOR ACCIDENTS
radioactive emissions of nuclear

in
the maximum
radiation dose at the
was reduced from
line of a nuclear power
to 1
the effect was to reduce the incidence
of cancer from 4 to 1 per year
of a total of
cancers in
the
The cost of this
worked out to
per saved
life.
On the other
there are now 75 LNG tanks located in US
these tanks out of the cities
in
cities. The cost of
the same way as for the
would amount to
$1
per saved
but this cost has not been
and the LNG
tanks remain in the cities.
Now who is it (and here we are no longer
Prof.
that decides to pay
for
a human life from one
but refuses to pay $1,000 to save it from another?
In legalistic theory, it is the agencies of the US government, by the
power delegated to them by the American people. But in reality, of
course, we know better. We know that the vast mass of the American
does not know about millirems or LNG
and cares
even less. And we know that technical decisions of this
are
whether
or
under the
of
pressure groups and lobbies. The anti-nuclear movement has become
movement to
a
there is no
the LNG tanks out of town.
not? The answer is
obvious.
the LNG tanks
will do no more than save human lives. But attacking tr1<11C'UlolusJlv
radiation levels is a scare tactic that can be used as a ~~1I·1C'".,ri1!1I"I,nr
horse against the big corporations and the "establishment," and
hence for
power.

°

fuels, then,
a far larger risk of
both
than
by their greater consequences and by their greater
does nuclear power. And fossil fuels are the only alternative that can
nuclear power; in fact, with oil and gas
out, only coal can replace it completely.
Other sources, such as solar or
can
the
basic energy sources, but
cannot replace them. There are not
sites for
left in the US to make a decisive
and solar power, as we shall see in a moment, can

n1"'r~·ullrl.a. at best a small fraction of the total need.
and tidal power make
conversation
but
can
more than 10/0 of the US
waste no more space on
too,
nuclear power per energy
and en'Vlr~Jn)nent~lllv

Because of their
solar and
would be out of the
even if
were safer.
But
are not. Dams are no safer than other energy
and
are
less safe than a nuclear power
Dams do
break and kill
with a
about.. --......;.......--_........-.""---than nuclear power
A dam failure
estimated to occur, on the average, every 80 years; a nuclear disaster
of that magnitude, according to the Rasmussen
would take '
once in a million years.
A recent study at the University of California at Los
revealed that the failure of certain dams in the US could could cause
tens of thousands of deaths, and one of them could cause between
and
fatalities. 16
Rasmussen
stops at
where
are . .
In March 1928, the St. Francis Dam in Santa
collapsed and killed
in December 1959, the Malpasset dam in
France collapsed,
in
1972, coal mine waste
waters caused a makeshift dam to
in Buffalo
West
killing 118
On October 9,
there was a dam disaster in Vaiont near
which was not caused by the dam _.L.Il ..
but by a mountainside collapsing into the reservoir and t!OOOllng
below Gust as if the dam had broken). More than
were
and
were left homeless.
In the 1971 Los
a dam above the San Fernando
cracked and would doubtlessly have given way had the
reservoir been full of water; but it so happened that due to the
demand for electricity on that
February morning, it was parSomeone forgot to write a book We Almost Lost Los
A","'JUlA\.Jl""t.JI,
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But then there is solar power, the
guy, the one that is not
used
one reason - that the oil "'.. . . ,...................,"""'.. . do not own the
sun"
of . .
"Do you want a sunshine future for your
or a radioactive
one?" ask the advertisements of Environmental Action.
....,"4\Jl,t.JI,.,;,.
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is another matter, but what does it mean for the
of
accidents?
First of
SO square miles of area per power
unit are not
in the
easy to come
where electric power is most needed
northeastern United States.
are available
say, the Arizona
but it is un'economical to transmit electric power over very
01staIlces: most
the solar
would ~ . . . .
gen
of
for
and we
back to
square one.
means accidents in
and
mixed with oxygen, Le., with
it is
,...,~ for
and
and we are simply back to
the
of LNG and natural gas in ~"".I.JL"".&."
But where the diluteness of solar power really touches on
is the SO square miles of collecting area itself. Fifty square
miles will be covered with large structures, which have to be main..
tained. They have to be
for one
- clean of dust in
Arizona, and clean of snow in Nevada. And there are going to be
plenty of accidents on that SO square mile area of large structures,
accidents
the
among accidents, automobile
Everybody knows the no.
aC<:10lent:s, with a toll of about
deaths per year. But the no. 2
killer is not only
it is also unknown to most
Most
when
guess at the small
electrocution
firearms
air
travel
tornadoes and hurricanes
and so on. But none
of these amount to very much unless they are all
as
"other accidents." The no. 2 killer kills about 16,500 Americans a
year
used to be
a year until recently, when the Bureau of
the Census modified its classification of
and
deaths
blows from
for solar
structures, we add
falling objects, we have a total of
or more than twice
the next biggest group {accidental drowning). 15
Not that this makes solar power particularly dangerous. The dan..
ger doesn't even constitute the main
to solar power. But
there is no way one can watch over SO square miles the way one can
watch over a single reactor vessel inside a ferro..concrete containment
Even if a
accident can be much worse for nuclear
than for solar power, the risk
times
will still be
smaller for nuclear.

Bumper sticker sold by Environmental Action. Solar power is not particularly safe; see
text why it can never hope to match nuclear safety.

. ,.rii 1111 ...... 0

The
of Environmental Action will never believe
but nuclear power is far safer than solar power, too; solar power, in
is not
safe at all.
reason
nuclear power has had such an
There is a very
The strict
by the AEC
but it is
the major
to legislate
there would not be
reason. If it were that
dead on US highways every year.
The
reason is
different: No other power but
nuclear has its
so concentrated in a very small space - the
reactor core. No other fuel but nuclear has its energy so concentrated
in a
volume. One
of
has the same energy as
the Yankee Stadium full of coal. One hundred people a year are
killed
1SO million tons of coal all over the
r:.
is killed
a few truckloads of nuclear
fuel.
There is no way of
a diluted
such as Dr€~se:nte:d
105 million cars on the
but one can come close to
never
when the
is all
locked into a few cubic yards of space. It is the great concentration
of the danger, and hence the
ease of guarding against
that is the
reason for the unusually high degree of
nuclear
In that sense, solar power is the very
of nuclear power.
The salient feature of solar power - one that surfaces in
economy,
environmental
and all other aspects
- is its diluteness. At the best of
on a cloudless day with the
rays
the collectors
the
of solar energy
is 1 kW per square meter
which means that
amounts of power need large
areas. For example, with
100/0
and 500/0
the
a
MW
solar
works out to no less than SO square miles of
to a few acres for a
MW
or
What that means to economy and environmental
.. ' ........."Y"1I11
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That is the way
look for
solar energy conversion.
For small-scale conversion
the situation
for the worse.
solar-electric conversion came
down from its
investment cost of
per kW so that
could afford
and
to assume the
investment costs
than pay about 4 cents per kWh to the
with
taken care
Then it will be
not
pr()tessl l0n.:lls, cHln [ling on the roofs to clean off the snow after every
storm, and
win climb onto
not collector structures built
for that purpose in lar·l,..l'e·-~cale
But above
for
MW of
but for a crummy
One cannot
a
around with 5 kW at a time, but one can
billion MWh by
use the same unit for the rate, deaths per billion
as we used
of the energy cycle.
for coal and uranium mining and other
What that number would be exactly, nobody
what is certain
is that it would be of carnage
And we haven't even considered accidents with storage facilities sulfuric acid in the batteries, the explosive hydrogen-oxygen mixture
in
etc., all in the
room or
otherwise exposed for children to play with.
and all kinds of technology
Solar power may come down in
may be invented for it. But one thing can never change, and that is
the
1 kW per square metero It is this diluteness of solar
cause of its lack of
power which is the
Please do not misunderstand me. I am not
that solar energy
and I am not even saying that safety should be the
is a bad
consideration in the choice of an energy source. What I am
is that solar energy doesn't have a chance of even coming
close to the
of nuclear power.
C"lIrll'9"'II1Ii"llnl1l1l"'li-lhT

-

Reactor safety was a good issue to jolt the public,
but compared to the issues of radioactive waste. .. it
is like estimating how many angels can dance on a
pin. The decision to obtain two percent of our energy
in barter for the human gene pool is morally indefensible and a national abdication of morality.

Lorna Salzman, Mid-Atlantic Representative of
the Friends of the Earth.

Waste disposal, so often touted as a bogey by the anti-nuclear
crusaders, is in fact one of the prime reasons why nuclear power is
very much preferable to coal-fired power. If all of the US power
capacity were nuclear, the total amount of wastes per person per
year would amount
and that can easily be
disposed of deep in
it came from in the first place
doses of radioactivity in
(for Mother
random places under the US). On the other hand, the amount of
wastes generated per person per year by coal-fired plants amounts to
~ o t h e rpoisons, of which as much as 100/0 is
of death
cancer, and by
into the
heart, lung and other diseases.
by nuclear
will be with us for
fossil-burning
will be
Let us look at the details.

•

REPROCESSING
EN the uranium in a nuclear fuel rod has been
about one year of
it remains radioactive due to the intense
of the fission
The
rods are then immersed
of
water at the
site for a few
months to allow the
short-lived
to die down..
The rods still contain some
also
which is a valuable fission
of
used as further
fuel. The
rods are therefore
in lead casks to fuel
which
out the uranium and
process starts
the rods in a
nium
at this
there is no
the mythical
nitric acid bath
at the
inside even if the rods were not
terrorists could
A
center can handle as
as 5 tons of fuel per
to the
of
MW reactors..
is enriched and
into new fueL The
rather
will one
be used as pure fuel in reactors which are not yet used comrrH:T;1t"{'''~II''· it can also be used in "mixed oxide" fuel
,in which a
oxide is used as the fuel in
mixture of uranium oxide and
the
thus
the
from ever achieving the ratio
of volume to surface necessary
not sufficient) for a nuclear
The remainder also contains some
since it is not possible to
it out
NRC regulations require that
these remaining wastes be converted to solid form (eliminating the
of
within 5 years after arrival at the reprocessing
site, and that
be
to a
10 years
after reprocessing.
That is the way it should
but in fact there is a temporary flaw
in the process.. At the time of
there is an acute shortage of
reprocessing capacity,
in
to the reluctance of private
industry to take over the reprocessing plants (hitherto run by the
in the
uncertain climate surrounding nuclear
technology, but in
also due to the issue of plutonium, which has
the NRC to delay
until
safeguards
have been debated and worked out.. The net result is that nuclear
wastes are now
up at power
which are running out of
space for
and instead of
and disposed of,
are
in
where
might indeed become dangerous.
As in so many other cases, the alarmists have not only cried "Wolfl"
but
have
in a wolf of their own.

nEPROCESSING

NATURAL
UF
6

n

~

PLUTONIU~t1

62000 Kg PUt
FUEL FABRICATION

~t
~~JOK9Pu~

1450 MTU

.

1

·:==:J~Ut·

ENRICHED UF S

PLUTONIUM

12300 MTU

STORAGE/INVENTORY

~<;:=:=============~I'

ENRICHMENT
69400 MT SNU
(42800 US, 2G600 FOREIGN)

oU

RECOVERED
URANIUM
8600 MTU
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A s of /\pril 1976:

blockeel by hearings
on safeguards issue

short of capac it.v

NATURAL UF G
71800MTU

'Matell;,II"u'C.'ICd III StO,.l'I" l\1.1y Be
1\110' La,qcly I''':~cnt EI~"wl1cro In the
FucICyclo.l,MJtcllJI,nf"OCCH

ANNUAL INDUSTRY-WIDE ruEL CYCLE REQUIRE1ENTS FOR LIGHT W,\TER
REACTORS FOR ABOUT 1990 WITH PLUTONIUM RECYCLE
(AEC-OPA 1974~jection)

The wastes piling up at nuclear plants are a political, not a technological problem.
Delaying tactics by the "environmentalists" are impeding the cycle.

the
of
is
a legal one, and a
temporary one at that, for reprocessing of nuclear wastes is a well
proven technology that has been in use for some 30 years in the
defense industry, and in the following we disregard the
proceeding directly to the question of what to do with the remaining
wastes in
glass-like form. These ultimate wastes are "hot" not
only in the sense of radioactive, but also in the thermal sense, for
their radioactivity is ultimately dissipated as heat..
These wastes
a danger only if they get into water or some
other vehicle
which to enter the human
and
a
that this will never
it is far easier to
it from
than it is in the case of radioactive
..............1
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4. WASTE DISPOSAL

not in
selected and
but
at random.
The much used rhetoric about wastes
"radioactive for
true
halflife of PlutornUJm
thousands of years," while
239 is
years), is
and largely
As
we know from
2
the halflife of an
the less intense its radiation.
which is not radioactive at all,
has an infinite
and
while
will be around
for a
arsenic will be around forever.
Nor
about arsenic
example) a cheap trick of
As Prof. B. Cohen of the University of Pittsburgh has
OOlntf~d out,3 arsenic trioxide is a poison used as a pesticide. It is not
a very
used one, but more of it (in weight) is imported
every year than all the nuclear wastes would amount to if all US
power were nuclear. Arsenic trioxide is about SO times more toxic
than
when
plutonium being "the most toxic
substance known to man" is more melodramatic piffle), but the
main difference compared with the threat of wastes is this: Nuclear
wastes, when there are enough of
will be buried deep underground in carefully chosen geological formations. But the arsenic
trioxide is dispersed in random places on the earth's surface, mainly
where food is grown.
after the nuclear wastes have decayed to
negligible levels, it will still be around in the biosphere.
In all this scare talk about what to do with nuclear wastes without
endangering future generations (we will return to that point presently), the main characteristic of nuclear wastes gets lost: Their
the volume produced by
amount is minuscule. As already
nne person's annual share of the total US output is that of a single
and this is one of the aspects that make nuclear
power so attractive - not in spite of its waste disposal, but because
of it. If the entire US electrical capacity were nuclear and ran at the
rate for 350 years, the volume of wastes would amount to a
cube 200 feet on a side. 2 After three and a half centuries! (Actually
somewhat more space would be needed in practice for cooling passages and accessibility.)
There are several satisfactory methods of disposing of the final
tomorrow,
nuclear wastes, but if a decision were made by the
there wouldn't be
wastes to implement it. We have some two
or three decades before
whether there are even better ways
than are now
whether the wastes should be disof
or whether
should be made retrievable.
J.':'ViI..VIJ'-'.
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from a number of
the
and

are
is to
most
where the chance of them ever
reached by
water is minimal. The obvious
are salt
partly because the salt is evidence that no water has ever
been there for at least the last two hundred million years,
because salt formations are
in the event of an earthIs it thinkable to make nuclear waste
safer than
that?
it is. British scientists have
a method of
wastes into a
durable
them
waterproof and
for many centuries.
was anA similar method of ~ealing nuclear wastes into
nounced at the American Chemical
Centennial Conference
in New York City in
1976.
If deep burial in salt
after sealing in
waterproof and
makes nuclear waste 01s:posal an
unsolved problem, what, pray, is a solved
The
of
fossil wastes in
of salt formations in Kansas
because nearby drilling holes were discovered that
have leaked
water, but ERDA is now
other salt formations in New
Mexico. There are about
square miles of salt formations in
the US, so that there is no lack of sites, and burial in salt formations
is only one of several viable
ERDA is
site
surveys for three facilities in each of four geologic formations thick-bedded
salt
and hard-rock
It is, in
any case, reassuring that the
is
investigated decades
ahead of its time..
Of course, as in all other
of nuclear power,
that the wastes will be
of with
a
safety so as never to
at
one can only say that
the danger is incomparably smaller than the presently used methods
of waste disposal in coal-fired
and that the
of a
from nuclear waste
is
small.
Mc)re()ver.. as in the case of nuclear
if the
halDoc~ne~a and the wastes did somehow
into the
casualties would not constitute the disaster aelDlc'tea
critics
as Hannes Alfven who has talked about
. ·Pl()lS~Onllng the entire
The
would
take at least decades
and
..... AA ................
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POISONING THE ENTIRE

would not
lose some of their
but
would also be
Prof. Cohen made a calculation
for a case which is
but allows close
with situations where numbers are available. 3
Cohen assumed that the wastes from a
nuclear US electrical
were to be buried at a
at
random
...,lo.l' under children's
water
or any
other
where blind chance
to
them. The result of
Cohen's
which is based on what natural radioactive
are known to
the
number of
eventual deaths per year: 1.1 deaths for the first 200 years, decl1JnlDlQ:
0.4 deaths thereafter. And
I
under the 'II_+a_1r'llrl.1t"'6')lh~T
absurd
that the wastes will not be buried at
selected sites and
but that
will be buried in
random locations all over the US. It also assumes that no cure for
cancer
hazard of
will be found in the
future.
£,AlInn":l1t""IIt:'An

..., ..... JLA .........

The mean number of Americans killed
uranium or its
aalUQ:!ltelrs from natural sources is 12 per
And the halflife of uranium 238 is 4.51 billion years; U 235
halflife of 710 million years. There
new about
man-made
need not be as
or as
as natural ones.
"There is
we can do about those 30 trillion cancer
"but at least
some
say when
first learn about
need not add any more to them."
But we add
We take uranium ore out of the unsafe
where Nature
and after we extract some of its
the wastes back in a safer
than
energy, we
we do
them back in fewer
in more concentrated form.
How concentrated? Within 10 years, more than 99.90/0 of the
of the wastes
and the
of the waste
then has a halflife of 30 years.
years, the wastes are less radioactive than D1t:cnl:)1<:~ndle
contains 600/0
but also some shorter-lived and hence more
Int:enSlV elv . . . . ,.'i!" . . .
elements such as
with its
years, slows
process, but it
mains there
as an
that failed to be recovered for
further use as a valuable fuel. And what if the Luddites have their
way and
of the
unused? Like the
man
who killed his
and then demanded the Court's mercy on the
rt .... that he was an
want to waste
and
then scare
with the
halflife of nuclear wastes.
"But
can you go into
without any practical
that
faced
Columbus and the
that it doesn't
to nuclear wastes.
1.8 billion years before Alfven fantasized about
the
entire
and
Commoner invoked
of a "nuclear
""Jl.l.''''''loJ'''Jl.l.''''~'_ w'atchujU! over wastes for thousands of years," there was a
natural reactor in
in what is now the
of Gabon in
Africa. Water
in a uranium
acted as neutron
and at least
as many as
"reactor zones"
30 ft
10ft
went critical 1.8 billion years ago,
average of 20 kW thermal power for about half a million years.
The "Oklo Phenomenon"
after the
uranium mine
~IUI.UJI~..il.l.' was discovered when French
noticed a
+'fI . . .
of the U 235 content in
ore and scientific
;1·" .... 1.. +11'....... "...
1

ND
and
don't like the idea of
radioactive wastes
out of the way for thousands of years,
and the reason is one of the many
of human ns\rcholoov:
fear this
not because it is
but because it is new.
are used to millions
their lives in wars, to thousands
them in
and to hundreds
them in railroad and
aH~as·ters. mine
floods or hurricanes. But radioactive
somehow to
into your
food - no matter how
small the
it's new, it's a
that wasn't there before!
The hell it wasn't. There are some 30
cancer doses under
the surface of the United States - ttre'lttffl(j~Slrt:ts of uranium and its
are not sealed into
are not in salt
are not
where it is
where Mother Nature
to
into water and
and
"ll'll1t"rlil"'llna

From the
amount of information on the presence of various
radioactive
in different
of the human
from
some other well known
Dr. Cohen
found the number of
who die from these natural
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4. WASTE DISPOSAL

found that it had been burned up
a natural reactor. An international scientific
the International Atomic
Lomno IS:SlO:ll, was held in Gabon in June
and among
established were these:
and
lbs of
been
Ibs of fission
All of these have remained
In 1
lbs of waste fission
and
have not
an inch out of the reactor
lbs of
zones,
the whole phenomenon was
by blind chance,
and there were no
favorable chemical or other immobilization mechanisms at work.
Cannot Man do at least as well?

ASTE disposal does, however, leave unsolved problems to
future generations, as wen as threaten the lives and health of the
generation - when it comes to coal.
The
produced by one person's annual share of the output
of coal-fired
in the US is not one
tablet (as in the case
of the nuclear
with
but 320 lbs of wastes, of
which often
900/0
pile; the rest, which includes
and gaseous
is spewed into the atmosphere, and
it doesn't threaten to kill people; it kills them very definitely. It is
these discharges into the atmosphere which are the most dangerous
waste products of a coal-fired plant, but we will leave them for the
on routine emissions, for
are not
disposed
of, and hardly qualify for the name of waste "disposal."
The ash itself is not particularly dangerous, though it is not
without its dangers. First of all (though this is not the biggest
danger), the ash - and this comes as a surprise to many - is
A."....~.&'"'ILA.""IL.JlVV. too. Both "eastern" and "western" coal contains traces
and thorium (as well as smaller quantities of polonium
and other radioactive isotopes). Nor is that radioactivity negligible at least not
to a nuclear plant. Its total level is higher, and
not only because the radium 226 in coal ash is
it is more
long-lived (halflife 1
years), but because all radium and thorium isotopes are water soluble and chemically very
some
radionuclides in coal ash are considered a threat to
structure. 4 UnUke nuclear wastes~ ash with its radionuclides is
or buried without
or control.
1L.Jl."""" ....... _IL,V
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this
is mentioned here
under the "same
policy, for neither nuclear nor coal-fired
add signito the
radiation
in the environment
and in the case of coal-fired
the ra(llO,actlvrtv ........
larger than that of nuclear plants) presents a
to the risks associated with air pollution.
As for the coal ash not dispersed into the atmosphere, but disof in
the real
lies in its
For a nuclear plant of 1,000 MW capacity, the annual amount
solid discharges can be taken away in 60
and even
small figure is misleading, for the heavy and bulky items of the loa
are the (reusable) leaden casks in which the spent fuel rods are
away; if it were possible to load the spent fuel only, a single
MW
load per year would do it. On the other hand, if the
is coal-fired, the annual amount of ash taken from the plant to th
dump amounts to no less
The tens of millions of tons
generated
US coal-fired
plants every year are dumped in landfills. There is enough coal in
the US to last for at least two more centuries at the present rate of
usage. But for how
is there
space where to
the
wastes?
Let future generations worry.
There are no provisions to prevent the poisons in coal ash being
leached out by rainwater (they are dumped close to the surface) and
creeping into aquifers. The metals in it (selenium, mercury, vanadium and others) do not, like plutonium, have a halflife of 24,360
years; their halflife is infinite. There are carcinogenic (cancerproducing) hydrocarbons, such as benzopyrene, among the poisons.
How many other carcinogens does the ash contain? How many
mutagens (substances causing mutations) are among them?
Let future generations worry.
The radioactivity of the radium and thorium isotopes in coal ash'
exposes the public to at least 180 times the dose received from
nuclear
of equal capacityS and would violate NRC standards
if the NRC were
for coal-fired
but it isn't. The
radionuclides contained in coal ash are
active and soluble in water; yet the stuff is dumped close to the surface without
Win that be danstrict control and without even any
gerous in
decades or centuries?
Let future
worry.
"'""W'II.,.". .....
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'Someday, son, Ih,s will all be yours, And your son's, And your son's son's
And your son's sons son's And hiS son's And his son's son's

There is no known way of protecting people from the vast amount of wastes generated by
fossil-fired plants, but there are several ways of removing the minuscule amounts of
nuclear wastes from the biosphere altogether. "And getting rid of the wastes is something
else again," says the little figure in the Sierra Club cartoon above. The Sierra Club
endorsed a nuclear moratorium in 1974 and its executive director Michael McCloskey
declared coal environmentally preferable to nuclear power. 7

The
of the
it would seem from
grow
about
the
of Public
of
the one method of waste
aU
to future
,0"JI~1I1"'\1MIC'
I have no reason to believe that
method of coal ash
into landfills
a
acute threat to
and I am not
neither are those who
about the
of nuclear wastes to be
sealed in
in metal cans, thousands of feet below the
in salt
and
monitored
20 years from now when the
will first arise.

The type of landfill depicted in this cartoon (Sacramento Bee, reprinted by Critical Mass)
is, in fact, used for coal ash disposal, which is neither controlled nor monitored and leaves
unsolved problems for future generations. The volume of the high-level nuclear wastes
generated in the US up to the year 2,000 will amount to a cube less than 70 ft 0
(This assumes reprocessing of spent fuel, which reduces the volume
a fact r of 4.)

But once
about coal ash
yardstick.

I neither advocate nor oppose increased concern
for my
is more modest: Use the same

"-lA.':J!J'\..I.:JU.,J..

_1I''L'.lIotf,01l,,,,1I-

",..'O ..."IlO ....

huc:-t-o,r'llI:'O"JII

cOlunlterpa:rt to nuclear waste nlC'nn~C'i)1
(i.e., air pollution)
or not, I have left this to the next cn,lotc~r
but there is one more
about solid
and that is that the entire
of waste 01S;POlsal
is about to be C'lI.nr""lI+lII:'O"JI...,~lln c~Dm.pll,ca1tea
bers. In the emotional climate of the
Environmental Protection Act was
standards are not
unrealistic
ment of their
but often based
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300 MILLION TONS OF SOUpy GOO
data. The Environmental Protection
under
pressures, was
to introduce
half-baked measures. In the case of automobile emJSS:lons,
the auto
into the
converter, which
a health hazard that was not _.. .
·,d·
and there is also some evidence that
r..-n'01l"'1I'l+1I141,n +,,:ll....,..,-nO'I'"II'l+ll ..... ~:JlC'
+ a fire hazard when a car is
over inflammable material such as
grass.
In the case of coal-fired
the EPA has
tried to
DlllQf;:~eOn the utilities into limestone
which are not
but also
ineffective. Some
particularly the
American Electric Power System
have more coal than they
have
have resisted, but most others have given in to achieve
peace, if not clean air.
The logical way to eliminate the poisons put into the air by
coal is to get rid of them before it is burned, particularly
the coal, or using (Western) coal with very small
of coal is possible by several laboan
method that works on a
scale
of
has yet to be found. Gasification and
from the economic obstacles of enormous investments, may not
clean
for it may introduce a number of
other substances with which there is little
As for western coal low in sulfur content, the environmentalists
deserve that
have been
their utmost to prevent its
use
doggedly opposing its mining.
The
makes use of the dubious and only pareffective method of
first and attempting to
rid
of the pollution afterwards. It attempts to eliminate sulfurous pollutants
most
but not necessarily the most
the flue gases
a water spray and
the sulfurous
with limestone. A scrubber of this
of course, much better than no
control at all, but
while it does not eliminate the
fumes
it does
of
which is itself a
and
rise to a
must somehow be
of.
How? That is another n'll'".r"\hl.a.....", for future
the
one, for no one has
any idea
as it accumulates.
editor of
considered the
in an
editorial in ~et)teJnOler 1975. He DO]lntt:~a out that the rl.ac:·nlf·l .......... ..".II'}~·
............, ' V ' ............ _
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systems favored
EPA are costly and
and that they
rise to a soupy
in vast
"If EPA standards were to be met for all new stationary sources,"
he wrote, "the
of sludge would rise to 300 million tons a
year." In 20 years,
would form a body 10 feet
an area of ' .-"~o
The editorial
the wrath of EPA head Russell E.
as the original editorial,
who fired back an angry letter twice as
charging that Abelson had grossly overestimated the amount of
sludge and that only 120 million tons of it would be produced
per year.
That means, as elementary arithmetic will show, the sludge on
those 240,000 acres will in 20 years' time be only 4 feet
and
I hope the thought comforts you; but it leaves me very cold.
I vote for the aspirin tablets.
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1.,-410 - 44NUKES" flyer, by Environmental
Action of Colorado.

WHERE WILL YOUR SISTER MOVE TO?
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There is more radioactive material in a reactor
than 2,000 Hiroshima-sized bombs.
Ralph Nader!
Stating that these materials are present in a reactor, if there is no bomb to spread them over an area,
is scaremongering. It is equivalent to saying that the
chlorine gas stored at the city waterworks and swimming pools is sufficient to poison everyone in the city
8,726 times.
Dr. R. Philip Hammond 2

A nuclear power plant causes no air pollution, and its only emission is radioactivity, which is quite negligible compared with the
radioactive background due to either natural or (non-nuclear) manmade sources; it is also smaller than the radioactive emissions by a
coal fired plant.
To repeat some of the figures from Chapter 2, the
data
are as follows: According to the Environmental Protection Agency,
the average US resident gets a
0.01 millirems/year from all
the nuclear power plants in the
allows 10 mrems
per year to persons living next to the property line of a nuclear
plant, but its guidelines recommend a maximum of S mrems/year,
of fact, it starts investigating when this
limit
and in
is even approached.

This question was posed by the Mother Earth News. If your sister feels endangered, she
can always move away; but she should be careful that her new drive to work is not 0.1
tenth!) of a mile longer. If it is, the statistics are against her.

In comparison, a person receives an internal dose of about 20
mrems/year from his own blood (mainly due to potassium 40, contained in many protein foods), 35 mrems/year from building materials, 3S from cosmic rays, 2S from food, 11 from the ground, S from
the air, 103 from X-ray diagnostics; the total average background
dose in the US is 248 mrems/year. 3
The unfounded fear of low-level radioactivity is often
For example, Coloradans for Safe Power, an organization working in
effect against safe power, spends much of its efforts on scare tactics
based on the dangers of radioactivity. "No matter what the natural
background is," wrote one of their members in a letter to a local
daily, 4 "it is no justification for the additional radioactivity intro-'
duced by a nuclear plant." That, of course, is a value judgement
with which one cannot quarrel; but it is puzzling why the writer, who
is worried about the additional 0.01 mrems/year that the nearest new
nuclear plant would give her, does not avail herself of the opportunity to reduce her annual dose by many thousands of times that
amount - by moving out of Colorado to some place at lower
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elevation.
rays
about 3S
doubles with every mile of i+"+~"I''''''

and the amount

n

o AL- FIRED

plants give rise to radioactive ~ntsSl()nS~
thorium (often also polonium
in
The radionuclides are
into the
via the stack,
as noted in the preceding chapter,
taken to landfills in the coal ash. It is not easy to compare the
radioactive emissions of a coal-fired plant to those of a nuclear
because of the large variance in fuel composition, efficiency
of ash collection and similar factors, but above all because coal-fired
are not regularly monitored for radioactive emissions, nor are
they subject to NRC regulations (they would violate them if they
were). Estimates therefore vary widely, e.g., Lave and Freeburg 5
work by other researchers, according to whom the radioactive
~alt:JlI"\C",aC' through the stack of a coal-burning plant pose 410
the
of radioactive emissions of a pressurized
Compared to other investigators, this estimate seems on the high side;
however, most investigators agree that the radioactive emissions of a
coal-fired plant are generally more significant than those of PWR's.
We shall not pursue the point any further, since even 410 times the
radioactivity of a nuclear reactor is very little to worry about, and
indeed, nobody seems to be worried about radioactivity when it is
generated by coal rather than nuclear fuel.
There is, in a way, good reason for such carefreeness, for whatever
the hazards of the radioactivity generated bya coal-fired plant may
be, they are utterly negligible compared with those of the air pollution they generate.
One of the marked differences
and fossil-fired
power is that more than $1 billion has
on researching the
safety of the former, so that today we know the probability of
contracting cancer due to a given exposure to radiation reliably to at
least 3 decimal places; but when it comes to the health effects of air
pollution, the estimates of even the early deaths vary by factors of
2 to 5. Most often, the effects have to be inferred indirectly; in other
cases they are simply unknown. We know, for example, the sulfur
dioxide level and the meteorological conditions that prevailed in
Greater London in December 1952, when 3,900 excess deaths were
recorded in a single week, and such figures are used indirectly for
estimates under other conditions. But we have no idea how many
to the
tive

THE SIERRA CLUB
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Londoners have
are, and will be
of cancer and other
diseases contracted in the air
of December 1952.
and therefore I hasten
I do not want to use Naderite scare
is
to indicate where our
to add that the London 1952
it is not meant to
that the conditions
of the 50's
in London or the rest of the industrialized world.
air
has been cut very
the industrialized world in the last two Qec~aales.
been
not eliminated.
there is little
ing it
it after it has been
the
is to
eliminate its source, and nuclear power is one of the few viable
rather than
air ~ . . . . llh""''''~'''''
options of
But there is another
to the
while we are
digressing from the
and that is that the abatement in
air
has been achieved
more and better
technology, not
it. If the cure
the conenvironmentalists were
were curbed rather than
and
then the cata"'..:l of the 50's
were not limited to London) would now
be far more
air is cleaner in
not thanks
to, the
efforts of the Friends of the Earth or the Sierra
Club. Even now
are
nuclear power,
air
or any other measure it is the safest form of power
,.",. ......... LI.'IIll.J'- ...
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A coal-

Particulates are
should
electrostatic pr{~Cll)1t~ltOJrS
just before the flue gases go into the stack of a power
The
gases are passed
a strong electric field in which the ~o'to+lIr
a
and are attracted to the
in the form of a metal rod. When
accumulated into a thick
are shaken off the n1l'"~:Jlnll·n",~n~r
mechanical
and fall into the waste collection space below.
In
for
can
But that does not at
effects caused
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Table I. Sulfur dioxide concentration versus death rate 11

It is known that these
are
cause chronic bronchial
very
cancer.
exact
there are not even any
reliable methods of
the amount of
at
of the stack. The national air
standards 'nl"'1't"nl~1"1.7
n1"'A::JIC'~1"'1""'A::JI an annual average less than 75 n1I1~yo""\n-t"~n·H~
per cubic meter, and a maximum 24-hour concentration of less than
260
per cubic meter, but few of the
US cities are
able to
with these standards. One method
used in
other
Britain and
is to
power
to have very tall stacks. This does not eliminate
but at least it
them and nYO~:Il1.1&:lblt'at-C'
other
AAII....JLAAJL........... '

the
as
of this
mechanism is eliminated.
tall stacks have been ruled
in the US. The 1970
as passe In an emotional
without suftechnllCaJ data
even less
for
It
was so written that courts later refused to
tall stacks as a
.nra'~11'11I"'lla method of
control
suits were filed
"environmentalists" who
were on the side of clean
the result
renrl1niOer of
who are more interested in
than in clean air.
is the one that has been most Int:enSlvelv
Sulfur dioxide
and there
clear correlation between
dioxide
and other
concentration and
in Table I on the
diseases. This is
_ a ' n o...·i"'1'll1r-a

IIJVJ.AlI.Jl."'AI."I\.AJlUIl

_""lllll1r-1I.r'i>1I"'ll

We note in pa5;SlIJlg that a disaster like the
London
nuclear

Time

Place

Dec. 1952
Nov. 1952
Jan. 1956
Jan. 1959
Dec. 1962
Dec. 1962
Nov. 1966

London
New York
London
London
London
Osaka
New York

S02/evel
[ppm]
1.5
0.2
0.51
0.2
1.0
0.1
0.51

Excess
deaths
3,900
360
1,000
200
850
60
168
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MORE THAN A PACK OF CIGARETTES
sitive
devices. The amounts measured showed that in
several urban areas,
the air for 24 hours will deliver more
the case of New
10 times
than
an entire
of roll"",,... .....,...++,""""'
The prime
are nitrous
which under certain conditions can combine with water to form nitrous
this then combines with amines
to form the
c-o"""""r..Lr'....... rr

Evidence that cancer may largely be a man-made disease: Incidence correlates well with
industrial concentrations. Together with automobile emissions and chemical industries,
suspects (see text). Among the few industries
fossil-tired plants are now among the
clear
suspicion: nuclear.

And where do the nitrous oxides come from? In the first
but in the second
from fossil-fired
from
Nor are nitrosamines the only
there are, in
not just
suspects, but "convicted" culprits, such as benzopyrene, which are
definitely known to be
and
known to come
out of stacks of fossil-fired power plants 7 (though this is not their
only source).
Proceeding to other pollutants, we find even larger gaps of knowledge. For example, little is known about the actual health effects
caused by metal vapors discharged into the atmosphere by
~ 250
«

-- r -

w

Like other air
nitrous oxides are
correlated with
the incidence of
and bronchial
but what has
scientists
worried at the moment is that
well
rate of cancer in
be the link in a chain that
cities. Cancer remains a
but on the basis of
accum ulated evidence it is now
believed that it is
a
man-made disease whose causes are linked to the environment. Even
a
at a map of cancer incidence rates in the US will
concentrations
in the industrial areas.
show the
It has been known for several years that there is a
correlation
betwen the levels of
dioxide in the
and the
incidence of cancer. The
was that neither
dioxide nor
nitric oxides
which the former is an
have been demonstrated to cause cancer themselves. But in the summer of 1975 a
class of substances called nitrosamines were discovered in urban
water and sewage, and nitrosamines are a well established class
of
are
in
smoke and in some
foods
as cooked
where their level is
limited
Their presence in the urban environUSDA and FDA
ment was a new
made
faster and more sen-
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Respiratory diseases due to air pollution. (Cigarette smoking is not, of course, a
protection against disease; the line for smokers is lower because lungs polluted by
cigarette smoke are less susceptible to additional air pollution.)
CHESS stands for EPA's Community Health and Environmental Surveillance System,
whose report on sulfur dioxide emissions has been sharply criticized for systematic
distortion, doctored data and willful ommissions. 1 0 However, even large deviations from
the curves above will not alter the fact that nuclear power causes no air pollution at all.
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Nuclear power saves lives: between 800 and 4,000 lives a year at present, and between
and 100 additional lives for every 1,000 MW nuclear plant that will replace a C()al-nr'~
plant in t?e future. That is also the amount of lives sacrificed by each year of delay in
constructing a 1,000 MW nuclear plant. For that case, each cross above represents
between and 5 such sacrificed lives.

the number of excess deaths or chronic
and
then to fit a
line
cloud of
thus obtained.
The
line will then
an
even
the actual detailed mechanism
of
remains unknown. An O"'IT''1l'!t''lV'll·lt~''a. of this
causes what
tec~nnlalLe is shown on p. 119. 8
It will be seen from these data that air
has a "thresha value below which it does not cause any excess deaths or
diseases. The underlying reason for this is not
clear. It
could be that below this value
is harmless
for
'-'A~"JLU·lfJ.l'-', the body has a chance to
the
caused to it
that small amount of
It could also be that below the
threshold the deaths and diseases are so few that
appear as
but
in the ,..... . . . . . . . . ,.. . .
But what is almost certain is that such low . . . ""1' 11111+"""_
attainable in the near future.
Rose et al. 9 estimate the number of excess deaths due to
MW coal-fired
diseases between 20 and 100 per
per year. This is of the same order as the estimate by Rollins et
10 between 40 and 100
MW coal-fired
per year.
with 53.10/0
of all electricity
and a total US
of almost 500,000
no less than between
and 50,000 excess
of the :SCiIIlC"·..uJ.JUJ::J:-fl":::Ive
been calculated
Wilson and
11
and Lave and
These figures are
JI..'-'.lI.'-'J..l'-''-'. which is
an entire range rather than
is
But suppose even
entire range is off
a factor of 5; then
there would be
between
and
excess deaths. On
the other
suppose it is off
the same factor in the other
_£.lI..... .l.Jl.l..JL

Excess deaths per year by respiratory diseases due to air pollution by US power plants:
optimistic estimate 9 and exclusive of delayed diseases such as lung cancer. Each
cross represents 100 deaths.

for coal contains traces of several
mercury.
All of these emissions cause a number of
bronchial
diseases and heart diseases, often resulting in
death (Le., death
soon after a high-pollution "episode"); how many delayed
deaths there are, e.g., by cancer, with a latency period of up to 40
years,
knows.
Now all this is
different from the case of nuclear power,
where the health effects and risks are known exactly. In
of
course, this is due to nuclear power being a much simpler danger the
danger is radioactivity, and the only significant health
hazard is cancer. But there is also another factor which must have
made its contribution: More than $1 billion has been spent on
studying nuclear safety. No comparable effort has been made to
understand the
effects of
coal and other fossil fuels.
It is, however, possible to measure the effect of burning coal (or
other fossil
by plotting the value of an indicator of air
usually the concentration of sulfur dioxide or suspended sul..... ""'.1I11"·1I'01I...,'r'Ir

h,,,,,,b-,.,,,lIO'",,-1I11_• .-lI
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direction - then the result lies
and
excess
per year.
And once more we recall that
traceable to air 't"'\rt.iill+"Ilrt.~ eplSOCles.
cancer, are not included in these figures.
the estimates
here are
and on the
pe~isnnls;tlc side. But take the most
estimate and make the
rosiest assumptions: There still remains a risk to life and health
compared to which routine emissions and waste
by nuclear
are outright latlilflat)le.
r111I1I'Oa.n+i'ltT

t-"Il.nll1ll'l1"hr

HAT these figures boil down to is this: Every 1,000 MW of
nuclear power that replaces coal-fired power saves between 20 and
100 lives a year. The
nuclear capacity of roughly 40,000 MW
is already saving between 800 and 4~000 lives every year. These are
not lives in hypothetical accidents that
or might not happen,
they are lives of Americans who are now among us and who would
be lying
in
Nader had his way.
every year of delay in which a nuclear power
is
not built to replace 1,000 MW of coal-fired power kills between 20
and 100 people.
cancer, arterial and respiratory diseases kill a
total of about 1,300,000 Americans every year,13 and the names of a
few hundred among them who were killed by lack of nuclear power
are unknown. Their widows and orphans do not come to weep in the
offices of Nader's Public
Inc.
But that does not make Nader's or Brower's attitude any less
despicable. Having flatly declared that the nuclear power issue cannot be left to scientists but must be settled by "citizen activity," they
cannot escape moral responsibility for these deaths. It would be
callous enough to crusade against a technology that saves hundreds
of lives every year, whatever the alleged motivation. But it is vile to
crusade against it in the name of safety.

[ElY the end of the dec'ade our rivers may have
reached the boiling point; three decades more, and
they may evaporate. .. One of the causes of this
thermal pollution is the spread of nuclear power
across the land.

Edwin Newman, "In Which We Live," NBC-TV,
June 1970.

We have seen that the hazards of fossil-fired power to human
health and safety are far greater than those of nuclear power; coalfired plants kill, by air pollution alone, about 100 times as many
people as all of the nuclear cycle, including its most dangerous
phase, uranium mining. In accidents, minor or major, the ratio is of
the order of 100 : 1, again in favor of nuclear power.
But what about the effects on the land and on nature in general?
Here the comparison is again in favor of nuclear power, but by an
even greater ratio.

difference is most striking in the volume of earth that has
to be disrupted to mine uranium ore on one hand, and coal on the
other. This, of course, is again a consequence of the high concentration of energy in uranium and the low concentration in coal:
more coal must be mined to
the same amount of electrical
energy.

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
The annual US COJ1SU.mt>tIC)n
billion
1.887 billion
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close to
it was
that must be mined

to
those
100 milesP In other
of the earth could
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""JL"'~~"""~JL. which is not
in commercial
is in France and the
and soon to
in
Is it unfair to talk about volume rather than the
disturbed surface area,
of the volume underneath?
Then take the
used
the Council of Environmental
an official
agency, and one
always on
the side of the
"to
the
MW coal-fired
annual environmental
in land use for a
factor
acres if the coal is
and
acres if it is surface mined. Plus 161 acres for
acres for
and 969 acres for conversion
117
acres for ash
13 acres
coal
and land affected
thermal
About half of US coal is surface
so that
the
acres.
For a nuclear
with the same power and load
the
annual acreage used in
is 785 acres, for conversion 314 acres
times less), for
9.12 acres
times
and the
is
as zero (eVlaf~ntjlv IIleanlIJl2
acreage used for
- one can load a year's nuclear fuel
to a train
in a day's supply of coan.
But even neglecting the other components, in mining alone the
are 11,565 acres for coal vs. 785 acres for uraniunl ore, a
ratio of 14.7 : 1 in favor of nuclear power.
: 1 if the uranium were
And that ratio would increase to
used in a breeder. That must be
the Friends of the Earth are
so
to iL
After
like
a discussion of oil
land use for oil
and gas
and other such items would have the flavor of

Artist's impression of a solar povverAblatlt.
surroundings. A 1,000 MW IOS~;l1-tI]lreQ
1,000 MW solar plant would
advance can ever

overkill, but one should mention the
environmental booboo
of them all, solar energy. The
discussed
whether nuclear or fossil-fired, needs about 25 acres for the
itself
storage facilities, rail
etc. A solar
that amount of power (with 100/0
and 500/0 ..::JV'-l~""JU I~
the collectors) would need SO square miles. This has
with economics and is a
result of the fact that solar po
,
comes in at the dilute rate of 1 kW per square meter - at best. This'
in itself, lead to large collection areas, but since the sun is
the
would have to be
not out at night and
designed for a much higher capacity,
its
facilities to
supply an average of 750 MW as above
MW times load factor 750/0) when the collectors are ineffective due to the absence of
strong sunlight.
I cannot resist
square miles! The figure
of
one of their
the temptation of reminding the HeltlvirotlmlentaH:sts,
most
Small is beautiful.
..
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ENERGY
Fuel

TAKES energy to
energy: One must burn diesel oil
to run the pumps that
oil to the
for there are no more
in America. This
rise to
!rLl'"aO~11""tnr in which the debits and credits are not
in
but in kWh or other convenient units of energy. It serves
various purposes, and it must be modified
on the purpose. One of its purposes is to give a
idea of the environmental
of using a certain energy source; obviously, a source
that needs a large amount of "debit" energy to
only a small
amount of "credit" energy is not likely to be very kind to the
en Vlrlonlme:nt. though there is no one-to-one relationship.
For each kWh of chemical energy contained in the coal under(1 kWh is contained in about 4 oz of coal), only 800/0 is
recovered by surface mining, the remaining 200/0 are left in the mine,
and 0.80/0 of the original energy, or 8 watts, are used in mining the
coal. In processing, 7.90/0 of the coal is lost, and 0.1 % of the incoming coal is used up in the machinery. In transporting the coal, 10/0 of
the coal is lost, mostly
the wind blowing the coal dust off the
.................................. >JI. and 0.90/0 is used in hauling the coal, so that more energy is
lost as coal blown off the train than is used in hauling it. (Yes, that
surprised me, too, but that is what the US Bureau of Mines statistics say.)
When the coal arrives at the power plant, there are only 71.30/0 of
the original 1 kWh left, and that is now about to be really butchered: The power
converts 380/0 of it to electricity, the rest is
converted into waste
finally, 8.80/0 of that electricity is lost
heat} in the transmission lines and transformers before the electricity
arrives at the main switch of the consumer. The energy he starts out
-'1'"
ardless of how much
too, then turns into waste heat} is
fZ4'·~).m~f the energy that was originally contained in the coal lying
underground.
If that sounds like very little, it is more than any other form of
electric power generation (except hydropower); the corresponding
system efficiencies are given in the table on the opposite page (system
is the fraction of energy available at the consumer's
electric meter from the total energy contained in a volume of fuel
before
The fact that the net energy available to the consumer is always
energy contained in the source has led ma~y
less than the
and to absurd conclusions. The fallacy is that the

Coal (surface mined)
Natural gas
Coal
mined)
Uranium (not using, breeder)
Oil (offshore)
Oil (onshore)

h A ......

1

System
efficiency [0/0 ]
24.9
23.S
17.8
16.3
12.9
9.8

energy of the coal left in a mine is very different from the energy
in
it to the power
The latter was converted
and invested by man and
a
loss; the energy in the
coal was
there by the sun millions of years ago and is not our
investment to lose.
I suffer a business loss when I failed to be
born into the Rockefeller family?)
With the possible exception of some
the energy return on
or
in his
mind would
invested energy is always
it in large
is eaten for its good taste, not to
the national energy
balanced.) The energy
is the
energy made available to the consumer divided by the man-converted
energy invested in the production chain. In the preceding "'~II"'JLAJI."'JL""
the energy
amounts to
the electrical energy delivered
to the consumer is
times
than the
invested in
entire production chain from surface mine to consumer terminals.
The energy gains for other
chains
with
electric power to the consumer
are the following:
JPpn-TTl1TleU coal
natural gas
nuclear 3.6; oil 2.7. 3
is the energy
so small for nuclear power, or at least
much smaller than for coal? For a
reason: enrichment. More
than 40070 of the originally present U 235 is lost, together with its
energy, in increasing the fraction of the fissile U 235 in the
uranium ore, which is mostly U
the
fraction of 0.70/0 to about 3.50/0. The diffusion process which achieves
this
amounts of energy to compress and pump the
uranium hexafluoride gas
thousands of stages and membranes to achieve a
separation of the two isotopes.
it will not always
that way. There is not much one
of coal
after many cencan do about the energy
turies of its evolution. But there is real
the enrichment process
more efficient.
1!T·lln~
is
the same process as is used to
C'A1"'\~"~f'P cream
but
and far
stresses on the metal of the
Because of the latter
O'ITlI.... O?'Ilrll.c::.rII

..........' r I ......... a

a_11" ....

I
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uranium
convers;on
mines & mills to UF6

enrichment

nuclear fuel cycle.

h1ll1nn4:ll1l'"llC

the Manhattan
centriettlcl~~n(:v of enrichment
n1rt"'\hl/CA'1"rtH:,' that were
not yet tested in
enrichment will aland very
in the
too.
of nuclear power will shoot

'-'IIJ ......

111'"l1'111r.oclI-lrr'1-t''Ilr",fl

1Ii"IllriI1l1lli"l"fl

.IlA.ll .."'_.lljl ... .Il.llJLJI. ..... ,

r.or·'TI'"'I.orl 1'"'IIh"l-t.n,1I'"lI'"I'"11'1r"'1J

of environmental
remains one more ostensible
so-called "thermal
" There are few
cases
where the
environmentalists have so
confused
and
an
and we
it.
An electric power
whether nuclear or fossil
converts
about one third of the fuel energy into electric energy, the
retnalnlng two thirds are converted to waste heat.
first of
has
to do with the Second Law of
which
says that it is
to
work
below
the
of the coolest
of it or its
It
follows from the Second Law
a process of
found in any
textbook on the
that in every energy conversion some energy
is
to
but it does not say that the two
thirds of the energy lost in
power
must be lost as heat.
In
the heat now
or at least a
of
could be
utilized for mechanical work
so-called
or
converted to other forms of energy, or utilized as useful heat for
salt water or
fruit
orchards warm.
of industrial process steam
no less than 170/0 of US
of
could
often be modified to make steam hotter and to go first
a
tUl~b(JISle:neI~atC)r in a
the electric power could be sold
to utilities for distribution
their net. 5 This would
increase the
of electric power
full reasons
need some
with
but the
idea is
that the
instead
for the same
purposes as
the tODID1l1LSl
.I.... .I..I.IIJ"'""Il. ..

most
A...-I'""·....
When that
that of coaL
There is also another method under intensive
as
for minute
of uranium in the l4Jlhn1"'-:a1-nlli"'u
based on the ionization of one of the
laser
then
the two
The energy
to be
would then increase even more, but the method is not
rte'l!elc)nf~CI to commercial size in the next decade.
In the
there is a very
way to decrease the energy
used for
and that is to avoid it
in
oxide for mixed oxide fuel
uranium oxide still
needs enrichment as shown in the figure
But the
"environmentalists" are
to
because of terrorism
and
which we win examine in the next I"h-:an1-.::ll1r
you lose.
"'P>l"+-:hllnhT

various miscalculations and
of energy accountV~I~V.l..Il"'J..I."'':':» of nuclear power have asserted that a nuclear
for half its life before it repays the energy that went
enlL1cllmient of its
and some have
there is no net energy
at all. That is
nonsense. A 4S
is
to enrich the fuel 1rp>rl11111'rp>t1
And about 60/0 of a reactor lifetime
is needed to build and
the reactor. When thus formulated as a fraction of the
lifetime
nuclear
surpasses coal: The
values are 6.70/0 and 7.80/0 for a power
surface-mined
and
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THE GREAT OYSTER KILL

As the
of fuel
it is very
that some of these
methods will be
there are many reasons
are not used
now, but not one of them has
to do with the Second Law.
>JV'''''V.lJl~, thermal
is most often based on colossal exag-... . . _.. . ~._~, colossal even
environmentalist standards. It is true that
as more and more energy is
more and more heat must be
so that
Second Law does come in
a limit
be reached for
concentrations of inBut that
if it ever comes, is very far away. For US conof energy to come even within one
of the energy
incident from the sun, every American man, woman,
and
infant on the breast would have to consume, from
to
no less than 2 MW of power, which he could do
1'"11~ln1rlO 600 clothes
all
and all
or cleaning his teeth
twice a
with 15 minion toothbrushes. And the rest of the world
would still have to consume twice as much.
But no
is too
for the instant
especially when
are
politics. Some years ago, Governor
of Ohio announced that he would "back 10.nr~C'I".}~lIr\?'ll
it unlawful to increase the
of the water [of Lake
over the natural
" Prof. J.J. McKetta of the
of Texas has calculated that if aU the
Jl.....,~\l,,4I.,.,.."/'-l>
in the state of Ohio were used for
else but
Lake
Erie
more than 40°F from
summer to
the water would be
less than
6
Please contrast this with the
IntroolUC:lnQ this
on

'* ~
LOBSTER LOVERS may get a break
eventually if a current study finds it feasible
to start large-scale lobster farming in the
warm waters discharged by New England
electric power plants. Studies already indicate that lobsters grown in warm water
reach marketable size in two years instead
of the usual five to eight.
:II:

1,..,.11 ... 10.... ':011 ..... '111
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at a point 1000 ft from the discharge.) To speak of the "destruction
of aquatic life" is another colossal exaggeration, for what sometimes
happens is that one species of fish moves out, but another species,
preferring the warmer water, moves in, and one
well ask these
muddle-headed friends of wildlife why
would deny these fish a
living.
In the late 1950's, the construction of a nuclear plant on the
English river Blackwater was opposed
environmentalists on the
grounds that the warm water would endanger the oyster banks lower
down the estuary. But the plant was built, and nothing happened to
the oysters - until the severe winter of 1962-63, when many of them
froze to death and the thermal "pollution" by the plant was unable
to save them. 7
It was, in fact, nuclear
which often used to reject their
waste heat into a nearby river in so-called "once-through cooling,"
that showed up the highly beneficial effects on fish: They flock to
the warm water, grow approximately twice as fast, and to a bigger
size than in cold water. (The generally accepted reason is that they
spend more time feeding than in cold water.) So successful has
thermal "pollution" been in improving the habitat of fish that several fish hatcheries in Britain and the US now use thermal "pollution" (sans nuclear plants) to grow bigger and healthier specimen
faster. It is for reasons like these that Prof. McKetta has suggested
replacing the term "thermal
"thermal enrichment."
The witch hunt against thermal
has mainly been directed against nuclear plants, which supposedly produce much more
waste heat than fossil-fired
In the first
this is untrue.
The waste heat produced by a power plant can be determined from
its
the ratio of electrical energy
to the energy
contained in the fuel; if a power
has an
of 400/0, then

..Il.l..lQ..D...Il..ll.l.J;:\

010,f"'T'i"1Ira1"1I·t'''I[1

!ill:

It has long been known that the warm water near the heat sinks of power plants is
beneficial for fish; this report from the Wall Street Journal may confirm the trend for
lobsters, too.
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There may indeed be
with excessive heat
For
Manhattan and the Los
basin have an average
".lT111~0 that is almost 4°P
than that of their surroundof course, is not caused
power
but
the large
concentration of human
and their activities in
Whether this poses a health
nobody
and the environmentalists are not
any
over
for they are interested in
not
But their concern over fish is
for the fish
love what the environmentalists have misnamed "thermal
If a power
uses the water of a
river or lake
to cool its
it will raise the
of the water
in the immediate
of the
and
a few
usual increase in local
of the water is
+"""1I"'n_'O ....

-
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400/0 of the fuel energy is converted to . . . . . . . """.. . ,.""'..... and the renrlalnlnJZ
600/0
lost as waste heat.
achieved in
The
that
£lI11-+1In,lI£l1""~'" for nuclear
and h
Gas
IUSSU··UI.1.Hr record. But most
all but the HTGR
commercial nuclear reactors in the US
are
water reactors, which have an
310/0. But this is
very close to the average
ett]LCH:~nc'V: The latest
data
show
the average fossil ..to..electric conversion
to be 32.530/0.
There
in
one substantial difference in waste heat
<11ss1p~atllon between
and nuclear power
In a
fossil-burning
one-third of the waste heat escapes through the
stack into the
and
the remainder offers a choice for
into the
or into a
of water. The water
the condensers
on p.
must itself be cooled. In
this water comes
and is returned to, a
It can also be
and back
a
artificial
or it can be cooled
its heat into the atmo..
AAAjI;;.AA"".JI\.

nln.1l"'"",nl

rlll ....' ..... 1I11t""O ... 'I.n._
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and has a choice
on the other
all of its heat into
water, or into the
or into both in any desired ratio. The
and
most effective way, of course, is On(:e"l:nr()U~~n
if one is available. But EPA
.,.+'11'
....
for power
is
to allow environmentalists to
saddle the rate payer with the expense of
in many cases,
concrete monuments to the
1•

NE
remark about the
dioxide content of the
has been IncrealSlnlQ
100 years, and it is often assumed
this is due to human
some
much solar radiation is i-1l"'''''nn~llr1
the
a
discuss the details of the 2te~enn01Llse
.&."""AJl"""Jl.II.lI,JlJl

~U,..lJlJ;;."";L.:J

in
a
The
to the environment have been seized upon
but also
some advocates of
carbon

nuclear
dioxide.
Yet I will not include this
as one of the "health hazards
of not
nuclear." The reason is that some of the
and all of its
and full of
debatable
true, but at
there is
_1l"'IC'~£lI,I'"1I'II"",tr'Ir
have
power are so real that the
no need of such
nf8&:'1'n1CPC

1I""-1l"'£l•.rlIlIn.+.o..rlI

'IodlJl.U,I.'","'dl.:J
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facilities or
many readers that the consequences of such acts are
but the nuclear version is far
and the technical difficulties of
and
in the nuclear
will
this is so will be discussed
ma.1ntatntng
the
for the sake of C01:noJlete~ne~ss
the
to the
in all its
it should first be stressed that the COIn p;arH~on
in the _...
frO'" ............
and . . .
irrelevant.
In all of the previous points under
we were concerned
with genuine alternatives. We either go nuclear or we don't, or we go
partly nuclear. For every
MW of nuclear power that ret)laices
coal or other fuels, we save some coal miners' lives, but we endanger
some uranium miners; we decrease the risk of
and minor
accidents associated with fossil fuels, but we increase the risk of
a nuclear accident; we decrease air pollution, but we increase (however slightly) the radioactive background. Whether we consider
diseases or
to the
we
face a trade-off. It so happens that nuclear power comes out very
superior in the trade-off; but a trade-off is what
must be
faced.
However, there are no
trade-offs involved in
sabotage or blackmail. If for some reason nuclear power were
bited tomorrow, it would not eliminate the risk of nuclear terrorism;
it would not even significantly reduce
for it is another Naderite
myth that prohibition of nuclear power in the civilian sector only, of
a single
only, can in any way alleviate, let alone eliminate,
the threat.
C"111I"n1l"1C'A

nrrrn.1I1M1lC"''''.

.cu:'·o1l'''ld..

These plants and associated transportation vehicles, containing deadly radioattive materials, are so
vulnerable to sabotage or theft that a garrison state
has to be built up to try and safeguard them . .. Some
observers believe there will be a million people with
direct and backup assignments to guard the nuclear
industry by the year 2000.
Ralph Nader, ·c·ountless times, e.g., speech at

Syracuse University, 6 April 1975.

Among the by-products generated by fission in a nuclear reactor
is plutonium 239, which is itself fissile. It is toxic when eaten, and
particularly when fine particles of it are inhaled - though nowhere
near as toxic as some other substances. It can also, in sufficiently
large and pure quantities, provide the raw material for a
bomb.
~'The toxicity of plutonium and the feasibility of blackmailers dispersing it in a city has been exaggerated to an incredible degree, and
we shall return to this point presently.
On the other hand, the threat of nuclear weapons in the hands of
terrorists is a plausible possibility and should not be underestimated,
though the threat comes from a different direction than the nuclear
foes would have us believe.

IN the preceding chapters, we will refrain from comparing
risks to benefits, and we will simply compare the risks of terrorism
or sabotage by means of nuclear weapons to the risks of terrorism

1I.'-'1I...1L'U'1I..JLt.;lI ... JL ....

1t-nrll'O

In.''''IT·!I''Ir''Ilnll.

IS close to
person to steal,
or
otherwise obtain sufficient
make a bomb. It is also
highly doubtful whether a
in possession of a sufficient
could manufacture a bomb and an effective
mechanism. It is not beyond the realm of possibility for a group of
determined and
erudite madmen
ideologists) to
achieve
but it is
from the enormous technical
choose to do so; for there are
far more effective and easier ways of
or
to
f-r14rYOA:l.rlrtIO
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a group decided on a nuclear
numbers of
the easier and more
weapon for the purpose
effective method would be to
nuclear weapon,
as tactical nuclear bomb.
the
assumed education and determination of the group, this would present fewer difficulties than the
chain
obstacles associated
with
a crude
home..made
weapon.
overseas US
is
The amount of such weapons in the US
the amount of weapon..
but it is well known to be
suited for weaoxide fuel
to power
chance to
at it. Yet for this InC:OfilpClLr
Sal~eg'ua]rC1s have
and
a trace
state," a Naderite buzzword. The
eco..
is another such buzzword intended to scare
If all the
US electrical
were
there would still be far fewer
snlpmlents of fuel assemblies than of flea collars for
Would it
of a "flea-collar eC()n(Jlm,r{"
make sense to
There
a third po:ssll)l1rtv which cannot be taken so
sup..
and that is the +.QIi"1I"n'll"1I~+ blackmailer or other
at least in
The Palestine
has shown an utter rh~'iI"o.nro'il"rI
Liberation
for human life for
as sman as
not
'II'1f711i-hAlI1I+

'-'lI.;""'".Il.Jl.l.L.lIU,

.ll'VAA.

h'la.n'lhllllv..........

France is
ar111'1111~.'lt"V'!l'Cl'll"lli- to the Arab countries in the
is also
to breed
of Cll'll"ll(~ll~·.no its oil
plUltolllUJm from unenriched uranium ore without
to
·"7 in the process.
would serve no purpose here to go
which is well known to
tecnnllcal details of the
..........,;""".. . "...,., There is a whole
of Third World countries close to
and there are not many obstacles in their way if
are
to obtain it.
that it is not all that
The case of India teaches two lessons.
easy to make a bomb.
unlike the Arab and other backward
has a
scientific elite. It also had full
in
from unenriched uranium ore
means of the Canadian CANDU reactor. Yet it took
them 10 years to manufacture a
and when
had made
it did not
it went off
on the second
The other
of course, is that
it can be done.
The
in all this is that it will take
one
to
open the
It matters little whether Brazil
a bomb
to
to use
Israel or whether any other of hundreds of
'V'..... becomes
once
first "little"
goes
none of the members of the "nuclear
not the communist ones, will hesitate to arm their clients
"in de:lenlse.
and the
win open.
that the PLO or some other i-Dl'f"'~nll""iI~+ Or,!anllzClLtlc~n
a nuclear bomb
whether nrl>'lll'O~hT S11Dt)l1e~d
the Soviets or
some Third World .nrA,[rDl~'lI"Il1l"'lr"'Dl1t1I+·
difference win it make what
of US electrical CalJaC:ltv is
nuclear and what
is coal-fired?
and not some horror
about a nut
bomb in his garage, is the real
of nuclear . . . . . . . . "'.. . . . . . . .,....
risks associated with
in the power
not
above
irrelevant.
nevertheless discuss
after which we will come back to what can be done
about the real
010.,.,,+..... '11I,.,,11 ..

..:J ......... Jl.JL_JL....

i"'iln'lli.........o·....""

there is one scenario of sa[)otc;uze
URNING to tecJlnlc:aJ
and
that is the
that can be dismissed
has alJlan<lOIlea
nuclear
can
nuclear
eX1Jlo:S101n.
that nuclear
for a saboteur to "to blow up
it is
vVI."'Ii''1lrlor<.1r'll1t''l11"lr
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PLUTONIUM

7. TERRORISM AND SABOTAGE

cancer. Even so, this danger, which
is a serious one, has
been exaggerated
all reasonable bounds. There are radioacthe Pentagon, but
Mother Native substances
not
than
ture, which are far more
"Plutonium is the most toxic of all elements," goes one of the
scare slogans of the anti-nuclea.r movement. Why of all elements?
There are
about 100 of
and they have no reason to be
for the
particularly toxic. But the devious trick doesn't even
statement remains false. All the heavy metals are
and several
of them are more toxic tha~ plutonium. Radium has a halflife 16
times shorter than plutonium, so that at first sight it would seem 16
times more dangerous (because for the same number of atoms, its
intensity of radiation will be 16 times greater). However, plutonium
has a four times longer residence time in the lung, so that it is only
four times (16/4) less dangerous than radium. There are many other
examples, but this one should be enough to dispel the myth.
"A few ounces of this deadly stuff, if properly distributed, could
wipe out all of mankind." And so could a day's production of sewing
pins, "if properly distributed" (one into every man's heart). The fact
is that the amount of
committed to the
in the
early atmospheric tests of nuclear weapons was not a few ounces, but
almost three tons;3 yet somehow mankind survives.
Statements of this type are made by the Naders, Koupals and
Comeys, political propagandists without any scientific training. But
how about radiologists like
Geesaman,
lin and Cochran?
The only thing notable about these ex-scientists is that they get a
lot of publicity every time they make one of their wild charges. They
have been refuted, time and again, by scientific committees and
professional organizations investigating these charges. But these relarge bodies of scientists and professional ntoll"'-lIr."ll'7~1t-11'
do not make the news.
But hasn't it happened before that a scientist challenged the
conventional wisdom of his time and earned the hostility of his
colleagues only to be vindicated in time?
and
Yes, it happened to many great scientists, GaBleo,
Einstein, to name a few. But there are a number of
all of them open to ~9"IIC'_OJ
First, these great scientists earned the long-lasting
of
l(1t~Olc)Qlsts or
the scientific cotnrrlUrJlltv
For
the

................ h1l."'+1Ir'1.0+£:Ilr1l weaponry from a
the entire pressure vessel" so as to release its . . t"llr1l1_'tJlret-1'T~11-'H
The containment
is made
with
the steel reinforcement mesh so
woven
on p.
that vibrators must be used to force the concrete through it before it
for o"lJ",,,,...,,.,,_lo
hardens. 2 That makes the walls much
the roofs of the German submarine bases on the French Atlantic
coast, which were bombed round the clock by the allied air forces
with "blockbuster"
but withstood even direct hits. But suppose this
supersaboteur did have some mysterious missile
that managed to blow a hole into the containment
What
next? Would he have a second missile to make the hole larger, and a
third to penetrate the remaining concrete structures inside the
building, and a fourth to begin working on the steel pressure vessel?
Would he wait until the weather is just right so that the fruits of his
labors are not dispersed harmlessly in the atmosphere? This does not
yet ask all the questions, but the whole idea is too absurd to waste
more space on.

is often called "the most toxic substance known
to man," "toxic
human experience," the "fearsome fuel,"
and other such melodramatic nonsense.
Of course
is toxic. Of course it must be handled with
care. But the rest is just horror propaganda. Plutonium is
an
which means that its radiation is absorbed in the
air after a few inches, and a sheet of paper is sufficient to shield
the
oneself
its radiation at close quarters. It is far from
most toxic substance known to man. When eaten or absorbed in the
blood stream, it is ten times less toxic than lead arsenate and
hundreds of thousands of times less toxic than some
poisons such as diptheria or botulism toxin.
some of which
ou probably had this morning in your
toxic than plutonium.
toxicity is measured
comparing
the
of 500/0 lethal doses given to the same
of mammal.
The "500/0 lethal dose" is the amount that will kill half of the
eX1Del~Ulllental animals.)
.,...+",... ..... of
or its
+k .... ,.,. .. ,,_k
the skin is aa:nQ€~rous, the real danger of plutonium is
it in
the form of fine dust
Plutonium is insoluble in water, and
fine
may
in the

1I"'\to111"!r"11·1-..1l1Iu
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THE DEEPER CAUSES

Nazis branded Einstein's
but their scientists
it nevertheless.
the
between old and
in cases
to
tests, were
small.
time difference in Galileo's
with the two balls was a
fraction of a
and
in
had
two
mental results to go on: One was the mere absence of a small
in a
sensitive
the other a difference in an
electronic effect so small as to be
the
detectable.
That is
the case with the Don
For
standards
of
while US
be considered to deliver a
Drs
and Cochran calculate the
2 and while the minute dls.crC~O~lnC:les
stein's
scientists into
a factor of more than
will
to snicker and
their foreheads.
the
scientist who
conventional wisdom
faces the
of a world that does not like to have its sacred
cows
Galileo had to revoke his statements under
even
of torture. Giordano Bruno was burned at
the stake. Darwin earned the
of the Church. Einstein was driven into exile
with many non-Jewish scientists
who
his
But
are in the very
scientist whom much of the
world
as some kind of Dr Frankenstein if he
nuclear power, and it has taken the
and Geesamans to
its bosom.
have access to the lavish funds of the various
environmental foundations
the
lavish funds of the parafoundations such as the Creative Initiative
travel the lucrative lecture
bask in the OUitHH:ltv
the mass
can not
ride their little
but
can do so while

CORY ALLIS (AP) Hanks studied Federal
Northwest Oregon could Bureau of Investigation staexperience a crime wave in tistics on murder, forcible
December when the Trojan rape and aggravated assault
nuclear power plant at Rai- in cities near the sites of
nier goes into operation.
nuclear power plants. He said
That is, if one behavioral he found that increases in the
crimes occurred when the
scientist's theory is accurate.
G.D. Hanks, a faculty mem- nuclear plants opened.
ber at Indiana University
The cities he studied
Northwest in Gary, says his included Joliet, Il1., which is
research indicates a connec- about 18 miles downwind
tion between violent crime from the Dresden nuclear
and gaseous nuclear power power plant, and New Lonplant emissions.
don, Norwich and Hartford,
He outlined his findings Conn., cities near the Waterjust concluded at the Ameri- ford nuclear power plant.
can Institute of Biological
Hanks compared crime
Sciences convention at Ore- rates before and after the
gon State University.

plants started operation. He
also compared the rates of the
test cities to other more distant municipalities of their
comparable sizes.
There was a substantial
difference in the comparisons,
Hanks said. Cities near atomic
plants had higher increases in
murder, rape and assaults after the plants opened than did
other cities the same sizes.
"We have been brainwashed that nuclear power
plants produce only small
emissions, if any," he said.
But Federal Environmental
Protection Agency scientists
measured the radiation in

"His
each
cians

'1t"\,o.t<>h·'ll1t"\C'

in other

and
arg...

h'31rer1lU:Tn1reIr'!lf"'lO

& Co or whether it lies
lOll1ZJLng

and the Committe for
Radiation of the National
of

Nuclear power increases crime and infant mortality. It is extremely unusual for a
professional scientific organization to rebuke a scientist, but the allegations made by
Sternglass, Tamplin, Geesaman and others in the anti-nuclear group are so wild and
irresponsible that s~veral organizations felt obliged to issue public rebuttals. Above is an
excerpt from a statement signed by the President and every Past President of the Health
Physics Society rebutting Sternglass' claims about nuclear plants
infant
mortality. (The Health Physics Society is devoted to the research of damage to human
health and environment by radiation; it has no stake in nuclear power).
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evidence.
And the
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BLACKMAIL BY THE INEPT

name but two of
But if that is not
there is
the ultimate test: the
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reveal the
power to an
could be turned off for a
short time, for
differs from biological and chemical
in yet another way:
Exceedingly small amount of it
any other radioactive sulDstanlce)
can quickly be detected.
For the rest, we refer the reader to Dr Cohen's study;9 the threat
of
is highly
because so many other
more dangerous and more effective methods are available to terrorists and blackmailers with much less trouble and danger to themselves.
_lwwr+"' ... lIwlI'......

eXl)er]lm(~nt;al

evidence is
Not a
huever been positively associated with exposure to
the national emergency conditions of the
nuclear weapons
the exposures to
far exc~ee(leC1
maximum permissible limits. Yet of 1_L,1l1JJ,.) J)lU"tOl1LIUlTI
InC~lU(11nJ! those associated with the Manhattan
not
one has died of
health n ....".hlai1l"rf'llC"
In(~lU(lea in this figure are 25
workers from Los Alamos
who had
times the presently
amount of plutonium deposited in their lungs. (Tamplin and Cochran advocated a reduction of the
maximum permissible lung
burden by a factor of 117,000. Their petition via their patrons, the
Natural Resources Defense Council, to the NRC to this effect was
under
for two years and
the NRC in
1976 on
several grounds, one of which was the NRDC's misinterpretation of
scientific data.) According to Gofman's estimate of lung damage,
these 25 workers should have
individual
can8
7 In fact, all twenty-five are in good health.

ISSUE of illicitly manufactured bombs is another matter.
It has been thoroughly discussed in
Risks
guards by Theodore B. Taylor, a
and Mason
Willriclr;a profeSsor o-fTaw~~=QiIotations from the book have been
repeated innumerable times by nuclear critics, environmentalists and
political foes of nuclear power. Given the vast quantities of utter
nonsense spewed out by the anti-nuclear organizations, the disinformation spread by ostensible documentaries (such as "The Plutonium Connection") on TV, and the exaggerated publicity given to
the discredited theories by Gofman, Tamplin and others, and given,
moreover, that the study was commissioned by the Ford Foundation's Energy Policy Project (which mainly engages in ideological
economics), the first reaction of many has been distrust and suspicion that the Willrich-Taylor study is more of the same propaganda.
That is not so at alL It is a serious work by highly qualified investigators who have produced a first-rate document. The quotations
taken from it and indiscriminately thrown about (until eventually
they become unrecognizable parodies of the original) are most
often used by political activists who have never been near the book,
or they would realize that it was not written to stop nuclear power,
but to make it safer. There was indeed undue laxness in the security
of some of the phases of the nuclear fuel cycle when the book was
published (1974), and it doubtlessly played no small part in bringing
about the remarkable tightening of security at nuclear facilities that
has taken place in the last two years.
Indeed, Dr Taylor has himself stated that with the recent improvements and currently proposed upgrading, he believes the safeguards
program will be satisfactory before significant quantities of pluto-

HE THREAT of
dispersal
terrorists or blackmailers has been thoroughly analyzed by Dr Bernard Cohen, a past
Chairman of the American Physical Society's Nuclear Division, and
any terrorist who should read his
will be
for
is not merely far less toxic than some other
poisons, but unlike chemical or biological poisons which kill their
victims within a few
death (cancer) is
by years and decades.
for
someone were to take
Nader's irresponsible
insinuations seriously and disperse plutonium into the ventilation
of a building, the victims would be left with 15 to 4S years of
health. The type of terrorist who
commit such a senseless
and
crime could be one who has been
Naderite or
similar anti-nuclear hysteria and taking its implications seriously.
While Nader or
would be innocent of such an event in the
eyes of the
it is difficult to see what excuse
hide
, behind to escape moral reS,ponSlbll1tV.
The
could not even be used for 01aCKtnallL since the threat
could
be defused
off the power to the
DU1UOlln2 and its ventilation
Even if the blackmailers did not
VV.Il.IU,I\..'V1U.

U'-'1I.U"',",u

-
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the nuclear fuel
the California shut-down
that "the
and
framework for nuclear
in the US can be made to function
"14
What
and Willrich's book shows
is how
.'1 difficult it is to
at the
and then to make a
crude bomb out of it. There is no way a terrorist or
else can
at the fission
of a reactor while it is in
for
The
time an unauthorized person could
near
plULtolllUlm is when fuel is
from the
to the
It will be in the form of
inside which plULtolllUlm
is mixed with uranium
at the figures on the oppage will show how easy it is to
at them.
The
oxide used in a reactor is a very different matter
from the
used in weapons; it
be DO:SSIllJle
to make a bomb from
with enormous difficulties. To
steal the several ton
lead container with the sub-fuel-assemblies
in it
or truck would have to be a
covert,
1 r~lnSPO]rt of
must now include armed
an escort vehicle with armed
who have ;&shoot to
kin" orders.
must be in constant radio contact \vith outside
mC)nl1tor:s. and if
pass
areas where this is not
a
second escort vehicle must be added. Does that have the
of
a
state?" If it
then there are some far more con..
- the
measures at
for
which few reasonable
have raised oblectio,ns.
shlprrLents to a nuclear
take
about once a year; but tons and tons of
have been
shrDP{~d in the weapons
for more than three decades without
and without the US
a
state."
There is a host of other
to the
terrorist scenario. It assumes that a team of scientists ca'oalble and
to
a bomb will remain motivated without the
out for the duration of several months that such an enterwould . . . . . . . . . .
More to the
if these "mad scientists" chose the nuclear
for their ae:S12'ns............·.11."'"'_'+ it be far easier to
force
Or at least
en..
or
a TP'rln'\J'-mlanle nuclear
riched uranium 235?
These scientists would have to be su1tt1clerJltlv
ways of prC)(1U.Clnl2
i-hll"_1I1Inh

01l'1,,"1t"1I"lr''Il_111 C'

.""' ..... 1IF1I ..... ,."

JL.II. .......

Target for the
This is what thieves would have to steal
to get at
the fuel basket to get at the fuel rods to get at the
oxide pellets inside. And that
would only be the start of the
and difficult road to
a plutonium oxide
bomb. (The
above actually show the container and railcar to transport spent fuel;
however, the general idea is the same for fresh fuel.) Vehicles that can be made
immovable while automatically transmitting a radio alarm are now
under development.
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in the first
and then
it
settle on the nuclear
than weapons) industry. The fact is that there
in the power
are much easier ways of indiscriminately killing far more people. We
shall mention some of them in connection with fossil-fuel storage,
since this comes under the main framework of this book, but let it
be said that even that is kid's stuff compared to other non-nuclear
the tens of thousands. What these
methods of wiping out
methods are, a sufficiently determined terrorist will have no difficulty
discovering, but he will have to do so without help from this book.
We will merely quote Dr Cohen, who reports that "Experts on
terrorism have stated that they hope terrorists will be attracted to
nuclear plants as this might divert them from much more terrible
things
could do more easily," and that these experts "consider
the plutonium bomb publicity a great asset to society in diverting
attention of would-be terrorists away from easier and much more
harmful pursuits."9

MAD scientist who crafts a nuclear bomb in his basement,
then, is stuff for Sunday supplements and Naderitc disinformation;
he is not a plausible threat. But what about the political terrorist
with foreign support? What about the PLO obtaining a small tactical bomb, or at least instructions how to make one, from their
Soviet buddies? What if they should threaten to set it off in Grand
Central Station unless certain of their demands are met?
The prospect is improbable, but much less far fetched than Dr
Frankenstein with a plutonium contraption in his garage. It is a
prospect that cannot be prevented by technological means alone; it is
a political problem that must be faced, not""~~,,.~1ul1J2y_1291icy.
Not many years ago, the hijackings to Cuba took on epidemic
proportions. Why have they stopped? The metal detectors, luggage
inspections and air marshals have helped, of course, but they could
never have done it by themselves. The hijackings stopped abruptly
when Fidel Castro was persuaded to give assurances of extraditing
future hijackers to the US. The learned dissertations by contemporary sociology professors to the contrary, the prospect of failure and
punishment does deter crime.
The PLO and other organizations that kill indiscriminately have
blackmailed their murderers out of prison in all concerned countries
except one: Israel. Israel has, from the beginning, not merely proclaimed that it will not negotiate with blackmailers, but it has stood
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its
and terrorists have fared
in
Israeli
citizens or otherwise
to blackmail the Israeli
On the
West
have not lacked
but when
blackmail was on,
pompous rhetoric on
01S'Olaved all the
of an overboiled noodle.
caved in to blackmail in order to save a
were pnlnnl'I1"~01l1l110
very well that
the loss of hundreds of lives tomorrow and thousands on the
after. After hundreds of lives were lost to terrorists and
Austrian Chancellor
still lives
the
"Thou shalt
IJJL '-"'-'A. , .....,
the
until tomorrow," and there are
indications that the
German and Dutch
cannot escape the
to realize that
quences of their ostrich pol1Clles.
The record of the US
has not been
in this
regard, but it has been better than that of most democratic governments in that both the Nixon and Ford administrations have refused
to negotiate with blackmailers over
But it has
it exists
done
to make known its determination nuclear blackmailers.
- to take a hard line
the strongest deterrent
such blackmail is not the threat of
PUll1S11m(~nt. but the threat that the effort will be ineffective.
From the much
book
Willrich and
we, too, will
.,.+..,.·...
select a
such a 'hardline'
the future ae'~eI4~nment of nuclear power on more solid
Such a
would seem to insure that
democratic
values
to the
would not be
eroded in the process of
ultimate
risks in nuclear power, if those risks materialize in
fact. The
in
such a
and the American
that no sal:e2: Ualrds
in
would
win reduce the nuclear theft risk to zero; that the
+
and the American
are
to
the risks involved in
are not
order to obtain the benefits of nuclear energy; but that
to
their
institutions to attack
nuclear bomb
... but that
will insist on and
the risk of nuclear
as low
On"lroQ901I"Il1l"ll"ll,a..."i-

L-JU..I.V IJ,,",U.J.J.

h.",.nIT·......,.",1Il ...............
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Such a no-nonsense
no
Its deterrent is
not
but failure: To
Willrich and
person
a threat would know that

area
technical rlIll+·lI-lI.n1l,.I+1rV
non-existent C:'o.ro·n'f't';HhIT
act

average treoulen(~V
same number of ~."..,
"7 rlele:ases: 11 in
caused disasters with
loss of life.
The 1963 Vaiont dam disaster
£)001:""

are omitted
How many nu!clear-Dh'vsi~~s
come true?
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THE ERUDITE
total energy within a few
and
to Dr Edward
this could have the effect of a
nuclear bomb.
It should be noted here that a home~made nuclear bomb would
the effects of a
The
two nuclear bombs in
were detonated
above the
so as to deliver the blast and heat radiation to a maximum
area. On the
a nuclear bomb would be a
not a
it would not even be
for much
etelDerlds on the
mechanism. A nuclear
hfOlt1011t10 two or more subcritical masses of fissile
material
into a
bulk
the critical mass. As
soon as the first areas make contact, the subcritical
must be
held
the
a nuclear
for
to consume their
fuel. If this is not
ext.lOSlon will
" and the initial small
will
blow the subcritical
and back into
Thanks to the
humanitarians who are so concerned about
we now have
almost
instructions on how to
that and how to
assemble a nuclear
in our leisure
however, the effectiveness of the
would be nowhere near that used in
hardware. The
mechanism of nuclear bombs is still one of
the few
and
nuclear secrets, and it is not
even known whether the Western powers,
and the USSR use
the same
mechanism.
The near
of Ha'von.ne.
and in South
when thousands of
could have been
York
for
favorable weather
situation
terrorists or
teurs
have to wait until
there is a
inversion and the wind blows in the
there
not much to
them
an
COlnplex /ablaze
and nr('~n~nlv
so
force.
of the
This
a little
but
other £"h~l1-ilJI£"'tt:Jl1l'"1C'1rllr-«::< to
nowhere near the
needed
even
a nuclear bomb.
""4.11'J 11.6 1t'O.• .I14

irrelevant. Even so, it is evident that the aall2;eJrS of aO'USln2
the non-nuclear power
for terrorism are
than those of
illicit nuclear
for
are at least as
in their consequences, and far
in their acc:es:sibll1tV.
And
the facilities and fuels involved in non-nuclear power
'll+'IIr"~ are not the
or even the most
of the roads
open to terrorists. There comes a
where
becomes a
to
and I will not pursue this
any
since the
has
been made. Let me
say that of the two
conditions for indiscriminate mass
a
of
and the release of
amounts of energy, only the first is
and that a
density of
does not
them to be in buildings. The erudite terrorist will know what
I am alluding to, and it is my sincere hope that he
dead before
he
to try it out.
rrQ1t"'o.....
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HE REMARKS on terrorism and
means of fuels
and facilities associated with non-nuclear power
have been
short
as
out
these considerations are
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YEAR OF OPERATION

FORCED OUTAGE RATE

Unsafe. unreliable. uneconomical and unnecessary.
Ralph Nader on nuclear power.

fossil

None
are the
of
this
since
are not
connected with the hazards
of nuclear and non-nuclear power. Yet at least a few
to
be said lest the
arise that
is the
of nuclear power,
that it is offset
other als~aa,vant~lge:s.
is
the world of mathematics where it is a
n1"'::·{"1~PIV defined
a rather
which is measured
certain indicators such as mean time to
tion of time for which a
is
of unscheduled down times to total time of nnC~P1"'lU'~1"1(\n
and several others.
tend to be less reliable than small

- - - - -

~

nucl ear

YEAR OF OPERATION

From the Edison Electric Institute's Report
Equipment Availability 1965 - 1974. In
the final effect, the reliabilities of nuclear and fossil-fired plants are about the same; but
if fossil-fired plants were required to shut down for such puny deficiencies as nuclear
plants, the reliability of nuclear plants would turn out much higher in the comparison.
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ones; the reason is somewhat similar to the reason
more cases of fractured
than a
New ~v~\t~'m~
less reliable than
old ones; this is a
known to every house or car owner - there is a
before the system settles down to
When
the
of nuclear
one should therefore compare
of
When this is done, nuclear power comes out with a rel1at~lH1tv
the same order as fossil-burning
as shown
the figures
taken from the latest available
of the Equipment Availability
Task Force whose
are sponsored by the Edison
Electric Institute. There are years when nuclear plants do better than
the others and years when they do worse; there are utilities whose
nuclear plants have a far higher availability than its other plants
(Commonwealth Edison of Illinois, Southern California Edison), and
there are utilities with problem reactors plagued by particular deficiencies, sometimes even the subject of court litigations (Consumers
Power Co of Michigan). But
and large, the two types of plant
have about the same reliability.
Or so it would seem at first sight. In reality, of course, the
reliability of nuclear plants is far higher, since they compete under
incomparably tougher conditions. If all fossil-burning plants of the
same
were shut down
the country merely because a
hairline crack was found in the
of stand-by
the
conventional plants could get nowhere near the reliability of nuclear

diseconomy of nuclear power is a myth resting on yet
another myth, namely that it is subsidized by the taxpayer. Yes, the
American taxpayer has paid $1 billion to research nuclear safety,
and I consider that a good investment; the American taxpayer
also pays $1 billion, not total, but year after year, to Black Lung
victims - not to cure or eliminate it, but just to compensate its
Nuclear power curbs Black Lung by striking at its cause.
Moreover, your friendly commercial entrepreneur, the US government, which runs such successful enterprises as Amtrak and the US
Postal Service (the latter with an annual deficit of $1 billion), has
very few enterprises that make money. But one of them is uranium
enrichment, for which the fuel manufacturers pay through their
noses, and another is Price-Anderson insurance, the premia for

--~.---
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From Cr!tical Mass, March 1976. Though nuclear basic research was subsidized,
~ommerclal nU~lear power receives no direct or indirect subsidies, but pays taxes and

Insurance premIa; the government also makes a profit on uranium enrichment and on its
part of the insur~nce ;und..It is, on the contrary, foundations and organizations like
Congressman Ottlng~r s Natl?nal Intervenors (also using the name National Coalition for
Safe Energy), whose Income IS not taxed and who receive tax-deductible contributions
~1though thes~ funds are used "to help stop nuclear power" and therefore plainl;
expended to Influence the general public with respect to legislative matters" (IRS rule
disqualifying deductible contributions).

National Intervenors
j~: T. Street. I; ...
Washington, D.C. 200')'\

TM

Yes. I want to help stop nuclear power. I
favor safe energy sources such as the
sun. Enclosed is my tax deductible contribution.
Name

.

Address

o
o

.

~:;; ~~~~~.

$10 0 $25
$50 0 $100
0$_ _

:::

.

Please make checks payable to
National Intervernors/EAF.

in Mills/KWH

fossilmore
power at
and
to remain so
of uranium has little effect
the
cost, the fuel cost is
cost is the
be seen from the
on the OD1Dosate
cost of a kilowatt-hour of nuclear power is 500/0 ch~eat)er
on
Ired power in New
power
low-sulfur
in the
and 200/0
little
al cuts down on the costs of pOJUU1:1011-clont:rOl eCHlipme:nt.
costs
I.A.
brochure caned How to calculate
the cost for all methods of
Forbes 3
way of
check
power
and any
the economy in his own area and find the
in the future.
The ultimate test, of course, is whether the executives and the
accountants of the utilities want nuclear
and
do want
now
very
incentive in the late
was harassment
because of air
fossil-fired
the whole issue when
Isn't there
won't make a
Nader is worried that
nuclear

""010+11'11'1'011'11'1'

UT aren't we
out of uranium ore?
We never run clean "out" of n_,.,,+II-I.,._,nr.
rises as it is more difficult to
or use
case of
lower and lower
will have to be
which will drive up the
at
_ _ ...... .-11 .... ""'....

Costs of nuclear power compared to fossil fuels. 1 mill is 0.1 cent. (A1F)

Cents Per 10

:-- ~ Totol*

~ Fuel Component

Costs of nuclear power versus coal-~red power by geographic regions (Edison Electric
InstItute, March 1976).
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One should also beware of calculations based on
reserves." Proved reserves are the
of
the
shelf' in other industries. The
oil reserves of the US, for
amount to
a
- the
have
been in the last 100 years.
ollltonnlm from
and
uranium 233
fuel
for fission power can be extended to last
but millenia. The
uranium resources, proved
are about 3.5 . lion tons
to run 800
Water Reactors for their u
-year lifetimes; but if their U 238
content, now just
to waste as "tailings," were bred into
it could run those 800 reactors for thirty-seven centuries. 1
However,
some
tons are
as for the
potential reserves, I will frankly admit that my knowledge of geology
and other sciences needed to estimate them is lamentably close to
zero, and on that point I am myr.elf the one to ask "How is a layman
to know?"
There are the three points made above (as well as some others),
but for me the "clincher" is this: If it were true that we will run out
of nuclear fuel by the year 2,000, would the profit-minded corporations and utilities want a technology that their geologists, financial
and planning departments knew to be doomed to run out of fuel?
I am
to consider the charge that
are all
but not that they are
crooks.
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is the answer to the energy criSIS, say the
anti-nuclear crusaders when sufficiently pressed as to what they
would suggest as an alternative. Or solar power (which would use 50
square miles per
MW
or wind (which would supply a
minuscule percentage if the entire country were plastered with windmills), or tidal energy (which would supply less than 10/0 if all usable
sites on US shores were exploited).
In keeping with this philosophy, Nader has made it known that he
and
a manual rather than an electric
boasts of not driving a car.
It would be easy enough to refute the argument that energy needs
can be met
conservation
for in
of all the waste, the
US is still among the world leaders in efficiency of energy use when
it is expressed as energy needed to create a dollar of
and
there is
some fat to be
before
into the muscle.

Efficiency in energy use. In spite of the indisputable waste of energy, the US still lies on
the curve of lowest energy use in relation to GNP. :2

But more to the
the entire
is irrelevant. ~UODlose
indeed that Americans could be
to give up their
and lifestyle
they couldn't be), that the resulting mass unemployment would create no
(which it would), and that energy
COIlsumt:)tl()~n could be cut
half or more
it
would
it then be any less
to choose the safest
form of
electric power
for the remainder of the consumed ...._,.. _...-,"'."
As we have seen, per unit consumed energy, the hazards to human
lives are at least 100
from coal
than for nuclear energy; the risks of accidents are
for fossils than for nuclear power, as are the risks in waste
1II"'tr'\rloh'llII'\ll+....

8e

power
the
of inconservation makes nuclear
or not, what he is
amounts to thousands of
lost
the
of cancer
and other
and unnecessary rape of the environment.
Nuclear power is totally incompatible with human
life and democracy . .. Reactor safety has been used,
for the most part, as a red herring to preempt public
debate.

Lorna Salzman, Mid-Atlantic Representative of
the Friends of the Earth.
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There are, of course, cases
scientists are more or less in the
dark. For
in air
the relative amounts of
nitrous
and other
are well known
nebulous matter as to
what their relative
on human health are. Not so with the
relative
of nuclear and fossil-fired power; the
here
are well known and not at an new.
have
been cn;aHt~n~~eQ
the nuclear
and when
the
turned out
to be another
of scientific
But more often than
cn,Ule:ngeo, they have been lQnOreo.
These facts are, of course, well known to
Nader and the
other
have been
out to them often ""..I.A1VUJ~..I.A.
Whether Nader and a score of similar
t1pI1hp,1r~t·p,hr distort
is a question that
the facts or whether
are grossly
may fascinate
but it has little
on the effect
that
are having.
let's face
that effect is considerable.
_jliii,. ................ " " ........

HelcaULse, some say, people love to be scared out of their pants; if
wouldn't pay to see
Dracula or The
Prometheus Crisis.
so, but this can
only a small
of the
will pay to see a
saw a girl in
half
know he is
between one
whose
stick out
box and another who is
her
once
it bores them. The
box has been open for all who
cared to
so
would so many
to swallow the
instead?
tielCaULse. it is often
the mass media
fan the antinuclear hysteria. That is certainly true and goes a little deeper, but
not
The
coverage of the Naderite charlatans
against nuclear power while the endorsements by
fled scientists and organizations are censored is a double standard so
blatant that sometimes the media do not
they defend their
attitude by the old rule that "dog bites man" is not news, "man
bites
is.
It is a false defense. If the media were
sensation
but
not otherwise
their coverage would be different. The Browns
in which no one was hurt and which never came close to
bites man" news, but it is harped on to
the
1976 oil fire in ,-.lL.
from
could have killed thousands of
o.JIll.o4LtJ...."iLo.JI ...... ' .... "'-' ...... >J/

""",-,J['L,lL "I ... .11..

New Yorkers if weather conditions
had the
media been
sensation . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . ,
have pr(~seJnted it
that way, but
didn't.
Was it mere sensation
when
Newman
by the end of this decade America's rivers would be
in
due to nuclear
Does it
every week that 33
11 of them Nobel Prize
issue an
to the
the networks censored
l&JL"'J~f'''JLlL'' another of Nader's run-of-the-mill attacks on nuclear power
on that
instead. Was it
of
bites man"
news that made all three networks censor the news releases of the
American Health
or of the American Nuclear Society? These
endorsed nuclear power, not after
which
years, but after decades of
adamantly refused to make such an
when
did
finally endorse nuclear power, it was "man bites
news.
If the media were no more than sensation
could find
plenty of people who claim that the earth is
or that we are
about to be invaded
UFO-borne little green men, or that California is about to sink
the sea.
do
on
such items, but they do not
it the
and eXC;1ljzgleratea
coverage that
accord to the anti-nuclear _
,
censor the OP1JOSln~ opl.nlc~ns.
Because the media are not
sensation
ideologically
and unlike the flat earth
power has been made into a
issue.
A
issue? What does nuclear power have to do with
politics?
Plenty. Not with small-time
of Democrats versus Ke1DUIJUcans, but with the
and
issues of la~~Ol()gllcal
".II......
And
at
is one
we can agree on with the antinuclear crusaders, or at least those of them who have taken off the
mask of environmentalism and have
taken the issue of nuclear power for what it has become and what
have made it a purely
issue.
before Nader's crusades
took on the character of
corporation-baiting binges and his annual Critical Mass rallies became reminiscent of the
VnlrlOJ,-tnl'H.'
the so-called environmental movement Oe,{el()Oe:d.
and
overtones. I say "so-called en'V'lrC)ntneJntaJ," because
from the
nobody wants
air or foul water, so in that sense everyIo:I""V.JL..... ""AIo:I.

11"""'-'.11..11.

NniP'it"lI.,ht:ll'it"l"T

..:J.
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wrong, as is the reason
did." That is all too
this group of
other issues that
And these issues are
denominator of free a~"·01l"1I"\1I""IIll:'O
trivial that environmentalism
the
to the l"Io~r~C'
..... ""'+a ..... 1I"'1I.....,.nr

and
tec:nn.o1()gy which subdues
to te(~nl1l01()glCal
And so forth - the
nuclear attitudes
voiced

his social institutions

-t-'I!TlI'·'Jl1i""lI"ll"ll'lll'

the common
It is
now
horse

This has
to
it has
a matter of statistical correlation.
J1.. one that would have been ~h"'lIl1.r'lrIl"'il~
If someone
opposes nuclear power,
he admires Jane Fonda and dislikes John
to my
have ever voiced an

..... '-" .... .IL ........ _fI,. ... ' - " ...

__ ha?·a

in an article called "The
Commoner has a
both of which he
to be direct consequences
age and
of
Nationalize the railroads and all energy industries.
" he
5
"will
"Economists and other students of
rec:ogn12~e that the basic ideas I have discussed are those first
of
Marx's prediction
forward by Karl Marx ... An
the
of
failed to materialize - that
until
now - emerges from the
of economic
processes which is a
of the recent concern with the environment."
"The real
we face," writes
Nobel
Prize winner
Wald
many shameless distortions remind one that Nobel Prizes are not awarded for
"is
whether nuclear power can be
while
The answer to that
is no." 1 0
Lorna Salzman
of "nuclear power
it "a
that
and

of
on nuclear
Like more illustrious
am at a loss to
a name to this
malcontents who oppose nuclear
group of
power as
to the "establishment."
I
refuse to call them
it would
be an insult
him in the company of Lorna Salzman.
to John Stuart Mill to
Claire Booth Luce has called them
Kristol calls them
ComNew
Marxism
the
masses in
chess
where
are also offered African safaris and
name would
sets handcarved from walrus tusk
a
be
The
cannot
to characterize it:
·llI~',..."...lIl1h-+·orll
" writes Prof. E.N.
(11~~covet·v of the
is now
same circles where the words CIA and
The same chorus tells us that we ,..~~~~~f"""'_,L~ ..... l....:3
oil
that we cannot build more nuclear
are
that we cannot mine more coal because it ravages the
and
that we cannot drill for offshore oil because it
at
would devastate the tidelands. At the same
home and the reduced
this ",n1l11~i-'Il"1[T
ae'plc.rec1. as if these were
of these core attitudes." 6
"The
Oplnl()~n

A..J1UI.LL'V'fIlLJl.j[.....

a ..

... T

... T'Il.n.,lo'it'll .... ''IIl'

The profits of pollution. (From en'tical Mass.)

of

achieve
well what
let alone

"'n1ntC' ....\1i"'~~"'14::laC'

much
difference
leftamateurs
or to

* Since the above was written, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee made public
a secret hearing 7
highranking Czechoslovak intelligence officer
testified that the Soviet-directed spies at
Czechoslovak embassy in Washington
make up more than half of the total stam are under instructions to "heighten chaos" in
that one of the spy agency's targets is Ralph Nader.
America by any means,
This has not changed my
expressed above.
the contrary, confirms the
crude stupidity of the Soviet establishment: Suppose that they were somehow to succeed
recruiting
they expect him to

....

9.
that nuclear
health and
if she
ha'll"''''1I"1Inn it.
health and lives
the
she
the same mental acrobatics that enable the ,.... . .
missed them
member of the Penthouse Proletariat to
two million
driven
into starvation in Laos ut to berate e South
Vietnamese and South
gov ments for not
up to the
standards of Jeffersonian
to abhor South African
heid while
the murderous racism on the rest of the African
.... ,.,.",... +11 11r"an+. to condemn the torture chambers of
but not those
of the
and so forth.
"The decision to obtain 20/0 of our energy in barter for the human
gene
is
indefensible and a national abdication of
writes Miss
this time
in the cloak
As of
the nuclear share of total US
exceeds
and unless Miss Salzman and
her co-crusaders succeed in
the American
that
share is
to
0 at the end of the
As for
not even the nucle
mbs in
alone
any
aamc::lge from nuclear
but has to be estimated
estimate is ".~~~~lanlt-ll0l1r
routine emissions of a
of
as
a
+O'lt'Vll"'~01l"'dJl-t-lll1l"'&lI of the
for an extra
That is what is
indefensible to Miss ~aIZnaa]rl:
is
indifferent to the Untermenschen of At)palla~~nl"a
who are afflicted
Black
the tens of thousands.
"The American
IIJ'U'J~.a."A'''''_Jl power to a
out the nuclear
scientific elite ... "
Note the
tense; she does not
the American
will
or
no, she is the elected
for the American
and with the confidence that the sun will rise tomorrow,
she
refuse. This
and its
attitude is
characteristic of totalitarian
will never diminish
hidden purpose is the same. "The Soviet
their
the
and saboteurs" is a state-
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or, Sign My Petition Please

TABLE

.a..a. ..................

Two
hind the

should work the table, one in front to bring the people to the table, and one beto make sure people sign properly.

Front person approaches customers - one on one. Make good eye contact and ask, "Are
gistered to vote?" Customer will answer "yes" or "no". If yes, front
turns toward
with a gesture and says, "Please sign to help get safe nuclear power."
it positive.)
Usually the person will move into the table at that point, so don't say anything elsel

retable

Person behind the table stands (a!ertly) with the pens clutched in his hand (not strewn around
county?"
the table) and says, "Are you registered in
The customer will say "yes" or "no."
If yes, hand him a pen, pulling him down toward the petition and say, IISign the way you're
registered to vote." THEN SHUT UP!
Most people will sign or not sign at this point - usually they siqn.
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Good Luck from People's Lobby

More deception practiced by the anti-nuclear crusaders: Here they need signatures, not
labeled
Initiative," though its
facts. The California Initiative was
to shut
nuclear power.
terms make it obvious that

ment that not
claims to make its author
for the
Soviet
but one that seems to make itself vulnerable
as to
will or win not diminish their 'IlTlI.nr"ilII"lll~"".Cl'
whether the Soviet
but in either case, it has
in a
that the USSR is
full of
and saboteurs. Miss Salzman's ('h,p~1l"R&lI~:u1'11nn
Her statement makes one doubt
will or will not do what she n1l"'~:2.rtt.".-t-C'
but in either case, she has
in the lie that nuclear power
necessitates a
elite to whom
power must be abdicated. This
draws the reader's attention from
the
the American
their
tical power
all tooth extractions to an elite of 11
"We should insist that
us
manent
of nuclear
is another of her
ments that
in a lie.
even critical
a1~C"
ask themselves - should we insist? Shouldn't we? Should
Shouldn't
Which is
will sidetrack them from the
&lI1'll-t'llC"-tC'·,

1l"'Qdl,1"lI

follows:
not actual consumers, but

f"pr'f"Pc;~pn't~

don't like tailfins - whatever
businessmen of
"useless"
the
abstract class of
"Consumers" oppose business not because OU:Slness is indifferent
actual consumers,
business serves
consumers too well.
"Consumers" don't like the
1n>io"'r"r'!I~1In1l-C" that consumers want.
we have a trend
if not
is at least
is not the
consumer
an'U-(lernocraltlc and anti-libertarian:
needs a new 61s;.a~Cl\~r'1I_
who is to decide with his dollars whether a
ment store, but the Consumer Advocates
on pl,lntl1ng boards
that
and re-distribute.
h4';l1",nA::I114lt:.1'1

what stares at the reader from between
deserved.
traditions
science to an esteemed
in order to abuse it for its own
it is also
OD1DO~;eQ to the
concern of the elitists
the environment:
For all but those
of the weirdest mental
it is
axiomatic that to clean up the environment one needs
not less. Automobile-caused
is not
back to the
and tons of horse manure,
ventilated crank cases,
lower
converters, COlmOlut€~r controlled fuel ft'l'::Il1"~'~lIn41r
svs,terns, and desulfurized 2as;011ne:
2a~iOl]lne to methanol
processes that leave the
surface of the earth. Pollution
not of
as such.
Another front
the
the "establishment" is
ostensible Consumer
which
the
consumers vote with their dollars in the market
and seeks to
substitute a
even
economy instead. The
house Proletariat is at least consistent
its muddleheadedness:
anti-nuclear crusaders oppose the safest form of energy on the
that it is
the environmentalists are
technothe
the environment
and the
the
where the consumer
economy were not
and hundreds of
of
thrusts
whenever he wears the
of course,
""'JI='.
and re~nnlerlta·t10n.
_,.... ....... 'Ir.._

'-11-.1."'• .1..1..1.'''"''''.11. ....' ' ' ....., ......

11.&.1.""', " ... 'U.... .Il
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THE "new class" is a group of
coJlle12~e-(~aUlca·teC1
influential
its dominance of
and the universities.
as advocates of
as
friends of the environment and as consumer advocates.
are
to nuclear power in
but to
energy
conversion in
exhibit totalitarian trends and favor
lo.nr1lC"I'll+-lI1[r~ coercion over free choice
the consumer;
hostile
in n#JI1101-1Ir'111~1I't"
to the tre~e-(~nterl)rl~ie
its oa.'CJ"~rJrJrllfl.." the
incentive.
All of which is a de~~c·r~·.t.'t:"''lIC~.:1, not an
We have
...,
Edward Luttwak and Lawrence Chickwho are among America's most brilliant writers on contemporary social and
affairs.
too,
not
"We are
" writes Edward
6 "with self-destructiveness as an eX1Plana"UOJn. The dark and irrational motive forces
self-destruction are
to an;alvSlS.
But that is
too, and
difficulties of
groups
of them did so rlollllhA::Il~4';l+,C"'IT.
ness, miscalculation or
intent.
_.11..11. ... _

..., ...... " ,
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There are, of course,
who go over the N1~IO<:l1i'"":lI Falls in
a
but
do not build a fanatical
among a
considerable section of the
so we are still left with the . . . 1I11'~C"1-'lI"'1I"II·
There are, no
tens or even hundreds of valid answers to
that
and every Penthouse Proletarian combines these
motivations in a different mix of
would be naive to
or to
a
motive as the
force between their
irrational behavior.
there are some motives more
and more
than others.
the
forces that I, for one,
would not count as
is the "vendetta"
it is
characteristic of the leaders of the anti-nuclear
movement, but not
of their followers.
Nader is
obsessed with the dream of
General Motors
Kendall
soured on the AEC when
did not, at
heed his
about deficiencies of the l-4'nl~""O~1"l1on'7
and he is still out to
their
and Gofman all at one time worked for
of their fantastic theories
their pr()tessi~Dncll
make them thirst more
for revenge; the authors of
Power Over
wrote their amateurish pap after a
had
obtained the
for a transmission line across their
and so forth. Hundreds of others may be driven
the "vendetta"
motive because
have a
bone to
But there have
been individuals who were
some
institution of the --e~itaOl1Sn]ment:
a mass movement to avenge their ,....IL ............ ,..."""'.
The thousands who rail . . .
the
the
have not been hurt nPt·cn1'l~
have been the beneficiaries of the
What can
the actions of Nader or
ext>lalln the motivation of the entire movement.
The hundreds of thousands in the radicalized sections
the
American upper middle class may very well kid themselves that their
to nuclear power is based
on
and environmental
and such
rationalization makes
but
this
it easy for this belief to become
rationalization is pure nonsense, since nuclear power is aelm0 ns1trablv
safer and
sounder than any of its alternatives. Their
'Il""I."',_1I11II'l+,." .....

1l11TI'll'!t01I"II1l'nrrrC'
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convictions would soon be shattered if
the facts. But their convictions are
if
to look at the "facts"
or
Friends of
motivation behind such
and it
that the motivation is known to its victims.
But when it comes to
look for the Number One motive
of human action: self-interest.
What
self-interest could there be in OD1DOSlnQ the Clean~~st
safest and
kind of electric
interest could there be in
economic
the clearest indication is
who as often as not are
of the
environmentalist, elitist, anti-capitalist, "America stinks"
Their
beliefs are no less irrational than those of the nuclear foes. The Zero
Growth movement
in the late sixties,
when the US birth rate had
been in an un1Drececlented
decline; their activity continued unabated when that decline took the
fertility rate below the natural
level in 1973; and still it
continues
when it is
toward the
where not even
immigration will make up for the eventual decline of the population
old trend
Concern about the po'Ou,lat]lOn
(unless the
explosion in the Third World is but a red
Paul ~ . . . .a."'.ll._"'.ll.'
guru of the
may rave and rant about
Hanglaal~sn and South
but when it comes to the pUJnCl1l11ne,
he calls on the United States
to introduce
if
not coercive measures, to
abortion and birth
control in the United States.
The credo of the
controllers is
"There are too
many of you others." And the issue at stake is common with the
wide range of other issues raised
the Penthouse Proletariat:
do not want to share their
with others. They
are a class whose
are about to be lost if
have not been
lost ~
What
The 'Il""I.1I'"1'1l7'41.~rrro
on roads with
a bearable number of
affluent and "cultured"
a
other
for the roads are now crowded with the cars of
the
riff-raff that does not read the New York Review
and behaves as
had an
to
the
of nal)Dlnes;s.
C'11'\1"'\'Il""I.I'\Iort
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been invaded
it.
who set the tone.
rather than

"materialistic"
business or
a wildcatter.
The
of
counted
better than "the others."
used to come with money.
doesn't any more, at least not
without an awful lot of it. It used to come with education. It doesn't
any more.
man who made
a year used to be sornel)odlv
So did the man who had written a dissertation on medieval Turkish
literature. Not any more.
of American
an
at any
go to
.II.""~'''''.
\"'VJ. .

not

subscribe
the New
have been cheated of their
have
almost - become nobodies
For the nobodies
to
too.
even go to
Paris and Rome.
wonder the Penthouse Proletariat is frustrated. What caused
this unnatural state of affairs? Who fined the
and
Who crowded the beaches with
steel
workers? Who made cars and
that an entire nation
What gave
at the
kilowatt-hour? What let them make calls from
York for a
dollar? What let a third of all
Cn]llal~en eVf~nt1JalIV pass
lIa+I'Il'lt'a,o·... C'

Il,.AA .... 'V' ....... .l1iii.AA

it!

want it
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l-nUCjlear, irrationmotives varies from case to case,
can cover
cases,
even,

is true that

9. WHY?
The
of the
class will.
course the .0""'4-«
class does not realize what their true motivation is.
kid each
and above all
that
are motivated
• ...,."... + ................. ,........ humane concerns. Who didn't find wonderful and
to 'defend his
when
were threatened? To curb the power of ancient monarchies was
the Divine
of
and to go
God
claimed those with a stake in the
and
believed it. To resist the New Order of the German Reich
the
of
claimed the
and
nr{,h~hIV believed it. To
the
line as decreed
Politbureau is to be an enemy of the
claim the
I..~.
believe it. "There is only one
ac(:er)taible
crows Lorna ~alzman9
abandonment of nuclear power."
lieves
too.
But once you discard what is
assured and
and
instead watch the thrust of the action and its effects, the seeming
self-destructiveness makes sense and the technophobia, the corporation baiting, the
the
of the profit motive, the
economic
nrcDtessed hatred of
the totalitarian
the
svs~tetna·t1C, destruction-bent harassment of
- they
all fall into
are the actions of the somebodies who dread
tJec:ornltllQ nobodies.
Mass affluence
its very
affluence as a
of a favored social stratum. Economic
free
distinctive
lPni·lP1'"f"\1'"U~lP and technology are the
who have committed this
must be
dead in their tracks. And they can be
.rlonu1111"lln' them their
energy.
can be
curbed by the
roadup via the allegedly
blocks which this group so
environmental organizations, and people can be duped into cooperatby
them with horror fiction about safety, environment,
even civil liberties (of all
And energy
conversion does have drawbacks: It does have environmental impact,
it does engender safety and health hazards, it does cost money, and
much of it does have to be
from unreliable sources.
nuclear power, while not perfect
has less of these
Ols,ao'vaIltages than any other, and it has earned the
hatred
of the threatened class because it does not fit the calnDau~:n
n ....'Ilrra ...arll
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look
sincere is a person
use
his
who has not comof nuclear power to those of its alternatives? The
the
fact that the
may not be affluent means very little
retne]mt~er, Nader's raiders do not lust for money,
lust for
the
power. Is he or she
interested in
no
catnplaU!Jner asserts and
or are the
full of
and the like?
we know
a few
for clues where most of the
Who is it that has so far most
the
R
I
- you have
or Exxon - their
".II.v ......
even
Not (I am
the scientific
which should have stood up to
the
charlatans years ago. But whenever a
of
the Americans for
was
who was it that
gave
not with money
but with the
actual work to be done? The .International Brotherhood of
Workets.
Let me say that
in
little love for ..,.n11"11~O'l!"'ll"ll1t',.£"o. ,!7
trade
and I have a
aversion
Federation of Teachers
now recruits among
faculties and finds adherents
among those who could not make a
off campus and need
of
Yet I
cannot
that when it comes to defense of nuclear
power, the ones
up for it
are those who are
nearest to the neutrons, the radioactive wastes and the emergency
switches.
on the
is it that fans
anti-nuclear h'U~'1"631'"1~
whose members live
rather than
Island Suburbia rather than
the Creative Initiative
in
C'11I1'"\nnrl
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ences research laboratories. Most of the
rest are in business, medicine, medical
research, law, and government. More
than 90% have B.A. degrees and 50%
Ph.D.s or other advanced degrees.
Time Magazine has said that "The
Bulletin's subscribers
the globe
and can muster more
diplomatic, and statesmanship credentials than
any world conference in Geneva." One
study showed that 46% made trips outside the U.S. within the two preceding
years, and 75% travel by air annually. At
the time of the study the average number
of books owned by each subscriber was
438 volumes. Median family income fell in
the top 5% range for all U.S. households.
The Bulletin subscribers are active in
local civic affairs. They do contact their
elected representatives to let them know
their opinions. The Bulletin subscribers
are truly the concerned and involved citizens.
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